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President's Message
Sandra Nico/
I took this role because it needed to be taken' Not just

filled-

embraced. Now there's a metaPhor.

has shaped my life.

And this has been my last year. I wanted to leave the club'in the
state that I felt it was in when I started-when I was in awe. I wanted the
sportos to get out of the gym, the craggers to go to the alpine, the yoyoers to triverse. I wanted to see the mountaineers thrive. I wanted the
beginners to be inspired and the 'ardcore to be beneficent. I wanted the
picture in my head to be real.
As I was reading the message board over the summer I realized
that all the things I wanted were already happening. People who had
learned to rock climb through the club were leading scrambling trips, the
barbecues were packed, ski and kayak and mountaineering trips were
going out all summer. The signs were propitious.

I

?resílent's

Jvlessøge

it: the photo competition is off the ground. I thought that the members
needed to feel a sense of ownership of the club, so I was thrilled by the
attendance at the Winter Social/Semi-Annual Ceneral Meeting and by
member participation in budget debates. People in this club obviously
care about how it is run. I bet most of them would even have shown up
without Íhe pizza and slideshow incentives. lt has been a busy year.

think a lot of the Exec will agree with me when I say that we
were all trying to keep up. So many people have signed up for trips that
it has been a scramble to find enough instructors, enough campsites,
enough equipment.... So many people have been practising new skills
that I can see the next wave of teachers coming forward. rt is great to see
people organizing their own trips and inviting others to come alongthat combined sense of independence and community is one of the great
I

about the VOC.
.things
So here is my message, after much pre-amble. Members: this is
your club. lt is your community, your responsibility, your reward. Co
on trips, Iead trips, challenge yourselves. Learn skills and teach them.
Learn life and live it. The more you get involved with this club the more
you get from it. And the more you get from it, the more you owe. A lot
of roles need embracing to keep the club going: executives, instructors,
trip leaders, work hikers, slide show speakers, and more. There is always
something that you can do to make your club better.
I owed the VOC energy, and now my energy is spent.

I have some thanks to give. Thanks and congratulations to Chris
Michalak for his work on theVOC webpage, wiki, and photo galleryyou deserve that Cold Pin. Thanks to the members for coming out,
because if you hadn't then all our work would have been for nothing. I
hope that you will consider helping to run the club in the future. Thãnks
to the Exec: I could list the people who impressed me and why, but ld
have to list everyone and that would be tedious. lnstead let me say that
I am happy to leave the club in your hands. And thanks, as always, to
Scott Nelson for sharing his strength.

I
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Vice-President's Report
Richard So
Somehory I was elected to be the Vice-President back in April at
the banquet, The summer went by quite quickly, with monthly barbeques
at the beach thanks to Krystil, who provided us with a large barbeque,
condiments, tables, and even some chairs! The rest of the summer was
spent climbing or scrambling in the mountains. Soon, I realized that
Longhike needed to be organized, but I really wanted to avoid it since it
also reminded me that school would start again. Then I remembered that
we didn't have a place booked for the biggest party of the year, and that I
should get on that quickly.
First, I tried the venue we'd used for the last few years.
Unfortunately, the Coast Mountain Outdoor School had ceased to exist
(or at least for this year), and other places that we weren't banned from
couldn't be found. ln the last weekend of August, I managed to book a
weekend at the Evans Lake Forest Recreation Centre-too bad it was the
Thanksgivi ng long weekend.
September was shaping up quite well; large quantities of mulled
wine were consumed at Glacier School and VOCers learned to walk
around with pointy things on their feet and in their hands. Thanks
to Mike Fuller and his organizing of Clubs Day, it was a big year for
membership, which explains the attendance at all of the year's events.

October rolled around. Over 25 instructors and 120 students
showed up at Murrin Park for Longhike. More climbing was had this
year because of the shorter drive to Evans Lake. The staff at Evans
Lake did the cooking, so I was able to instruct. There were rumours of
people canoeing in the dark, drumming and singing. Candy necklaces
were passed out, and we danced to DJ Arlin's music. Slacklining and
table climbing followed. Trays after trays of thick rich brownies were
consumed, in addition to all the other goodies that had been brought

much energy in that room!
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For the next couple of months, VOC members avoided
schoolwork by driving long distances to find dry rock. The Halloween
weekend was spent climbing in Skaha. Fuller found us an awesome
campsite high above the Penticton Valley. Thanks to Christine Stathers
and her parents, who allowed all us dirtbag climbers into her house for
a potluck. VOCers were seen dressed up in all sorts of costumes; some
notable ones included Jordan's child-size pear costume, and Mike and
Fiona's bigger-than-life quickdraw (now residing in the gear room). A
large group of VOCers headed to Smith Rocks for Remembrance Day,
where the nights were spent breathing fire and burning palettes, and the
days were spent on rope-swings and even a Monkey Face misadventure!

The winter lull was constantly disrupted by the slideshows that
Bram Van Straaten organized. MostWednesday evenings involved a
clubroom packed full of students looking at gorgeous photos; notable
slideshows included the Clacier Cirls and last year's Broken Board

winners. As the first term came to an end, Dan Eagen organized a Winter
Social/SACM whereVOCers listened to the never-ending debate over
gear vs. hut money, ate free pizza, and stared at the snow and rock in
Nick Elson's Cassin Ridge slideshow. Apparently, there was music and
dancing too (probably more of the former).

Mulled wine, huts, and skiing seemed to be the VOC recipe for
weekend fun after the white fluffy stuff started falling down in record
amounts. Many VOCers celebrated New Year's at the Brian Waddington
Cabin, which was home to massage trains and naked runs in the snow.
Andrew Pare made sure everybody had a good time at Winter Longhike
at Mount Seymour in January, where lots of mulled wine was consumed
and new and old members slept in snow caves that didn't collapse.
I have to admit, I wasn't quite sure what to expect when I signed
up for this position lastApril. But, with lots of help from all the execs,
I think we've had a fantastic year in terms of social events! There were
always new faces in the clubroom and, judging from the message board
and the trips that I went on, most weekends were spent in the mountains.
I can't wait for next year!

11
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Editor's Message
Kaja Sadowski
Like nearly every other Editor in the history of the VOC Journal,
with loads of enthusiasm and no idea of how to
actually do this thing. lt's been a long, interesting journey and I am very
h"ppy to have taken the plunge lastApril and run for this position.
I came to this project

Despite the toll it has taken on my sleeping patterns, eating
(it
habits turns out you can survive for quite a while on Nutella and Wine
Cums) and saniry I am incredibly proud of this year's Journal. People
began submitting articles last November and kept sending stuff in until
about two weeks ago (regardless of the actual deadline.. ')' The quality
of the writing and photography was quite high, and the entire Journal is
permeated by that infectious enthusiasm that has marked everything the
VOC has done this year.
There has also been a big change for the journal this year:
we have made the switch to printing on recycled and FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council) certified paper. Considering how important
conservation is to our members, it made sense for us to work on

"Most Environmentally Progressive Printing Company in Canada" in both
2006 and 2007 aTthe Environmental Printing Awards. lt really has been a
pleasure working with such a friendly and helpful group of people whose
environmental concerns are very much in line with our own. Thanks
guys!

l'd like to leave both future editors and contributors with a few
words of advice:
To the editors: procrastinate. No, seriously. Aside from playing
outside, what better way is there of avoiding schoolwork than putting
together a book? lf you're tired of analyzing soil samples, start planning

what you're going to say in your Editor's Message 4 months down the
road; if Kant and Heidegger are making your head swim, teach yourself
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to use Adobe lnDesign; if Anglo-Saxon poetry has your eyes and ears
bleeding, spend a few hours hassling members for articles and advertisers
for money. The possibilities are endless, and you will be surprised by
how much you've gotten done by the time that final, excruciating push
comes around in early March.
To contributors: keep it simple and edit, edit, edit. lt,s great
to receive well written and generally grammatically correct articles

guide and remind yourself of just what a semicolon is and how to use
it. By article #39, a misused apostrophe can reduce the editor to tears.
Please don't be cruel.
l,d also like to thank everyone that got me through this ,,learning
experience". Thanks to my amazing editing crew: Lisa Blachut, lva
Cheung, Dan Eagen, Dani Hallet, Masami Hoshino-Spafford, Boris
Khramstov, and Sandra Nicol. A huge thanks goes to everyone who
submitted articles and photographs (after all, we wouldn't have had
anything to edit without you). Finally, an enormous "Thank you!,, goes to
Duncan McPhedran for all his help with layout and his unwavering love
and support (and fabulous cooking) right through to the end.

On to next year (and the 50th Anniversary of the VOC Journal)!
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Archivist's Report
Duncan McPhedran
I took over the position of Archivist from Evan Morris in January
because he was going traveling. Sadly, I had no idea what he had been
working on before, so I started my own project which I hope to carry on
with next year. I am digitizing the entire VOC Archives.

The project is rather huge, and l've only Sotten a small start on
it. lt involves scanning the photographic collection, the contents of the
filing cabinets, and the past 48 volumes of the Journal (there are several
on disk that do not need to be scanned), I plan to have it complete by the
release of the 50th anniversary edition of the Journal next year.

ln conjunction with this project, the club's de facto Historian,
Christian Champagne, has written volumes on the Wiki. He has covered
everything from hut construction to awards, and is very committed to the
historical work being done.
The work that Champagne and I are doing is of great impoftance,
not only because next year is the 50th anniversary of the Journal or
because in another 10 years the VOC will reach the venerable age of
100, but because the club has been involved in numerous important
projects over the years. lt would be a shame if we were to lose any more

history than we already have.
Earlier this year, Ceorge Richard Robinson died at age 102. He
founding
member of the VOC, and would have been an excellent
was a
source of club history. I believe that he was the last surviving member of
the club in its earliest years. This is an unfortunate loss, but what history
we do have recorded can be saved with a little hard work.
I was able to sneak in a few pages in order to give a you lot a

taste for the rich photographic history of the club. Peppered throughout
the journal are a few images that I have scanned from the 1959 photo

album.
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The Cassin Ridge
Stefan Albrechter
Preparations

gym) would be our secret weapon on the 5.8 crux pitches...

I
i
5th and, i
Nick and

Creatine

on for the tr

and fees

a May lOth
packing (th
n the 4-day

fact, the ranger almost seemed to have more confidence in our ability to climb
it then we did! Maybe he had our resumes mixed up with 2 other climbers,? He
took us through a slideshow of the route with pictures from the year before that,
I must admit, made the route look quite challenging.

Acclimatization
Once at base camp, we sorted out gear for our cache and packed
up fourteen days of food fuel to acclimatize on the west Buttress route. After
dinner Nick quickly became nauseous and promptly vomited into the vestibule.
He reassured me this was standard practice for him while acclimatizing at

21
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system, we happily packed up camp and headed back down to base camp to
grab our gear and food for the Cassin'
Base Camp

was
low
with

As usual, the forecast ended up being wrong.

but
y turned
next few

well, sort of. The weather

ood,

"strong"
daYs

r that

had discovered who had opened the Chamber of Secrets...

The Cassin

to lose our acclimatization and that if we didn't 8o now we'd have to re-
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Hard snow and a trail to follow allowed us to move quickry through this
dangerous, awe-inspiring valley. once at the safety of the west rib couloir,"we
set up the tent for a few hours' sleep and to brew
up before heading up the first crux: the Japanese
Couloir on the Cassin Ridge. Five hours later,
and not so refreshed, we hiked the short distance
to the base of the Japanese Couloir and Nick
started up what was one of the tougher pitches of
the route: a short vertical section over the
bergshrund on extremely rotten ice. lt was a
difficult and eye opening pitch. We had assumed
we would be able to simul-climb the nine
pitches up the couloir, but the amount of ice and
rocks being knocked down the narrow gully and
--Þ
the attention-demanding nature of the climbing
forced us to pitch out nine calf-burning, pickdulling, energy-sapping pitches to the first and
very small Cassin Ledges camp at 13600ft. This
small, rocþ ledge is about four feet by ten feet
and just fit our Bibler tent.
Day 2z The next morning
being squeezed in a
vice and he was in obviou
signi of pulmonary
edema and not wanting to
d ñoped ìhe problém
would heal itself. We ate half of a dinner to conserve food.
Day 3: Nick's lungs felt good enough to continue and, other than a large
amount of blood in his shit that morning (still no clue what that was from), felt
good to go. one mixed pitch led to a 5.8 pitch that would take us to the start of

23
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the Cowboy Traverse.
The Cowboy Traverse is a seven-pitch knife-edge rldge that starts steeply
at 45 degrees and has steep drops on either side. The last third of the ridge is a
less steeþ, corniced ridge that requires traversing at 60 degrees. This ridge is
extremeiy difficult to reverse and, once completed, commits one to the 6000ft of

climbing to the summit. conditions on this feature vary from year to year and
*iIhin the month. lt can be unprotectable snow or calf-burning blue ice
"u"n
that takes bomber screws. Luckily, we found it in nearly perfect condition, with
a few inches of bonded snow on top of ice screw protectable ice. The small
amount of snow on top of the ice allowed us great rests and secure climbing, so
we were able to simul-climb the arête in two leads to allow us to swap gear. The
winds were now picking up and snow began to fall, so we decided to pitch
camp at ,,the most spacious camp on the whole route": a flat spot at the top of
the arête and at the base of the snowfield leading to the first rock band.
Day 4z A short pitch through a bergshrund took us to a snowfield that led to the
base of the first rock band. Three mixed pitches took us to a difficult mixed/
mostly rock pitch (off route) followed by another distressingly steep mixed pitch
(possibly off route). My technique of pulling on gear.came to an abrupt stop

when no gear could be placed to pull on. After much thrashing and swearing
and a distlurbingly large amount of time, I belayed Nick up. We simul-climbed
up the next two pitches to the top of the first rock band, where a short snow
slãpe led to, as the guidebook says, "a small exposed bivy" at 15700ft. A small
ledþe had already bãen chopped and th tent hung distressingly over the edge
by ã good ten inches, even after some more chopping. While chopping the
fóage] Nict put a fist-sized hole in our single wall tent-to increase ventilation, I
We anchored the tent to screws and axes and tied nearly everything in,
"rtút".
including ourselves. Strong winds and snow kept us awake most of the night.
Lack of slnow to build a *ãll now left us exposed to any winds that ripped across
the mountain.
Day

5:

By morning, blowing snow had accumulated halfway up the tent wall

on ih" side against the ledge wall and was pushing us, and the ten! further off
the ledge. Thã wind was nów howling outside and it was quickly obvious that
.ou-id not move in these conditions. I boiled a Iiter of water for each of us
and we locked ourselves in the tent. By noon, the gale winds had blown most of

*"

the snow clear from between the tent and the ledge. Unfortunately, that snow
had been acting as a stabilizing force on the tent. The winds would at times
nearly flatten th1 tent and threatened to rip us off the ledge. By evening the
snow had stopped, but the winds had further increased and the situation was
becoming more serious by the minute. That evening's forecast was predicting
,,an extre-me high wind warning for the upper mountain and a stron8 low that
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will
in th
shak

for the next few days.,, Fuck. Snow was blowing
had created, and high winds all day and night h"ad
he walls onro our bãgs. My _30"C down sleËping
bag was now a very heavy and expensive nylon shèet with a Írozen ball of'doivn
on either side of the baffles. lt was time for damage control. Nick and I flipped
to see who had to go outside to tighten guy Iines, make new guy Iines, mòve the
tent in, tighten it in, and try to prevent the destruction of our Joie shelter. I lost. I
tied string and slings and equalized our tent as quickly as possible, but no matter

whatldiditstillseemedthat

/

the major gusts would flatten
the tent if someone wasn't

bracing it.
It was at this time that
I noticed we might have a

smallproblem. Our
windscreen had blown away,
No big deal. I couldn't seem
to find the pot lid either,
though. Hmmm. My heart

-

began to race as I realized
that our only pot was no
fun
longer where it had been and
that all three were probably airborne over the south face of Denali. At least that
was one thing (or three things) less for me to carry. I told Nick in a ,,good newsbad news" type way and all he replied was, ,,At least we have the stòve.,, lndeed.

Are

we

ñavíng

y

et? [stefan

A-]

of us talked much. My mind was racing. My sleeping bag was useless. I put all
of my clothes on and shivered in my nylon sheet. Both pôles *ere now badly
bent in multiple places. lf the tent collapsed we'd be fucked. what the fuck were
we_going to make water in? The mental math of rapping 3500ft with one rope
and sparse gear was too unappealing to think about-not to mention reversing
the cowboyTraverse. Besides, Nick and I are both Tauruses: stubbornness is our
strong point.
Day 6¡ I woke out of a hallsleep to find that my lungs were killing me. They felt
like what Nick had described to me on day two at the cassin Ledges. t hoped it
was from crouching all night to brace the tent, but took a Dex and some
Diam.ox to calm my now-racing mind. some time in the morning, the wind
eased up and we decided we had to move. our shovel blade wõuld have to do
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to melt water in. Any water we had to melt from here to the summit was melted
in our shovel blade. This time-consuming process meant that it took over 2 hrs
to melt 6 liters.

on over the summit to the 1 7000ft camp on the West Buttress.

Two more rock pitches led us to the top of the second rock band and
the end of the technical difficulties. All that separated us from the summit was
3Toolt of non-technical snow and rock.
After a long break, we set off up steepening
slopes on hard wind slab that gave way to
frustratingly slow knee-deep wind drift. We
seemed to be going maddeningly slowly,
according to the Topo elevations. Nick
broke trail through a tough deep section
and my wheezing lungs could barely keep
up. We stopped around 18000ft to listen
to the 8:00pm weather report on our FRS
radio. "Partly cloudy and 80kph winds.
above 1 7k" was the forecast. That was the
best it had been all week. After a Chuck
Norris joke and listening to some ranger talk
we set off with renewed spirits. I drank the

lñe
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was down to over -65'c.we ditched our packs and raced the few hundred feet
to the summit.

Nick told me he felt like shit and had trouble keeping his balance. This
wasn't unusual for the amount of food and water we had consumed over the
past few days, but it was also a symptom of life-threatening cerebral edema.
Excitement turned to an awareness of the urgency of getting down. we got back
to our packs and Nick flopped on his with a tiredness he'd never shown before.

and could finally see the first signs of people! I broke off in knee-deep powder
and realized after having gone several hundred meters that there was a wanded
I began to cut over to it,
lapse in the snow. Nick,
r the trail-breaking and
eventeen hours after
Ieaving our high camp on the Cassin.

in

We set up the tent, melted some water
d
in the tent for a few hours. My lungs still hurt and
packed up to get to the warmer 1400Oft camp wh
fuel and food cache. I scrounged up some tasÇ waffle treats and some chocolate
from a party that was bailing and Nick and I savored our first non-Gu food in
a while. We
nt
a long time just si
everything. lt
Wed
made it.

conti
was
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lce Climbing
Alice Leppitt

When I arrived in Canada I did not plan to become so outdoorsy;
however, theVOC and the brilliant people in it became my second
family and I ended up going on adventures almost every weekend'
Comíng from Australia, which is typically hot, dry and flaç the idea
of ice climbing was very foreign to me, and it instantly captured my
imagination.
W¡thin the club, I heard differing opinions about ice climbing.
Some said that it was the greatest thing ever and that they spent many a
weekend in search of "BC ice". Others told me that it was a "death trap"
that should be avoided at all costs-why climb something that not only
changes from day to day, but from hour to hour? Although slightly wary,l
had developed the attitude that I must try everything while in Canada, so
I decided that I would at least give it a shot.

Before my second attempt I begged, borrowed and stole the

the snow for Lara's car, and started out for the waterfall ice Christian and

(we hacked at it with a shovel) for dessert.
Joined by Adrian and Tìna from the BCMC the next morning,
we crossed the traverse, which I found very exciting. lt was a beautiful,
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sunny day as we set out for the ice. After an hour or so we came to our
waterfall. lt was tall, perfectly shaped for ice climbing with great rest
spots to place screws, and very spectacular. There was only one problem:
it was flowing. ln true VOC style, we were not deterred. We spent the
day climbing very sketchy ice and sucking icicles-delicious!
By the end of the
day my feet were frozen
and absolutely drenched.
My overpants were balled
with snow and weighed
about an extra kilogram
because of this. On this

trip I vowed to buy gaiters
(something I now never
go on a trip without). My
tip is that gaiters are very
useful for staying warm
"fn true TOC styfe."
and dry, and'thai if you
buy red ones they will make you go faster (a proven scientific fact).
Arriving back at the car at dark, slightly disappointed at not
having found ice but still happy about having spent a fun day outdoors,
I attempted to start the car. With the gear stick in neutral, I turned the
key-my normal procedure for starting a standard-but the car did not
make a sound. Not even a rev before giving up. So, Christian hitched
into Pemberton, and brought a tow truck out two hours later. We
attached jumper leads and tried starting the car, but still had no luck.
"Put the clutch in," suggested the tow truck driver. What do
you know, the car starts as if there had never been a problem-probably
because there hadn't been one! I certainly learned a lesson from that:
ALWAYS put the clutch in. Christian and I saw the funny side of this.
Piotr was not completely happy, but we still had a good drive home with
good conversation and everyone warm and tired after a fun weekend.
After this experience, I was convinced that one must leave BC to
go ice climbing. I was starting to think that I wouldn't get the opportunity
because "out of BC" was a long way and such a trip required willing
people and time (and when other excitingVOC trips were always
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happening, time wasn't that available). I finally got the chance when
I received an email from a friend from MUMC (Melbourne University
Mountaineering CIub) who was keen to head to Canmore for a week of
ice climbing-how could I say no?

Armed once again with other people's gear, as well as with my
own brand new pair of mountaineering boots and a pair of red gaiters, I
set out with tr¡¡o other Australians on the 12 hour drive to Canmore. Due
to road closures, however, the trip ended up taking two days. The road
closure allowed us to take part In the pancake challenge at a remote
roadhouse (eat three 12-inch pancakes and you get them for free), which
we failed miserably and which made us feel very sick' ln Canmore we
stayed at the Alpine Club of Canada Clubhouse, which we all agreed was
the best hostel we had ever stayed in.
We got four days of fantastic ice climbing in and I had such
an awesome time that I am planning a trip to New Zealand for more
ice climbing in July 2oo7.l learned several things about this newlydiscovered activiÇ. Firstly, the people are extraordinarily friendly: many

paused for a minute or two after finishing a route on a colder day, the
pain would set in. Our faces would turn red and we would either start
laughing uncontrollably or screaming in pain, Cenerally, someone else
would have to untie us from the rope because of our non-functioning
fingers. Fourthly, ice climbing and mixed climbing are fun. They are, in
fact, awesome fun whether you are top roping, leading, or dogging on
bolts. I would highly recommend them to all. Lastly, while it is more
dangerous than, say, lawn bowling, ice climbing can be relatively safe. I
definitely don't think that it is a death trap. You just need to be aware of

avalanche and ice conditions, as well as the temperature.

After never having really heard of ice climbing before arriving in
Canada, I am now hooked and am looking forward to future climbing. ln
my experience, ice climbing trips in BC offer lots of fun and adventure,
but there doesn't appear to be a lot of regular ice. lt's a better idea to
head out to Canmore and the Rockies where there is an abundance of
ice in a spectacular setting.
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First Ascent of the North Face of Lesser Wedge
Tyler Linn

schedule, we made tentative plans to climb the north face of James
Turner and leave late on Monday morning.

Alpine climbing plans are never set in stone. Nick made great use
of his "study time" late Sunday night on bivouac.com, where he lound
a great photo of the north face of Lesser wedge by Jordan peters. This
sparked his interes! and we hatched a plan to scope out the peak on the
way in to James Turner. lnto the pack went a large rack mainly of rock
gear with several ice screws, just in case.

On Monday morning, Nick was back at his Westside home
by 11 a.m., and we finished packing. We decided to rravel as lightly
as possible, taking only mountaineering boots, skis, avi gear, toõls,'
crampons, the rack, and sleeping bags. We made sure that the
mountaineering boots worked with our bindings and, after a few
adjustments, we were ready to roll by 12 p.m. We made two stops along
the way: one for groceries at save-on in Squamish, and one atValhallato buy a single knifeblade after Nick realized he had forgotten the pins
at.home. The girl atValhalla was very friendly. she needed help deciding
whether to make tea or coffee and asked Nick for advice.
Unfortunately, there was still quite a bit of snow on the road to
*"r" only able to get a few hundred
metres up the road before being stopped. we poked around a bit more
with.our packs, and I trveaked my bindings a bit more to make sure they
would work with my Scarpa Alphas. The sun was blazing, and Nick
decided to go John clarke-style because he had no shorts and only long
the Wedgemount La[e Trail, and

*"
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underwear. Nick reminded me thatJohn's marks had suffered during his
last year at UBC because the weather in the mountains had been so good
during the spring. He also reassured me that he had done well on his
film studies exam and that his gràdes had not been affected by his love of
the mountains!
After a 3.S-hour slog, we were finally at the hut. There had
been a lot of postholing, but we were able to ski half of the trail in our
mountaineering boots, which helped us in our effort to move fast and
light. We had planned to continue all the way to the Wedge-Weart col,
but it was already 7:30 p.m. and the sun was starting to go down, so we
decided to crash at the hut. After all, the hut was amazingly warm, and
Nick noticed that it smelled a bit like a sauna with the scent of cedar
lingering. lt was warm enough for shorts in the hut, and we slept well,
especially Nick, who had been going all day on only two hours of sleep.
The next morning dawned cold and clear-just the conditions
we were hoping for!The snow was very hard, and our edges scraped
across the icy sñow as we made our way down towards the Wedgemount
clacier at 4:30 a.m. we skied as far along the east side of the glacier as
we could, just to be extra cautious and avoid crevasses. The conditions
were very iast, and we arrived at the Wedge-Weart col by 6 a.m. The sun
was starting to come up, exposing lames Turner and Lesser Wedge. The

route lookãd steep and technical, following the central couloir directly
to the summit. We hoped to climb the route while the snow stayed hard
and the avalanche conditions remained low.
We skied to within a few hundred vertical feet of the route, and
we slogged up through powder to the base. As the angle became steeper,
we entered the couloir proper and the snow conditions became much
better for kicking steps. we simul-soloed what would have been two or
three pitches aná then built a belay at the start of the first steep runnel.
The first pitch was mine to lead, and I was delighted, as the climbing
looked fantastic. The climbing was mixed with just enough ice for
some delicate pick placements. I worked my way up to a belay at the
beginning of the next rock section and set up an anchor'
The fourth pitch started off quite tricþ with lots of frozen blocks
and tricþ pro. Nick did a great job leading it and then went up out of
sight. He d'idn't move for a very long time, and judging by the huge
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amognt of spindrift shooting down the gully, he had to be doing some
significant excavation at the top of the pitch. lt turned out Nick had

The final pitch to the summit brought me out into the sun, and

I

ridge kind of reminded me of the
north arête of Wedge, except that
it was much shorter and steeper

on both sides.
Skiing down the

Wedgemount Clacier was
"interesting" in mountaineering
boots. lt definitely put my skiing
abilities to the test, and I made
more than a few faceplants with
my heavy pack. By late afternoon,
we were back at the hut brewing
Stan"úng on the surntnít. tíyfer LJ
tea and making soup for dinner.
We also enjoyed some imported coca mate tea I had brought back
from Peru and had been saving for a special occasion. At 6 p.m. I went
for a "nap" and never woke up. Perhaps I was coming down from my
mate high, but I ended up sleeping for fourteen hours! lt was one of ihe
longest sleeps I can ever remember having. Nick apparently crashed out
by 7 p.m., so at least he didn't wait around for me to cook the proper
dinner.
Wednesday morning was very cloudy and snowy, so we were
reluctant to leave our warm hut. The visibility was poor, and the snow
had turned to concrete without the warm afternoon sun. rn the end, the
poor skiing conditions forced us to take off our skis partway down the
trail and posthole down. we were h"ppy to see the car that afternoon,
and we finally made it to the Brew Pub in Squamish by 3 p.m.
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Anniversary Glacier
Matthew Parisien
We were sitting on the silt plain under the Anniversary glacier.
Ben and Oker had finished dinner and Ben was taking down his camp
stove in the dark. His headlamp lit things up. I watched him work at the
burner: he twisted and plucked the bolts and knobs, and lifted it up in his
hands. He folded the wings against the body, then he curled the copper
spine over top. Then he took the campstove egg and tucked it inside its
blue mesh nest. Cinched the nest shut. I don't think he saw me watching
him. l'd rather he didn't see me'

'

Under the glacier on a Sunday morning, Pete pointed at the ice
and said, "Those are nonstandard crevasses. Normally they don't go that
way.,,We all looked up into the rain, into the big blue cracks in the ice. I
thought of mastodons lodged in the blue ice.

.

"Today we will learn to deal with crevasses," said Pete. "Even the
nonstandard ones." We were going to climb the real glacier, but on a
Sunday morning it seemed like too much work. Pete smelled funny that
morning, too, like booze sweat. I smelled him through his Core-tex suit'
so insteãd of climbing the real glacier, we stood on the silt plain and

simulated crevasses with stones.
"This is the crevasse's edge," said Pete and he kicked a rock' "This
is a cutline in the snow" and he drew a line with his axe. "This is an
anchor,,, and he stuck a picket in the silt. lt only went in,a few inches.
"That won't do. Pretend it's deeper." So we pretended that the
picket was really stuck in deep. We pretended it was solid. Then Pete
took Stephanie and threw her into the simulated crevasse.

"Now pull her out," he told us' But there were too many people
to pretend on Stephanie alone. We all stood around and looked atthe
ropes and pickets and people. I licked the rain off my face. Stephanie put
her hands in her pockets. Alex said she'd be Stephanie for us.
So we pulled Alex, who was simulating Stephanie, out of the
simulated crevasse with a Z-pulley. Kasia held the picket in the silt while
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I yanked on the rope. As I pulled, Alex walked up to the rock that we
pretended Pete had kicked, the rock that we called the crevasse's edge,
the rock that was a rock that the glacier had moved for real.

Alex beamed. "l'm out! Cood work guys.,,
That was how the day went, and then we had tea with lunch.
While we were eating, Kasia told me she'd been pulling on the picket
real hard. she said she had pulled with all her weight. ihad no idea. ld
thought the picket was holding me.

On Saturday we had walked up to the ice patch under Mount
Matier. Pete was showing us an anchor. He poked the Abalakov Hook
into a hole and hooked some rope around a bend.
"This anchor is good for rappel,,, pete said. ,,Look how strong it
is." And I yanked on the anchor, and Kasia yanked on the anchor, añd
Pete did too, and we all decided that the Abalakov Hook is an essential
tool for building strong anchors in ice.

_ .Then Pete put crampons on his feet and thrashed up the ice patch
furiously- Bits of ice flew off from his axe the way that bits of tree fly off
from a chainsaw. At the top of the ice patch he made an anchor. Then
he came down the rope to where we were waiting. He was thriiled. I
smelled the thrill through his Core-tex.
"Now youtry," said Pete. So Itried Pete,s route. Iwas thrilled.
Then it was stephanie's turn to be thrilled, and then the French cirls,,
and then Jade Yee was thrilled too.
While more people were being thrilled, I walked around to the
southern side of the ice. Things were softer there. caleb came with me

bash my nuts so bad, and they worked out okay. Then Kasia and the
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some falls, and we did some falls,
to the silt plain for dinner.
back
we
went
and
and then it got dark

French

cirls came around. They did

We got to learn lots of new words that day. "Crevasse" was a good
on". Wu liked saying, "crevasse" because it sounded kind of French,
enough so that the French Girls didn't notice it was French. That was
nice 6ecause I think they felt more at home. "Prussik" was another good
word. I couldn't tell who felt at home when we said, "prussik", but we
didn't say it as often as "crevasse", so there were probably fewer people
with us who came from where "prussik" came from. "Abalakov Hook"
only got a reaction from the English studen! even though "Abalakov"
doesñ't sound quite like "Nabokov"' But I suppose it was an honest
mistake, given fhe circumstances (ln Vladimir Nabokov's novel Bend
Sinister, the hero Krug escapes from his hallucinatory dream only by
conspiring with another man to falsify their documents. By signing each
othei,s papers, they convince the illiterate guards to allow them off the
bridge.)

the French girls Aurore and Laure came from France. Lyon,
I think. Jade Yee was Fiench too, but she came from Montreal. French
Montreal, not En gl ish Montreal, or French-Montreal-that-prefers-tospeak-English Montreal. Jade and the French Sirls got along okay.
Somebody told me that Quebec French isn't like France French, but more
like really old France French, in a way. They said it's hard for people from
France to understand Quebec French, but if they know a bit of really old
French, it might help. Quebec French is like one of those mastodons I
thought of earlier. Mastodontet yes mastodonte, lodged in a Laurentian
blue.
So

Kasia came from Poland a long time ago. She didn't speak Polish,
but I never did ask her if she could. Not that it really mattered. You can
be Polish but not speak Polish, lt's what's inside that counts, Like the
hunter sausage from the Polish deli near my house. When that's inside,
boy it counts. Or the Polish Community Centre on Fraser Street, which is

not so far from theVietnamese Alliance Church. That counts too, in my
mind.

We asked Caleb where he came from, and he said that he just
came from Victoria. Then he kind of laughed, and I kind of laughed
too. lt wasn't a mean laugh, it was just the laugh you make when you

.:.
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Everybody brought something for dinner that night. Jadeyee
brought spaghetti, and Megan and Barry brought paté. iwarmed
up spaghetti on the campstove, and Kasia made hot chocolate. Ben
sat beside us and made red Thai curry, real red Thai curry with fresh
vegetables and coconut milk. oker said the curry was too spicy for him,
even though oker came from somewhere closer to Thailand than Ben
did. Sandra Nichol said she'd eat oker's curry for breakfast the next
morning.
I told JadeYee her spaghetti was ready. She reached in her pack
and took out a plastic origami bowl, bright orange with a made up

Japanese name.

"What's that?" Barry asked.

"Folding bowl," said Jade.
It fit together in a complicated way, like a paper crane. Three
orange wings folded up and fít into slots along the body, and in a way fit
into themselves, like birds when they sit, or when they die.

'And it holds water?" I asked.
"Yeah, ifs in the fold," she said. ,,See? lt fits together like this.,,
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Escape from Mt. Ossa
Christian Veenstra
This spring I finally convinced my longtime climbing buddy
Pawel Pietruszczak (he got me into the sport in the first place) to move
toVancouver. of course, I broke my ankle in a small lead-fall incident
the day before he arrived. Shortly after the cast was removed, I left on
a ludicrous expedition to Mt. Waddington (see "Escape from Knight
lnlet" in this issue), lt was now August and wed spent precious liitle time
actually climbing together-just a few days of cragging in Squamish.

The Labour Day weekend was coming and, although.,ld
have to come back early for an all-day rehearsal with the istn field
Artillery Band on Monday, we decided to rent a car and join the VOC
Mountaineering Camp. Our sights were set on the unclimbed horn
in between Ossa and Pelion peaks. We finalized our plans while
bouldering in the park-the last piece of the puzzle would be to get pawel
a decent pair of mountaineering boots, as he still didn,t own a pãir.

Unable to find a used pair or decide on a new pair, pawel
eventually settled on my double plastics (l'd wear my leathers). I thought
this decision was a little strange, given that his foot was two sizes smaler
than mine, but he seemed happy with it.

Getting to Ossa: Death of a Foamy
We arrived at the trailhead in the dark on Friday and met up with
the clacier cirls, who were just returning from a highly successful selfpropelled traverse of theTantalus range. We traded stories and swapped
fresh fruit for a climbing helmet for Pawel. He and I went to bed early, as
we wanted to get a jump-start the next morning.

exited the ten,t I found a man staggering along the road. As soon as I got
close I could smell the booze... He'd "taken a good bail off the bike,
you know, up by the mines" and, after his buddy had passed, out hed
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walked for "likeTWO HOURS" until I found him.
Other people in the camp soon awoke, and eventually a few
of us drove the drunkard back to his camp so his sober friends could
deal with the problem (after convincing him it wouldn't be a good idea
for him to just take his truck out and pick up buddy himself). He kept
emphasizing that he'd just walked for TWO HOURS, as if this was some
superhuman feat of strength.
After getting back to
camp, Pawel and I ate a quick
breakfast and headed out in the
dark. Pawel started noticing
that his boots didn't quite fit...
Frequent stops were in order as
he first applied moleskin, then
began to cut out insole-shaPed ß ac Fcountry 6 o ot rey øír, IC fwßtínn y.]
pieces from his blue foamy and ----'--ram them into the shell and/or liners. After much iteration, Pawel settled
on 2 insole spacers in each boot shell (having tried up to 3 in all possible
permutations and combinations). He deemed this the most comfortable
possible configuration, although the boots were still clearly devouring
his feet. We still reached the glacier at the base of Ossa well before the
rest of the crew and, after setting up our ten! we set off late in the day to
scout out possible ascent routes.
Escape

from Mt. Ossa l: Rope up before it's too hard to rope up

We heard the 'standard route' went up the west ridge, through a
small cliff band to the west of camp and past a small group of lakes. We
didn't have time for it that day, so we decided to try to scramble up a
loose gully and climb out at the top, thus gaining the north ridge. About
halfway up the gully,'it looked like there might be a good escape onto
a buttress with nice ledge systems on the left leading to a treed area. I
began picking my way up.
On the buttress the scrambling turned into easy climbing, but I
wasn,t really too concerned-l could see the treed area just around the
corner. ld just work my way across this little ledge... quick undercling...
highstep... hmmmm... "Pawel, don't come up here - it gets a bit thin."
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"What's that? I can't quite hear you, hold on

Ice

-

l'm coming....,,

Staring out of the steep slab in front of me was nothing but a thin
seam; it was filled w¡th dirt and just too small to be called a finger crack.
only a few meters away, scraggly tree branches protruded over the rock.
They were just thick enough to hinder your progress but not th¡ck enough
to trust. Just past that was the safety of the trees; it would take only a
Iittle climbing to get there, but not the kind of stuff I wanted to do with
a pack, boots and no protection between me and the talus-filled gully

below. Downclimbing the undercling highstep didn,t seem like J good
idea either. Pawel came into view around the other side of the corner...
Pawel stopped before it got too difficult. We evaluated the
situation: neither of us was wearing a harness, I had both ropes in my
pack, he had the rack. I was pretty solid on my few inches of ,ledge,,
but wasn't going anywhere. Pawel, still mobile, donned his harneis and
built an anchor while I unclipped a trekking pole and used it to start
excavating the seam. After what seemed like a long, long time pawel
finished his anchor and was ready to throw me some pro. with a tether
made from an assortment of slings and webbing he threw me the nuts.
Twice. I caught them and slotted one into the crack. lnstantly, my tiny
ledge seemed to grow 4 sizes.l placed a second one from which to
hang my pack. Soon my harness was on, I was clipped through some
protection and on belay. Pawel had, in facÇ saved my ass. With the fear
of certain death gone, the previously blank slab didn,t look nearly so bad
and I quickly made it up to the trees. Of course, the trees didn,t lead us
anywhere good, but at least they made a good rap anchor.

Upon returning to camp, we found that the rest of the VOC
Mountaineering Camp had already arrived and finished dinner. Scott
Webster's prediction had come true: "They will return by headlamp, and
they will have done something totally ridiculous."
Escape

from Mt. Ossa ll: Ihe Bivy

Pawel and I decided to try again on Sunday (a questionable
idea, to say the least). The plan was to get up before dawn, summit Ossa
early in the day via the standard route, rap down to the horn, rap into
the bergschrund, climb the horn, rap back down to the glacier and bag
Pelion on the way down to camp. Afterwards, we would hike all the way
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back to the car in the dark so that I could drive home that night and be
ready for rehearsal the next morning. lt seemed like a reasonable plan.

We headed off in the early morning light and began to circle the
mountain. Finding our way through the cliff bands and past the small
group of lakes, we began picking our way up the NW face of Ossa across
a mixture of snowfields and granite. Eventually, we found ourselves
wondering which ridge was the 'standard' route. To our left was the ridge
we imagined (incorrectly) to be the standard route, to our right the real
west ridge seemed too far away. We thought we must have missed the
opportunity to gain the ridge coming past the lakes and we looked for
other options. Ahead of us, the snowfield ended in near-veftical rock but
appeared to present a climbable route up to where the two ridges joined
before heading off to the summit. This seemed ideal, as we didn't have
to decide which ridge was'standard'. We roped up and found a place
where we could jump over the melthole from the snowfield to the rock,
then began traversing to the start of our route.
Pawel led the traverse, and was really taking his time. I didn't
criticize, however, as a route always looks easier through the second's
eyes. He finally reached our route and I quickly joined him, declaring
it was my turn to lead. There where two possible ascent choices: a wet,
chossy wall and a clean buttress. Pawel favoured the wall, but I chose the
buttress. Protection was difficult to find, but I (helped by Pawel) decided
that it didn't really matter as the climbing was easy' After placing a few
small nuts I made itto a nice long ledge and set up a belay' Paweltook
quite a long time to join me, and when he finally did arrive he criticized
my poor choice of route. This cycle repeated itself again, with Pawel
taking even longer the second time around. By this time, we noticed the

otherVOCers happily on their way to the summit via the standard route.
When Pawel arrived at the next belay we had another discussion
about route choices. Ahead of us was a terrible, wet, mossy offwidth
crack nestled at the back of a dihedral. To the left was another nice,
clean, heavily exposed buttress. Pawel assured me there was no way he
would follow up another crazy madman route choice of mine-he figured
the crack was the way to go. Furthermore, he assured me that mY crazy
route choices so far had been what was slowing him down. A discussion
ensued.
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Now, Pawel is, doubtlessly, a better climber than l. l,ve followed
him up 10d trad in Squamish, which is steeper than l've ever lead
without bolts. What I should have realized was that here in the alpine
with boots, a pack, and a lot of exposure, he was far from his element.
This being the first time he'd ever climbed in boots (and the fact that they
were double plastics two sizes too big) surely didn't help either. With
nothing but shaþ footholds, the exposure was really getting to him. lf
only one of us had realized this at the time...
The discussion ended after a short while. I shoved the rack into
Pawel's hands: "lf you want to go up that mossy disaster, it,s your lead,,.
A few hours later I was watching Pawel frozen at the top of the mess;
it had been such a slog that he'd placed basically all the gear wed
brought, and had even resorted to using his prussiks to clip the rope.
Now, finally peering over the top, he couldn't see any possibilities for a
belay. I lowered him to our belay and took over. I struggled up the mess,
removing some of the gear as I went. upon reaching the top I discovered
that there was, in fact, no belay in sight. The dihedral leaned back and
became a slab-still wet and mossy, but now unprotectable. I climbed on,
eventually sighting a beautiful crack where I might place some gear. Alas,
I ran out of rope just before reaching it. I attempted to place a hex in the
mossy goo in front of me, but it quickly fell out under the weight of it,s
own spectra sling.

I looked back down the wet slab behind me. lt seemed so
long since l'd left the crack and my last piece of gear, I called to pawel
for extra rope, and he delivered. Untying from the anchor, he scooted
toward the climb and did the first few moves. I now had just enough
rope to reach the crack. lt felt pretty damn good to place some gear
again. From there, it appeared that the top was only another pitch or two
up, but Pawel refused to continue. At this point, he was only interested
in going back down and was not at all interested in coming up the pitch.
The problem, however, was that l'd led this pitch on a single strand and
Pawel had the other rope in his pack. We had another discussion, which
was overheard by the other VOCers on their merry way back down from
a successful summit of Ossa.
The eventual solution was for me to tie nearly everything I had
with me into one long strand. My mix of spare chord, prussiks and boot
laces eventually reached Pawel and he tied the other rope on. I pulled it
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up and we began our rappel.

Of course, this all took a lot of time' We scrambled back down
the mountain and reached the small lakes just as it was getting dark'
We couldn't, however, find a way down the small cliff band separating
us from camp. ln the failing light everything looked far too steep to
downclimb, and far far too bushy to rappel. After walking around the
top of the cliffs for quite some time, we finally decided to set up a bivy. .
Now I should clarify: when I say'bivy', I mean we huddled together and
waited for dawn on a pile of branches with our packs pulled on top of
ourselves. The 'blanket' I made by zipping my gaiters together was not
nearly as warm as l'd hoped...

were pretty damn hungry.
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to break camp before running all the way back
to the trailhead, getting in the car and driving to my rehearsal. I arrived
some 4 hours late, still in my dirty mountaineering garb' Pawel hung
back and walked out with the rest of theVOCers. His feet were totally
destroyed and itwas a month before he could wear boots again.
I then proceeded
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What Really Happened
Kryxil Koethler
l'm finally sitting down to write an article for the VOC-J. What

l'll tell you straight up; l'm a big pile of mush, and I think that
perhaps I have an "epic" or two to tell because I believe. I believe that
anything can be done if you just try. I also believe that the best way to
plan an adventure is to just go and do it. This means that I don't always
think about what l'm about to do before I do it. But hey, it works for me.

that took place really were.

Mt. Columbia: March 2006

I

The Hardcore Version: For spring break of March 2006 AlRoss and
decided to
umbia. As we were preparing
for a late
n (due to a ragin, VOC party the
night before)
Elson sat me down and made

try
depa
S

i

mereadanolderVoC.Jarticledescribingthelastattemptedwinter
accent of Mt. Columbia by a VOC group. Listening to them laughing
as I left, I simply reasoned that March was a better winter month thañ

February.

l

Al and I arrived at the Mt. Columbia parking lot near midnight
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Saturday. We settled in to our sleeping bags and agreed on a 5 a.m. start.
We had some minor difficulties with our equipment due to the extreme
cold--it was around minus 30--so we ended up starting around 9 a.m.
As we skied towards the icefield, we were treated to clear blue skies and
views of the beautiful Canadian Rockies.
As we were approaching the headwall up onto the Columbia

lcefield, we were lucÇ enough to witness an icefall over our route ahead
from a safe distance back. "Phew," good thing we'd stopped for that
snack. The powdery air created by the icefall dusted our faces as we
skied on.
When we gained the icefield we were satisfied with our distance
day and set up camp. That nighq we went to sleep with
first
for the
images of the summit floating in our minds, eager to push on the next
day. Unfortunately, days2 and 3 greeted us with white-out conditions
and impeded our movement forward.

On the third day, with all of our hopes for better weather
disappearing, we agreed that we would retreat due to food and time
conitraints, and spend some time in Calgary to make up for the long
drive. Maybe next time Mt. Columbia, maybe next time.
The What-Really-Happened Version: For

sp

6

Ross and myself decided to try a winter a
e
We were a little bit slack as far as actually
typical "yeah-let's-do-it" conversations, so we ended up leaving Saturday
afternoon and therefore loosing a potential day of good weather.

Al

p

Al and I arrived at the Mt. Columbia parking lot late Saturday
night. We settled in to our sleeping bags and agreed on a 5 a.m' start,
but were unable to motivate ourselves to face the cold until nearly B a.m.
It was around minus 20. We ended up starting around 10 a.m. because
our water had frozen during the night since we'd forgotten to put our
bottles in our sleeping bags; rookie mistake, rookie mistake. Just before
we crossed under the icefall zone, we saw a few chunks come crashing
down. We were slightly reassured to see them stop before crossing our
intended path, but I still raced on as fast as I could.
As we gained the icefield the sun was ducking behind the nearby
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peaks, so we convinced ourselves that it was best to set up camp before

it got too

cold. lt was, after all, the Rockies in the winter.

We knew that the clear blue skies wouldn't last forever and after
two days camping in white-out conditions I wanted to see my mommy
and Al simply refuses to go more than five days without a shower,
without even laying eyes on our dream mountain we retreated with our
tails between our legs.
The Bugaboos: fune 2006
The HardcoreVersion: "What does your friend's car look like?,, my uncle
asked me as he dropped me off at the Tm Horton's in Colden B.C. to
meet up with Craig Alfredson.

"l don't know, l've never seen his car." The truth was, ld never
even seen my "friend". But try explaining to your family that it really is
fine and, erm, safe to go alpine climbing with a friend of a friend. Never
mind that. Just try explaining to your family what exactly it is you,re
going off to do, let alone the idea that you don't even know the person
you're going to do it with. You wouldn't get out the door, and your
uncle would definitely end up telling your mommy, who really wouldn,t
understand anyways, but would for sure be re-convinced that she was
right all along in thinking her children should stay in the city and make
babies and not go to the mountains.
Thankfully, it was relatively easy to recognize Craig based on
the un-mistakable "look" that alpine climbers tend to have. I pulled off
the ride switch without my uncle having the slightest idea that r had just
met my new climbing partner for the next five days. Craig and I raced
to the Bugaboos trailhead through the extreme heat wave that had hit
the Rockies that week, and we started our hike in around 3:30 p,m. As
we climbed up the approach trail, the famous spires of the Bugaboos
became visible. I think we made it up to the hut around 6 p.m., and we
were both very happy to get out of the clo
re
probably the worst l'd ever experienced (a
0.
I suddenly realized why they're called the
The following morning we hiked up to Applebee Campsite. On
the way, we got our first views of Snowpatch Spire and Bugaboo Spire
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hanging out there side by side. lt was a view unlike anything I could
have ever dreamed of. One of the Sreat things about not having too

After a solid six hours or so of sleep we were at it again to go
and climb the Krauss-Mccarthy Route up snowpatch spire. Because of

seen.

The following two days turned into rest days. The first because
we were reasonably quite tired, and the second because Craig had to
hike out and return to work. I stayed in the hut that night and on the
morning of my sixth dayTyler Linn, Bram Van Straaten, and Adrian
Bisenden shook me awake; we cheered and high-fived silently (since

surroundings and you couldn't dream of a better route.
The following day started off quite pleasantly. The four of us went
to climb Pigeon Ridge but got turned around by one of those infamous
Bugaboo thunderstorms; perhaps that is a story for another time.
For our final day we all climbed "Buckingham's Route the
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when they see us "sneakily" change behind the maintenance sheds,
garbage cans, and trees before going for a nice, hot, cleansing, and welldeserved, swim?
The What-Really-Happened Version: "What does your friend,s car
look like?" my uncle asked as he dropped me off at the Tim Horton,s in
Colden B.C. to meet up with Craig Alfredson.

"l don't know, l've never seen his car." The truth

was that

ld

We set off from the trail head at about 3:30 p.m. and made it
up to the hut reasonably quickly. Neither of us wanted to stop or slow
down because of the swarms of mosquitoes.
The following morning we hiked up to Applebee Campsite.
Because of all the snow our laziness, and the fact that we were the first
ones there for the summer alpine season, we couldn't actually find the
campsite, so we d¡tched our stuff (in a spot that turned out to be right

below it) and went off to climb the Kain Route up Bugaboo Spire. As
we approached the Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col the two spires grew more
and more fantastic, making for quite the photogenic scene. This let us
to easily take pictures that looked hardcore and impressive. As for ,,the
CLASSIC warm up route in the Bugs", I can name about half a dozen

that route because I was shit-ass scared and really just learning about
alpine climbing. The last thing my mommy said to me before I left was;
"FOCUS. FOCUS on every step." Err, right, thanks for that mommy. We
were lucþ to have good long dâys, as it was near the summer solstice,
and the heat wave that was going through made for pleasant and safe
hours.
The following day we climbed the Krauss-McCarthy Route up
Snowpatch Spire. Although we were at the upper end of how long it
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should take a party to climb it, the length of time it took us was getting
more reasonable. When we were just one pitch from the end it took
Craig's encouragement from the summit to get me to finish the route.
Thankfully, I did, otherwise I would have totally missed out. l'm only
truly starting to appreciate the splendor of the top. ln the past l've never
focused on the summit as the destination, but alpine climbing is about
getting to the top.
The following two days turned into rest

days. On the first day we

climbing partners from arriving, I went to sleep hoping that they would
find me upstairs in the hut the following morning. As it turned out the
boys had driven out non-stop from Vancouver and then only had three
restless hours of sleep at the trailhead before they hiked in to meet me.
Because of this, Adrian and Bram took a rest day while Tyler and I went
to climb McTech Arete that day. Sweet!
And now we arrive at the day we tried to climb Pigeon Spire'
This is a story best told in person, and in another article entirely about
my philosophy of climbing and safety. For now I'll just say that it was
the only time l've ever been in the mountains when I actually thought
there was a good possibility of death. The storm found us faster than
we could find our way down, and Tyler even got a small shock in his
head. Bram held it together nicely while telling us to secure ourselves
to the mountain should a strike hit it and blow us off. Unfortunately, I
had "ditched my metal" 20m up in a panic, and had to make do with a
fist jam. We lived. I think we were pretty lucþ. The next day we got up
much, much earlier.
We happily ended our trip with a decent climb; "Buckingham's
Route the Enjoyable Way" up Snowpatch Spire. Although it was cold
because of our early start and we were all climbing about as fast as
we could, the day was pleasant as there was no thunder this time. As
planned, we made it down before thunder would have even had the

chance to form. Our final day brought us beer and burgers in Colden.
All I could think about for the week following this trip was how nice it
was to be alive.
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for lce in BC

Piotr Forysinski

"Canada," they said. "The land of snow and ice,,, they said.
"Promised land," they claimed. "Ayei,said l, ,,Time to go a-exploring.,,
"
And so I left the bonnie shores of scotland and frew
the blue

".ios

hunting for some ice to climb. Finally.
Afore long, I realised a couple of things. Firstly, that the
Rockies are in fact a looong way away from Vãncouver. secondly--and
this I found out from the very first page of Don serl's west coast lce

.

One starry Saturday morning, Edward Estabrook, Seth Adams
and I leftVancouver in Ed's big yellow van and headed for Lillooet. we
were.planning to meet up with Nick Elson and company up north. The
weather looked like it would be beautiful and legendary climbing was
about to be had. Well...

then that Ed's big yellow van decided to ruin our blissfur experience;
the transmission completely cut out in a matter of seconds and we had
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I sharpened and resharpened my tools a good few times before

fluid' We poured
it into the van and discovered, to our dismay, that this was an entirely
futile exercise. Furthermore, Seth informed us that we were in fact on the
wrong road, going up to D'Arcy and not Lillooet. Oh well, these things
happãn. Any manhandling of the behemoth was out of the question,.so
Ed'áecided îo call a tow-tiuck. All of the one local tow-trucks were busy
on ,,police standby" and we were informed that we would have to wait
about six hours until someone could come and get us. Since sharpening
tools was no longer desireable, we decided to hitchhike to Mount Currie
and entertain ouiselves there. We soon discovered that Mount Currie was
not the world,s best place to hang out and, for the price of unloading a
few Christmas trees, we got another ride to Pembefton'

Seth appeareä brandishing three bottles of transmission

Thus commenced our multi-hour occupation of the Pony' An

carrying.
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of death from sleep deprivation, we made it to the parking loq where
Seth collapsed on the back seat as Ed and I went to check out the ice.
There hardly was any. We drove on, breakfasted in the trucker's diner in
Squamish and then ventured into Smoke Bluffs.
Yes, we climbed ice in Smoke Bluffs. lt was thin, but it was ice,
and although we didn't have the balls to lead, we had fun top-roping it
a few times. On a tip-off from other helpful ice climbers we decided to
try another route in Murrin Park in the afternoon. Surprisingly, we found
the route rather easily, The narrow pillary thing completely defeated me
when I attempted to lead it, so we proceeded to top-rope. As we climbed
the route, the ice slowly separated from the granite wall it was sitting on.
Eventually, it was just an ice-smear attached to the ground at the bottom
and the top, lt was Ed who was on the route when the final separation
occurred and the route turned into a giant ukelele string resonating with
every move. We considered backing off to avoid inflicting any further
damage on the route, but ambition won and Ed continued climbing. Not
for long...

Ed made the mistake of placing both tools at the same height
near the top of the climb. As soon as he had swung his second tool the
climb sheared in front of his very eyes and the bottom section fell to the
ground with a giant crash. To this day, Ed swears he felt the climb pull
down on his crampon points as it fell. We felt guilty about destroying the
climb, but at the same time the sight had been rather impressive. Seth
soon stafted looking for his tools amidst the mess that our "impressive
sight" had generated.

And he found them. ln multiple pieces. One of his BD Rages
was cleaved clean across the shaft. We never found the bottom of the
shaft despite a thorough search. I started believing that our weekend was
cursed and was rather apprehensive about driving back, but Seth got us
safely back to Vancouver where we all fell into our beds and slept like
the dead. My first attempt at climbing ice in Canada was, to say the least,
Iess than successful.
But men do not give up easily on their quests. I soon made
friends with Christian Veenstra and Adrian Ratte (who hails from the
BCMC). One day the three of us, with Adrian's girlfriend Tna, decided
to go ice climbing near Pemberton. We only had a Sunday, so we were
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psyched up for some roadside ice climbing action. Our first couple
of ideas turned out extremely watery so we resolved to a couple
of 'climbs' near the Wedgemount Lake trail turnoff. With Christian
snowshoeing and the rest of us post-holing we grid-searched the area
for any ice but only found a small bulge that we attacked with childish
enthusiasm nonetheless. The bulge, being only a bulge, soon exhausted
its assortment of ascent routes and we found ourselves back in the car
looking for more.
We drove up and down the
road, guidebook in hand, trying to
find something to climb. Despair
set in. And then, I spotted it. Like a
ray of éunlight it shone bright and
dissolved all my dark thoughts in
an instant. Behind the trees, on the
other side of the deep valley near the
switchbacks j ust before Pemberton,
the route stood big and fat, tall and
mighty. Speechless, I gesticulated

wildly untilAdrian pulled over, and
dragged everyone across the road to

take a look at my find.

lfu

exlressí.on says

ít aff Pí.ow f.l

"We're climbing that!" "First ascent! Not even in the guidebook!"
"Have to get across this valley... We'll do it!" We drove down the
switchbacks and parked at a layby near a railway crossing. We left the
car and started walking along the railway tracks towards the canyon, only
to see the obstacle: a raging torrent, a vicious barrier of exploding water
between us and the other bank. lt was not crossable by any sane means.
But men and women do not give up easily on their quests.
"There must be a bridge." "lt must have slower parts where you could
kayak across!" And so we walked along the railway tracks beside the
raging torrent that separated us from our one great desire. The tracks ran
for many kilometres, nothing changed, and we grew weary. Suddely,
we came across a "keep off" sign and a fence. That was clearly good
news. The fence proved crossable and we were soon walking near huge
cliffs directly above the river. The river narrowed drastically into a deep
canyon with a dramatic waterfall, a bowl with a whirlpool and another
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We had a good day of skiing on Saturday and then drove up
north to a familiaùayby by a familiar railway overpass. we had to dig
out a spot for the cai with our shovels, as the layby was covered in a
foot of fresh snow. A few minutes
of night-time bushwhacking and
crossing bogs on fallen logs later,
we located the Tyrolean. We weren't
sure as to whether camPing would
be better on the near or far side
of the river, so we decided that
someone would cross the TYrolean
and have a look at the other side.
As we both wanted to do it,
Christian Veenstra and I had to play
a game of 'guess the number' to
'Wñnt íce ctímííng
entaíts: decide who was going to traverse
"ryßC ["íotr T.]
gettíng ontfte úlrotean
the wire first. I loit. Cñristian crossed
and reported that the near side was far better for camping. I naturally had
to coniirm this fact for myself and crossed too, but Christian's report was
indeed accurate and we pitched our tents on the near side'

-

The next morning, Adrian and Tina arrived just as we were
crossing the Tyrolean. Wè crossed sans packs, and then hauled them
across ì'he 60m cable on a pulley, which proved to be hard work. All
excited, we walked along the river looking out for ice. We saw none/
even where the guideboòk said there should be plenty. our climb was
supposed to be i-he furthest away, so we split up and started searching the
area for it.

Christian and I found the waterfall at the same time. lt was very
majestic, very tall, and very watery; in fact, completely so. ln one weelç
,,Súnday Driúer,, went from thick ice to pure water. I proceeded to drink
,o*u oí the climb, and then we dry-tooled up a nearby log and climbed
another ice smear, which Adrian boldly soloed first. The Tyrolean
crossing on the way back was fun as ever'

When we got back to Lara's car, long after Adrian and ljna had
driven off, Alice tried starting the engine. lt didn't do anything at all.
Now Christian and I normally believe someone who says, "the battery
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battery whilst parked in a local elevation minimum.

guy said nothing, unclipped the
jump-leads and drove off. Apparently
some manual transmission cars
require one to use the clutch to start
the engine, regardless of what gear
or non-gear the gearbox is in. I have
driven many cars/ but never came
across a similar contraption.
That, unfortunately, was the last of
?recßíon y ør Éín0. ["íotu f .]
my ice-climbing attempts for a while.
But men do not give up easily on their quests: Ed,s big yellow van has
since made it to Lillooet numerous times. Ed and r have since climbed
proper ice together. Adrian has climbed a lot of ice with the BCMC.
christian is still hoping to climb some ice before the end of the season.

I
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Chris' Car, Cycling and The Camel
Richard So

l. Car Failure
The original plan for the weekend was to climb Mount Wilson
at the southern end of the Clendinning area. Chris Michalak picked me
up at 5:45am on Saturday, and Fred Touche and we were off towards
tËe Squamish RiverValley. We started hearing tapping sounds, but I
figureä it was just our ski poles tapping against the window. Somewhere
bãtween the Ashlu turnoff and the Eli ho turnoff, we heard a really loud

bang, so we stopped. lt turned out that the rear left spring had popped
out óf place and into the trunk of the Subaru! The car was so rusty that
the spiing had taken a piece of the frame with it. Luckily, the.more
mechaniãally inclined'Fred and Chris came up with a plan: they too.k
the bump stop from the right suspension and rigged it up into.the left
wheel mountthing. We managed 20km/h on the logging road, and
even 100km/h on the highway. lt turns out that you don't really need
suspension on paved roads; it's just a marketing scam.
After getting home, I figured that I couldn't waste a sunny
saturday (how many more are left in the year?), so I convinced Jordan
Tam that Seymour would be fun and casual. l'd also never done it. lt was
fine until I decided to go up the First Pump on the way back and ended
up descending some old trails and seeing a little black bear! Jordan has
some nice photos at http:/4ordan'mpage

ll. The Camel
The weather on Sunday was also looking too good for me to stay
at home and do homework. so, with chris being carless, we decided
to do a self-propelled ascent of the Camel. I was actually hoping to just
take the bus, but Chris would rather bike. We met in Stanley Park around
7:45 (l was late, and Chris went to Starbucks first)' The ride up to the
Crouse Mountain parking lot is long and steep, and I was getting slightly
trashed. At the parking loç we had to rush to get onto the Crind for fear
of it closing for the Annual Crouse Mountain run (something like 500

people!)We even contemplated taking the gondola if we couldn't do the
Crind.
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For some reason, I thought the climbing rack that Chris brought
would be heavy, so I took the 60m half rope instead. So, up we went at
9am, giving us an hour's head start ahead of those hardcore Crinders.
It was actually quite quiet on the Crind (no scenery). Chris caught the
Crouse Crind fever early on, and I didn't see him again until the top. At
the top, I enjoyed my blended coffee and Chris agreed to both the rope
and the rack. lt turned out that the rack consisted of draws, 3 little nuts,
and 4 tricams.

On the trail towards Crown Pass, I started getting pretty bad
cramps in my quads. They went away though, which was good. Chris
also described all of the types of processors that existed prior to my
Pentium 3. I didn't really understand too much of it. Chris was really
shocked that I had never heard of a 386, but I think it might have had
something to do with the fact that he was in his first year of university
while I was still in elementary school learning to write.
On the way up to Crown Mountain from the Pass, I had cramps
again, so I took an Advil. I didn't see Chris again until the summit. After
a quick break, we followed an easy bu! as Fairley puts it, "incredibly
exposed" ledge just to the left of Crown. lt doesn't feel scary walking
across, but if you look at it from the Camel, it's just vertical slabs
dropping down for 1000ft or more.
The Camel is actually lower in elevation than Crown, which is
strange concept in that usually people bring a rope to climb the taller
summit from a hiking sub-summit. There was a thick fixed rope for the
20ft section of loose Class 4, which was very useful. Not being strong

or burly climbers, and with our limited rack, we opted not to climb the
slightly overhanging 5.9 finger-fist crack, or the 5.6 offwidth (who would
carry a bigbro all the way up? And how did the first ascentionists climb it
back in the day? ).
Chris led up the 5.2 route on the north side, saying he'd recently
done harder scrambles then that. We roped up for the slightly scary
traverse across the Camel's hump (we were wearing approach shoes,
the useless rock shoes were in the pack). A rappel off a block took us
into the Camel's neck. To get to the head, you need to do Bm of 5.0 face
climbing. Not having climbed in close to 3 months, or led in the alpine,
I figured this was the best way to start. The anchor at the top was a rusty
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piton, so we downclimbed/belayed back to the neck.
We took the gondola back down, making the trip more multimodal. You're not really using energy when you hike down something
like the Crind, you're just trashing your knees. Chris also reasoned that
it was still mostly self-propelled, since the gondola probably doesn't
use much power going down. ln fact, he pointed out that they could
generate electricity when going down and sell it back to the grid if they
were keen. The bike descent down Capilano Road was very exciting! lt
was fas! very fast. I was home in EastVan by 7:30pm, giving me plenÇ
of time for dinner and the Simpsons!
The Camel is fun, but it sure is a long ways to go for 1.5 pitches of rock.
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Bugaboos Over f uly long Weekend
Tyler Linn

,2006

Bram Van Straaten picked me up in Hope at five in the afternoon on
Thursday for the long drive to the mountains. From Hope to Revelstoke
the drive was a breeze, but by the time we arrived in dolden the coffee

some climbers from utah before heading up to Applebee Dome to set
up camp. Later on that afternoon, we would spend much of the day with
them climbing the McTech Arete.
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Adrian and Bram were feeling pretty spent and decided to sleep,

and admired the view of the NorthEast Ridge of Bugaboo SPire and the
Vowell Group in the distance. The
descent from McTech is unique for
an alpine route because all of the
rappel anchors are bolted stations' lt's
convenient but different. lt definitely
has more of a crag feel to the climb
then most of the alpine routes I have
done. We were back in camP with
time for tortellini and tea. BY the
time we settled into our bags we had
decided that we would sleeP in and
climb the West Ridge on Pigeon Spire,
a classic route that we could do at a
more casual hour.

could do besides sitting and waiting it out. This was probably one of my
scariest moments in thè mountains. We quickly scrambled down once
the conditions improved and crossed the glacier back to camp.
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We decided that a less risky option would be to climb ,,The
Buckingham Route:The Enjoyable Way,,, a 5.8 romp up Snowpatch
spire. we left at a proper alpine time of four and were climbing the route
by six. lt was a little cold because it
was north-facing but we had a great
time on it. Most of the climbing is
quite easy, with lots of low fifth class
and the occasional 5.7 pitch to add
spice. We used my 7mm static line to
rappel, which worked great----except
when we got our ropes stuck on
the fifth rappel. Later on that night
I went out and soloed "The Lion's
Way" on the Central Crescent Tower.
I was impressed with the quality of
the climbing!There was truly stellar
granite that deserves three stars in my
mind! I was a bit disappointed we
hadn't done the North-east Ridge on
Bugaboo Spire, so this was my way
of making up for it. To make things
worse, the weather was excellent all day so we would have been fine if
we had decided on the North-East Ridge. Routes like it are certainly ones
to come back for, though!
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Chouinard route!
Gear Notes
Bring a full rack of nuts and cams with extra fist-sized camalots
for Mctech Ãrete. You will also need full glacier gear for the approaches

to the routes.
Approach Notes
Take the Kain Hut trail

to base camp at Applebee Dome.
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How to trip hard in the St. Elias Mountains
Peter Hudson
After reading Tyler Linn's article last year about how to do a
climbing trip to Peru, I thought l'd put together an article about how to
go climbing in the St. Elias Mountains.
The St. Elias Mountains are the highest peaks in Canada and
span the area from the very North Western tip of BC, through the South
West corner of the Yukon and into Alaska. The St. Elias is really just
the extension of the Coast Range to more northern climes. The area is
massively glaciated and contains the largest non-polar icecaps on earth.
This should be a warning sign, since icecaps don't grow out of sunshine;
the St. Elias Mountains are known for having the second worst weather
on earth. For truly horrible weather, go to Patagonia (the other non-polar

icecap).
Afsdr.

Sllver Clty

Terrain and

Denall
Range

Yû,M

Îmory

Peaks

The St. Elias
Range is

dominated by
huge flat glaciers
with massive
peaks reaching
t^il
for the sÇ.
rarwes
Most named
peaks-that is, mountains that aren't named simply for their height, e.g.
peak 291 1-are well over 4000m. Although compared in absolute terms
to peaks in Peru, Nepal, or Pakistan the mountains are not as high, one
must be mindful that in most other climbing areas base camps and road
heads are much higher than in the St. Elias. lndeed, Mount St. Elias itself
if the largest vertical relief on earth, rising directly out of lcy Bay from
sea level to 5489m. Canada's highest mountain, Mount Logan, is also
the largest mountain massif in the world at 5959m. The Mount Logan
plateau covers nearly two complete 1:50,000 topographic maps.
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Some peaks of note are:
Pcak

Mount Logan

u^i^L+
5959m

A nnn-awhr r rsf irrp licf nf rnr rtpc
King Trench is the standard route and
involves not getting altitude sick as you
plod up, avoiding crevasses and avalanches
from nearby King Peak
The East Ridge is a spectacular 3000
vertical meter ridge rising from the
Hubbard Glacier. There are knife-edge
sections but there are also good camp sites.
The Orion Spur is similar to the East Ridge
in difficulty but has more objective hazard
at the base.

The Hummingbird Ridge is widely
considered to be the hardest alpine route in
North America.

Mount Saint Elias

5489m

The North ridge rises from the Seaward
Clacier. lt is technical and long.

Mount Lucania

5226m

The traverse from Mount Steele was
described by one climber as "bold". Nearly

10 km of high glaciated plateau, all above
4800m, separates Lucania from Steele.
The Aurora Ridge rises from the Denis
Clacier and is characterized by sections of
snow to 60 degrees and knife-edge ridges.
Safe campsites can be found.

Mount Steele

5073m

East Ridge is steep snow and crevasses.

South East Ridge is snow to 40 or 50
degrees.

King Peak

S',t73m

From the top of the King Trench, King
Peak can be climbed via snowy ridges and

buttresses-gnarly.
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McArther Peak

4344m

Mount King

374'lm

Ceorge

The North Ridge was the first ascen! and
many of the southern spurs have been

climhed
A technical peak from all angles. The
South Face is a bold unclimbed line.

Mount Queen
Mary

3928m

Mount Hubbard

4557m

Can be easily climbed via its gentle east
ridge.

Mount Alverstone

442Om

From the Dusty Clacier: the North Slopes
and the upper West Buttress.

Mount Kennedy

4250m

West ridge is the easiest line.

Mount Seattle

31

Easily climbed from the North; makes

an excellent warm up on an approach to
Logan from the SIims Valley.

50m

A smaller yet more technical peak. The
North Ridge is unclimbed. Most other
ridges are quite technical snow / ice
climbs.

MountVancouver

4812m

North West Ridge is a long, horribly
corniced ridge of truly alpine proportions.
It was also the route of the first ascent. lt
can be gained from either the Seaward or
Hubbard Claciers.
A plethora of the southern ridges and
spurs have been climbed and are technical
alpine snow / ice routes.

Mount Augusta

4289m

The North Rib is an exposed arête that
eventually merges with the West Ridge.
The exposed traverse along the West Ridge
leads to the summit proper.
The North and South ridges have also been

climbed.
Mount Cook

4"196m

,Mount Cook has seen only two ascents:
one in 1950 and another in 1999. This
peak has an embarrassment of unclimbed
rnr lfpc
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There is no guide book for the area, and the best sources of
information on routes for the peaks in the St. Elias Range are back issues
of theVOC and ACC journals.
Permits

to register in Haines
the park fees' At
pay
and
bear
safety
on
video
short
watch
a
Junction,
per
person per year/
of
a
maximum
$54
present, the park fee is $B/day to
parks
office are
plus $25 per aircraft landing site. The wardens at the
excetlent resources for radio/satellite phone weather forecasts and can
help coordinate rescue efforts in the event of emergency.
Parks Canada requires all visitors to the park

Access

Access is difficult. ski-equipped small aircraft have alleviated
this somewhat, but their use is considered by many to be poor form.
been climbed completely
ay or from sea level. lf you're
Trench on Logan, you're
Elias
experience.
St.
of
the
9O'/"
missing
Ski Plane: lf you consider yourself to be of flimsy moral fiber, you may
wish to fly in io a climbing objecrive by ski plane. lf you are of merely
questionable moral fiber, you may consider having food caches flown in
to strategic locations along your expedition route.

border-that is, pilots flying from Haines and Yakutat can
only land on the Alaskan side of the Mountains. Les Hartley of Alsek
Air (9O7-784-3231) flies out of Yakutat on both wheels and skis. Andy
Williams files out of Silver City ¡n theYukon on both wheels and skis.

side of the
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His phone number in whitehorse is 862- 633-2018. A pilot named paul
flies on both skis and wheels and would be the ideal pilot for landings
in the Fairweather Ranges. His phone number was unavailable at press
time.
The slims valley: The slims Valley runs about 30km from near Silvery
city on the Alaska Highway to the base of the Kaskawulsh clacier. The

slims Valley is very flat-it gains only 10 vertical meters over its entire
Iength. There is very little vegetation in the valley bottom. The Slims
River is highly braided and changes patterns from year to year. Easiest
travel is when the river is still frozen and the valley is snow-covered.
Strong catabatic winds blow
off the icecaps down the
valley, kicking up massive
dust storms which can make
travel very unpleasant and
cover ice and snow with
sharp fine dust that destroys

climbing skins. The Slims
Valley is also densely
populated by grizzly bears,
so park officials require that
you carry bear canisters.
The moraine lakes at the
;
head of the slims Vallev can
be bypassed to the north if
they are not well frozen. The lower Kaskawulsh Clacier is not badly
crevassed early in the season and is easy terrain for sleds. This approach
is the easiest entrance to the St. Elias Mountains.

storm
il iní-iftríä v":ir"i:t';;í;üi'""' ""
CarrVínn skís

tfvowh

a útst

The. DonjekValley: The DonjekValley starts from the Alaska Highway
further north of silvery city. The Donjek is similar to the slims, except
that it is longer and the glacier at its head is more broken and crevasied;
however, The Donjek route does provide more direct access to the peaks
on the dry northern edge of the range (Mt. Steele, Mt. Lucania, etc...)

Fjord:

The small town of Yakutat on the Alaska coast is serviced
twice monthly by ferry and daily by Alaska Air flights from seattle. Just
north of Yakutat is Disenchantment Bay, where the mighty Hubbard
Clacier calves off into the Pacific. Depending on the surge cycle of
Russell
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the Hubbard Clacier, a branch of Disenchantment Bay may be open:

of Russell Fjord) makes an excellent entrance or exit. From
the outwash plane, several kilometers of moraines lead to the Art Louis
Clacier, which is suitable for sleds. Russell Fjord can be accessed either
fby charter power boat from Yakutat via Dis
ide
propelled by canoe or kayak portaged one
charte
inlet.
For
Yakutat to the head of the
a branch

U S$

1

000 and contact Yakutat Boat Charte rs at 907

-7 B4-3 433

.

several years ago after repeatedly falling through the ice trying to cross
the lake. Later in the season, the lake can be crossed by skiff, kayak
or canoe. walking around the lake is only possible on the south side,
and would involve 40 to 50 kilometres of slide alder and cliff bands. A
skiff ride (around US$200) can
be arranged through theYakutat

Lodge (907-784-3232).

River: Gary Crey runs a
hunting lodge on the Alsek River
south ofYakutat (no road access).
lf you are approaching the St.
Elias Range from the Fairweather
Range you will need to cross
the Alsek River. Cary Crey can
provide a boat across the river
and up to the base of the Novatak
th a gravel airstrip and river
Clacier. His hunt
m this area' lf you're lucÇ
rafting parties are
a discounted flight in on an
charming, or both
empty plane. Cary Crey can be reached by phone at (907) 784-3451.
Alsek
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mountaineers. using an air charter to reach lcy Bay from yakutat is
more economical than boat charter. of course, if you sailed all the way
from home, it's a moot point. Les Hartley of Alsek Air Services based iÁ
Yakutat can land a parÇ of climbers on the shores of lcy Bay.

Million Dollar Bridge:

To the west of the st. Elias Mountains is the

Equipment

"Cold" is the first adjective that comes to mind. The St. Elias
Mountains straddle the 60 degree northern latitude and are home to the
coldest temperature ever recorded outside of Antarctica, on the summit
plateau of Mount Logan: -77.5C.
oWet" is the
second adjective that comes to mind. The town of

sarong and bandana are wonderful when the weather clears and the sun
turns the glacier into an oven. Find a system that works well for you well

7
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before you start trekking up the Slims Valley.
The biggest question, of course, is socks: how many should you
bring on a a-wãek expedition? A new pair every couple of days would

be p"rohibitively bulþ. A new pair every week would be nice, but do
soiks smell any worse on day 2 than on day 7? lhave found three pairs
of socks to be ihe ideal number for anything from weekend trips all the
way to 7-week expeditions. One pair of socks is only worn in booties
ry sleeping bag. The second pair of socks is only worn in climbing/
"ná
skiing'boots. Tñe thlrd pair of socks is also only worn in.climbing/skiing
bootl but is only donned on the morning of the trip midpoint (for a
weekend trip this is Sunday morning, for a 7-week expedition this is the
morning of day 25),

Tents: Double-wall tents, although heavier than single-walls, are

significantly warmer in deep cold conditions and considerably drier in
wËt conditions. A larger tent is also a blessing when spending extended
periods of time waiting out storms,

Stoves: Liquid fuel stoves are the only stoves that perform reliably in
very cold conditions. Canister fuels, although lighter for short warm
weåther trips, are not suited to longer cold climate expeditions where the
accumulatäd empty fuel canisters must be carried out. White gas can be
stored and transported in 2-litre pop bottles armored with ducttape, and
a single metal fuel bottle can be used with a stove'

Food: You'll want more food than you think. When your body is cold
it burns calories just to keep warm. when you are breaking trail in
deep snow and hauling a sled for 20km per day, you will easily burn
4500 calories. As a rule of thumb, pure fats have 9 calories per Sram/
protein has 4, and carbohydrates have 4. Proper perpetration plus
in
The
planning prevents
grocery stores and
You
ake'
ur m
Ëuying $300 of de
ing!
Remember: butter makes it better-n lly: a
You can save money by dehydrating your own food. lf you don't
have a dehydrator, maybe your parents do--they were popular in the 70s
so they might have been given one as a wedding present. Dehydrators
went out of fashion in the BOs, so it's probably still pretty much new.
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Making and dehydrating your favorite meals from home (curries, chilies,
pasta sauces dehydrate/re-hydrate really well) makes for excellent treats
when you're cold and hungry on some desolate icefield/windswept ridge.
Water boils at a lower temperature at altitude. At 3000 meters,
water boils at around 90oC meaning that things that require boiling to
cook will take nearly twice as long (twice as much fuel). Cook in-cup
foods like potato flakes, couscous, and minute rice: they are better than
freeze dried pasta or normal rice.

Sleds: The terrain of the St. Elias Mountains is ideally suited to towing
gear in a sled. The rule for sleds is that a pound in your pack is worth
3 in the sled. A well made and well loaded sled should be barely
noticeable on flat terrain in anything other than deep powder conditions.
The best kept secret about sleds is that they shouldn't track
directly behind in your ski tracks. Sleds will roll and jam like pigs in
anything other than an inch-deep ski track. An evenly loaded sled can
be kept out to one side on flat ground by towing from back and along
ectly on the front of the sled. With a long enough
you, the puller, becomes minimal. Although
you could always offer to tow your expedition
partner's sled as well.
The sled system
consists of three things:

the sled, the sled bag,
and the tow cord. The
sled bag design will
make you love or hate
your sled. Position
of tow points, ease of
carrying, ease of access
to waterproof bags
within, and ease of
lashing other gear to the
bag all make this a highly designed piece of kit. Unfortunately, none of
the major gear manufacturers have come up with an expedition sled bag
for the mass market. As such, you'll have to make your own. Fabric and
other materials are readily available from Outdoor Innovations at 17th
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and Main Street, Vancouver 604-873-6992. lf you don't have a sewing
machine or don't know how to seq see the discussion in the food
section about dehydrators. lf that fails, theVOC if full of hardmen who
are closet case fine needle pointers. For the price of a few single malts
most will be more than happy to help with your serging and stitching.
Snow collects in sleds and in the heat of a sunny day it will melt
and drench everything in the sled bag. You can try to make your sled
bag waterproof, but it's a better idea just to use commercial dry bags.
Outdoor Research makes an excellent super lightweight dry bag that
is available at MEC. Your sled bag should be just large enough to fit
two OR #5 Hydroseal Dry Sacs. This uses roughly 1.5 meters of fabric
from the spool. Full side zips, roll top closure systems, ice axe loops,
water bottle mesh pockets, and the like are convenient, but the essential
elements of the sled bag are the tow points. A meter-long piece of oneinch tubular webbing double bar tacked into the top side of the sled bag
in the shape of a large V allows many opt¡ons for tow points for differing
snow and slope conditions. Double bar tacking each anchor point is
crucial since this point will be subject to tugging thousands of times a
day. Using additional nylon backing is not a bad idea either.
The tow cord attaches to the sled bag tow point with a biner
and runs to your pack. The tow cord system should have some spring
to avoid jarring your lower back. Sections of elastic shock cord tied in
loops around the tow cable do this very nicely. lt's useful if your tow
cable can do double duty as throw away rap tat for climbing, so using
something strong enough, such as 5/8" tubular webbing, may be better
Than 1/2 inch paracord.

The sled itself is simply a wrapper for the sled bag. Many designs
have been tried over the years, but the best for both side hill and flat
terrain seems to be the Krazy-Karpet hammerhead. The more semiridged formed plastic sleds tend to have trouble negotiating wind-carved
firn snow and don't track as nicely out to the side. Semi-rigid plastic
sleds also cannot be rolled up for carrying over moraines etc...
The Krazy-Karpet hammerhead design is essentially a full length
Krazy-Karpet ($4 at Canadian Tire, but buy in the winter, as they don't
stock them in the spring), with another 1B-inch section riveted onto the
front. The reason for having two sections of plastic riveted together is to
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allow for a U-shaped body of the sled with a curled up front end. Holes
can be melted in the body of the sled with a hot screwdriver to mount
the flat webbing that is used to lash the sled around the sled bag. A hand
rivet gun can be bought for $40 from Canadian Tire (and returned after a
single use by the unscrupulous) or could probably be found in a student
machine shop in the UBC Physics Department. Reinforcing the rivets
with small
washers helps

the rivets hold
better in the
soft KrazyKarpet plastic.

AJCrøzy J(aryet ñnmmerftealwítñ stel6ag. [pete
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Skis: Snowshoes are for tourists who walk in to Elfin Shelter. lf you
want an easy way to get around in the back country, learn how to
ski. lt's not hard, and with the profusion of Iightweight alpine touring
bindings you don't even need to know how to telemark. Unless you're
heading into the St. Elias specifically for doing extreme ski descents,
consider finding lightweight shorter touring skis. An extension of the
rule for sleds is that a pound on the ski is worth three in the pack. The
difference between those powder slaying fat boards and a set of 65mm
euro skinnies wifh three pins is probably about 73,OOO Calories in
butter-food for thought as you lick your garbage wrappers and wait for
the storm to break so Andy Williams can fly in to pick you up.
Communication: A satellite phone or CB radio is required by Parks
Canada. They'll probably ask you to turn it on for an hour a day in case
they need to give you a message. Don't bother wasting the batteries.
Call them if you're in trouble and let your messages wait. Organizing a
central email list for friends and family with a reliable person before you
leave means you can call in and give short updates to said person and
they can do the leg work in telling everyone else that you're still alive.
This helps to both save battery life and lessen the worries of family and
loved ones. lf you plan on an extended expedition, consider bringing
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a solar charger. These devices cost less than $100, and mean you can
charge electronics or normal batteries in the field. lt goes without saying
that the charging system should be properly tested with all gadgets

before you leave.

Climbing Season: The best time of year for mountaineeri ng in the St.
Elias Mountains is perfectly timed with the ending of the spring school
semester. Breakup on the major rivers begins around April 15th (contact
Clenn Ford from Yukon Environment for more information at gJenn=
ford@gov.yk.ca). The most stable weather runs from May through June
and into July. Later in the summer, the lower glaciers become more
crevassed and rivers swell with meltwater, making crossings more
dangerous.

A cfím6er werfooÉíng the ícefietl towarls }vlt.
Tancouver ["ete 3{.]
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For love of the Woods
Kasia Cellar
Although many (if not most)VOC members prefer more extreme
forms of outdoor adventure-rock and ice climbing, white-water
kayaking, cliff jumping, Everest summiting, etc.-my love is much more
simple (and less dangerous). I love to hike.
My very first trip with the club, over four years ago, was a trip
led by Roland to Harrison Hut. Though perhaps slightly more difficuit
than your average romp along a trail (since there wasn,t much of a
trail), the trip awakened my innermost passion for hiking, which r think
was dormant through much of my youth. I guess it is a feeling that was
ingrained in me by my parents during my childhood and lost somewhere,

The joys

of hiking only increase when the trip is a longer one like
the west coast Trail or another multi-day adventure. ln 2oo4 i h¡ked the
WCT with fellow club members, and found at the end that I was only
sorry that it was over. The natural rhythm of the days-eat, hike, eat, hike,
rest, eat, s.leep, repeat-was something that I could see myself continuing
for much longer than the time that we had. Civen more food, I would
have gladly kept on going! During a multi-day hike, you are allowed to
let go of all 'propriety.'You can wear the same thing day in and day out,
go without a shower for days, and eat all meals out of the same dish
without washing it in between. You can also consume excessive amounts
of food and not have to explain yourself to anyone. lt is divine.
And so I conclude my short tribute to hiking. Co out, explore,
and remember: hiking is an adventure too.
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Dreaming with Eyes Wide Open: Hiking and Scrambling
in Tombstone Territorial Park
Excerpts

from the trip diary of Boris Khramstov

Day 1: Grizzly Lake
"Boris, I th¡nk I am going back tomorrow."

"Um... how come?"
"1... I just don't feel like I should be here."

Oh. How awkward. "l... see..." Well, okay, I really, really don't
see. We are lying in a tent beside a gorgeous lake, surrounded by sharp
peaks on three i¡des and a rambling valley on the fourth. Where would I
rather be than here?
"So... what are you going to do?"

Good question. What am I going to do? Do I go on, or do I go
back with him? Motivating me to stay: the unwillingness to waste the

have enough money for the ticket home.

He stirs uncomfortably. "Boris?"

And what am t going to do if I meet an angry bear? Bear bangers
might keep bears away, but what if they don't? ln that case, I suppose I
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will use a cunning judo toss and kick it in the stomach until
mercy and promises to become my beast of burden. Or...

it

pleads for

"Can you leave me your bear spray if I give you my bear bangers?,,

"Sure!" Safety first, after all.
Day 2z Grizzly Lake
Today was a true variety pack. I guess I should start with
yesterday's news: my partner passed off the rest of the group gear and
left at around 10 a.m. after an awkward good-bye. And so I am alone. I
have the lake all to myself, complete with somewhat confused questions
of Um... what just happened? Should I have seen it coming? What am
I going to do? How will I get home? All of these questions came to me
(and were resolved) during the day, in between other events. Maybe I
should move on to those.

After an extensive breakfast (around noon), I decided to go on a
little day trip to make it all better. The plan was to go to Perilous pass-it
only called for some scree hopping, so I thought it would be a good
first solo day trip in the park. Having figured all this out, I moved to the
other end of the lake and started following an absolutely gorgeous creek
through alpine meadows and easy slabs. Within ten minutes I knew
that I had made the right choice-the geology of the area was amazing,
and the creek had me stopping every 200 metres to take pictures. After
clambering over a big pile of rock, the goal was in sight... except that
it looked like a steep snowslope for the top 50 metres. Cross. With a
runout onto steep scree. Double gross.
lnstead, I looked to the right and saw a steep scree ascent almost
all the way up to a wicked-looking ridge. Excellent. A sketcharific scree
slope and a loose chimney later, I was on a knife-edge of a ridge that
seemed to curve up, up, up...to a sharp pinnacle. This must have been
climbed before! But for myself, I called this ridge "Headspace"-just go
along until you run out of yours. I made it to almost halfway...damn, that
thing was sharp! My prudent decision to retreat was helped along by
graupel and rain; so before it all became even worse, I backtracked, got
off, and started back to camp.
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Halfway back, the weather decided to up the stakes' Now I was
into downpour showers mixed with high winds and pea-sized hail' The
true surprise, however, was waiting in camp-the wind had flipped over
my tent, and the rain was busy filling it with water. I admit, I swore. But
the rain stopped towards the night, and I was able to eat (and write this)
in relative peace.
Day 3: Grizzly Lake
Such a lazy,lazy day. On the way out of the tent, I was treated
to an incredible show of light on mountains, all set over a still lake.
Quite nice, I thought as I picked my path to the outhouse. Having done
my share of hard work for today I decided to take a break, enjoy the
surroundings, and dry out my stuff. So I proceeded to do exactly that-l
slept like a pig, wandered around a bit, did some laundry, picked my
nose... all of this while scarfing down well over 5,000 calories. Oh yesI forgot to mention that my trip would now be only twenty-one days, to
allow some time for hitchhik¡ng back to Vancouver. That meant that I
would have to get rid of three days' worth of extra food, somehow. The

double lunches and dinners were taxing enough, but double breakfasts?

dear, it's the diet."

And now I have to go. There are 150 more grams of granola to
finish before bed. Ah, the rigours of the outdoor life.
P.S.

A new way to get rid of used tea bags-eat them! It's actually not

bad!

Day 5: Divide Lake

5:30

Richard, you would have been proud of me, I actually woke up
before 5 a.m. to take sunrise shots. lt was an act of will to exchange a
warm sleeping bag for a cold rock (5 degrees centigrade-l measured)
justto take a couple pictures. But I did it. Now the sun is blasting on the
ten! and I hope I can take a quick nap before going on a day hike'
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19:30 What

a day! I woke up for the second time around Z:30,

standing on the top, enjoying the incredible 360-degree views with
bomber-blue skies. I built a small cairn on each top, sat down for lunch,
and contemplated my route up. After much deliberation, I called it
"Backside Shag." I mean... it's around the back of the mountain, and
the lower sections have a lot of deep moss-reminiscent of a steep shag
carpet. AND it sounds dirty! A perfect name all around. The route itself
is okay-nothing too special as long as you choose the right gully. But
I liked it, so I did it twice. Mostly, though, because I had forgotten my
compass at the top.
The rest of the day was wasted on wandering along streams,
scoping out potential routes (so many!), and suntanning. And now-time
to look at the barometer drop some more, brush my teeth, and tuck in for

the

"night'"

i,ir':'',;¡,"'

i

Day 6: Talus Lake
Having seen Crizzly and
Divide lakes, I had my doubts about
this lake being called the "heart of the
range." lt turned out that the tagline
was no exaggeration. Even in overcasÇ
drizzly weather, this lake beats the
other two. Mount Monolith doesn't
look too impressive from the shore, but
Mount Tombstone more than makes
up for it. The lake itself, however, has a
large part to play in the magic. lt looks
like a hard-working giant dug a pit in
a pile of talus and the rain filled the pit
almost to the brim. Along 95 percent
of the lake's shore there is no plant life, so when the water quiets down,
you can see the large talus blocks fading slowly into the depth. There is
one creek going into the lake, and it's a sneaþ one-you can hear it at
the lake, but you have to go a couple hundred metres upstream before
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you can get water. lt runs under the big talus blocks, so you can always
hear it...but rarely see it.

What else was great about today? To borrow Stu's words, "the

Syenite Lakes (my next big destination), and we
again en route.

will probably meet up

This brings me to a topic that I have so far sorely neglected.
Outhouses! There is an outhouse at every one of the three main lakes,
and these serve as a food cache, a social gathering place, and an

a journal.

Day 10: A day to remember, a day to forget

There are no great journeys without great doubts. And so on.

Well, first of all, that's bollocks. I have had great trips without any
doubts. Or downs, But if one were to accept this axiom, I can point to
this day as the great doubt of my trip.
First, an overview: over the entire day, I travelled t 0 km. ln
fourteen hours. Out of these fourteen hours, four were spent on scree
and alpine terrain, and three were spent on overgrowing horse trail. The
other ieven were spent bushwhacking, mostly near a river where the
bush was bad, mostly under tree line. The original plan was to cover
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the 16 km in around eight hours. There were signs, in retrospect, that
this was a dubious notion. For example, the book Along the Dempster
provided coordinates for the stretch from a map, not from CpS (like
most other points). I would guess that the author may not have actually
walked this stretch; so my previous calculations based on his routes and
times were inapplicable. More importantly, it had taken two experienced
rangers (who knew the terrain) twelve hours to cover much the same
ground a couple of days ago. Ah, the pride...

Day 15: Syenite Lakes

13:00

Earlier today I went down to the beach at the Lower Syenite
Lakes. Well, it is not really a beach with fine sand or anything...but it
is made of smaller rocks, and the water is warmer, which is nlce. So I

washed up, laundered all my clothes, and sat down for a snack. What
it be this time? I wondered. lt turned out to be peanut butter and
wasa crackers-surprise! The real surprise is that I am not sick of it yet.

will

off I went. Cleanest style possible, right? Just you, your boots, and the
mountain. Close to nature and all that.
So how does it feel to climb so close to nature? pretty cool.
Downrìght chilly at times, as a matter of fact. Especially on ridges,

when the wind picks up, a couple of clouds cover the sun, and the
thermometer drops down to '14 degrees. Another thing about ridges:
dragging your bare genitals and ass "au cheval" over the sharper sections
of the ridge (covered in scratchy black lichen, one mightadd) is aboutas
fun as...well...about as fun as it sounds, actually. So as you may guess, I
didn't stick around too long on that particular summit.

8S
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Now I am back down at the beach, where the sun is warmer, the
wind is calmer, and the temperature-if it tries hard enough-may climb
up to the 2O-degree mark.

22:15 "OH MY GOD, WHY DOES lT HAVETO HURTTO

EXIST!?!?"

After lazing around on the beach, I wandered up a valley between
Horn Mountain and Yoke Mountain, partially to check out more of the
enchainment, and partially to follow up on my love affair with local
streams. During this little side trip, I found a beautiful waterfall that fell
like a curtain over a big rock step...and I said, "l have an idea." lf anyone
who knew me well were around, they'd immediately say, "Snap out of it
right.
manlThat's
this:
Now would

crazy!
proba
why not wait until

res of a

person standing under this awesome waterfall?

with the camera, my
tea. What followed can
hot
sweet
full
of
a
Nalgene
and
warm clothes,
be simply described as pain. The air temperature was 10 degrees, there
was a brisk breeze, and the waterfall was fed by streams originating from
snow patches up the valley. I would focus the camera, put it on tensecond delay, push the button, race over sharp rock to stand under the
waterfall. On the way back, I would scream all the way to the camera,
where I would check the picture and...towel off? Hardly' Repeat from
step one-l ended up taking 5 or 6 pictures. By the end, the air felt
boiling hot in comparison to the
water. Most of the pictures, by
the way, didn't turn out well. But
heck, at least I got the natural
equivalent of a pressure wash.
So at 21:30 I was back at the waterfall

*stçt

Day 16: Waking up

4:00

Roll out of the sleeping
bag, pack like mad, and cram
down granola followed by a litre
of water. lt really is amazing
how much you can fit into a
ten-litre pack: 60 m of 7-mm cord, 10 m of 5-mm cord, two chocks, two
large nuts, one double-length sling, a prussik, two locking'biners and
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three regular ones. On top of that: first-aid kit (no ,,just painkillers and
a roll of bandages" for me), windbreaker, camera, watch, knife, map,
compass, some food, and two litres of water. Boots and brainbucket on
and...

4:30 Zoom zoom! I stretch out along the shore of the lake, clamber up
to the Upper Syenite Lake, and head quickly left up the ridge.
7:30

I am backing off the ridge, rappelling down in a couple spots.
I haven't even gotten on top of the first mountain in the enchainment.
Failure? Oh yes.
I was climbing on the ridge, over two thirds of the way up yoke
Mountain. The ridge was sharp and loose-definite fourth class. r was
feeli
nt I had already done quite a few ridges
in th
was the cold-it was still early in thJ
day,
bout 10 metres ahead of me, a 2- to 3metre-wide section of the ridge just...collapsed. Seemingly just from the
wind. As I watched the debris roll down to the lake, it almost felt like
something inside me clicked. Calmly, I turned, found a good-looking
gully, and backed off.

no undue adrenaline-definitely within my abilities, especially after half
a summer of RABSA. My scrambling was as competent as ever-solid,
careful, almost slow in loose sections. The views were great; I wish the
camera still had juice. But...no more spark. lf for the entire trip I had
been dreaming with eyes wide open, this must have been the day when
woke up.

I

Day 2O: Divide Lake

Zoom zoom indeed! I decided to ignore the book,s advice and
relied on my common sense and navigation instead. Result-l did24

8Z
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km in under eleven hours. lt was much the same ground that had taken

moist. Except for the boots, which really are sopping wet. You win some;
you lose some. Just over the time that I was deeper in the park, a food
cache and some tent pads were installed at Divide Lake-this area is
developing fast.

Well, this is my last night in this park..' the setting is beautiful:
mountains shrouded in fog, moody skies, and an occasional shower
rolling over the pass. The trip is pretty much over-in 16 km of indistinct
trail, this adventure will end.

Day 2lzTombstone lnfo Centre

'Adventure will end?" Well, that was way off the mark. The

weather stayed good. As I got out of the park and sat down to cool my
heels at the Tombstone lnfo Centre, I met two people who rocked my

world.
1) Sylvia-campsite and info centre supervisor for today.

"Hey, that sounds like a wicked triplYou should meet my friend; he is
realiy into climbing in this area!Your trip is kinda like the one that he,
my boyfriend, and I did last summer!"

well damn, sylvia... why didn't I meet you and your friends before this
trip? All along, perfect partners were rightthere'.'
"Oh, by the way, want some birch sYruP?"

"l

love that stuff! Of course!"
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"lt's from my boyfriend's company."
Wow. Just...wow.

2).Mike. As Sylvia runs off to check the campsite, a middle-aged man
rolls up in a Honda Element with a beautiful dog (African Ridgeback).
"Are you a backpacker? What? Three weeks alone in the park? Sounds
like the stuff I used to do."

oh great. Probably another guy that camped a couple times

back

in the

duy.

"Yeah, I hiked solo on Baffin lsland for three weeks back in fhe,7Os,,
:-0
,,And I hiked
the Rockies in three summers"

oh my... all of which goes to show-never make assumptions. I wonder
if I can get a ride off the Dempster with this guy...
"Sure!"

"Oh yeah, um... by the way. l'm not forcing you or anything, but if
you want, I DO have a motel room back in Dawson City, and there

Uh... 1... love you? "That would be excellent Mike, thank you very
much."

8g
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Day 2 out of the park: Whitehorse
This morning, after bidding adieu to Mike and Ernest (the dog),

hits 10,000. A corollary arising out of this theorem states that if the town
is big enough to have a Starbucks, then there are at least two better
places to go.

in Whitehórse, one such place is the Backerei Kafee Haus (pardon
the absence of an umlaut). lt is pretty much at the bottom of Main

visiting.
ln other news, I got a job offer..'. "Boris, how would you like to
Wolf Outfitters for this hunting season?"

be a wrangler for Lone

"Dirk, you do realize that I have no horse experience and zero hunting
experience, and that I am planning to go to school in September... right?"
"Well, I think you will learn on the go' The offer is there if you want it."
ln the end I accepted the
offer and continued hitchhiking
down to Vancouver. A month and
a day after leaving home, I was
knocking on the door of my parents'
house, only to wish my sister haPPY
birthday, say "hi and bye" to a few
friends, cancel my courses, and
head back up north again. But that,
my friends, is a completely different

our ñero. fmírñnrlS.]

story.
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Stein Valley (with a few extras)
Evan Morris
Here reads the tale of four guys' (Peter Eugster, Pascal Zilteneç
Christophe Pache, and Evan Morris) attempt at the great Stein Valley.
Well, "attempt" is a bit inaccurate, as the trip was successful. For all
but one it was our first attempt at a trip longer than four days. We were
embarking (in our minds) on the grandest of journeys, so naturally we
were a bit nervous beforehand (or at least I was) and spent weeks in
preparation (well, a week). After reading some trip reports we decided
eight days would allow enough time for a few side trips, with a total
distance of about 100km. So we dehydrated seven meals (and then
some), bought topo maps, organized our gear, and quit our summer jobs
to set off on August 23rd.
Day 1: Waking up at the crack of stupid, we leftVan at five a.m. to be
dropped off at the Lizzie Lake FSR. We drove only B00m to the first
of four washouts and, instead of getting our feet wet crossing the river
twice, we chose to seek the flagged 'washout bypass'. Find it we did
not-well at least not for two hours, which were spent bushwhacking for
a kilometer across steep slopes until we came to the much easier-looking
bypass 100m before it rejoined the logging road. lt had taken two hours
and the CPS said we had only covered 2BBm from the car!
Four hours later we reached Lizzie Lake. Somewhere in there we
came across a black bear trotting down the road towards us. When we
blew our whistles he sat down and watched curiously for a while before
moseying off into the bush. lt must be said that the road was quite good
for berry eating: we enjoyed five species in total, though they somewhat
hampered our progress.

Choosing not to carry on to Lizzie Cabin as planned, we had a
gourmet meal of fajitas and then proceeded to relearn the art of food
hanging. Our high quality Canadian Tire nylon rope was too short for the
tall trees, so we tied it to some twine. This was too thin to grasp, so we
tied the twine to a stick. Unfoftunately, our ridiculously heavy food sacks
snapped the stick. Next we tried the twine. Both attempts put us on our
asses. More of the like occurred until, after an hour, in the pitch black,
we gave up and settled for a half-assed food hang. We didn't get much
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sleep that night though, as we were worried our trip would be over on
the first night. Throughout the night waves lapping the shore tricked us
into thinking a bear was lurking about eating our food.

Day 2z After waking up, the first thing we did was run over to find our
food still intact! Clad we hadn't been defeated by a bear we set off for
Caltha Lake. At the ninety minute mark we called on Cecil aTLizzie
Cabin, but he was out. Through the meadows and up the boulder fields
we went past Arrowhead and Heart Lakes. Each new alpine crest brought
views more amazing than the last. We skirted a bench beneath Tabletop
Mountain and scrambled up from the ridge to the north. lt's only fifteen
minutes to the top if you run!
After enjoying the views we descended across snow into Cherry
Pip Pass. It was dusk as we crossed the beautifully sloping meadows
with nasÇ boulders strewn about. Here we met a lone Russian man
hiking in jeans-the last person we'd see for seven days. The clear blue
skies quickly changed
to a heavy downpour
for 30min, so Peter
and I cowered in the
tent while Pascal and
Christophe bravely
continued cooking.
The skies cleared just
as quickly as they had
clouded, so we had a dip

in the lake before bed.

at Steín

3:

From Caltha Lake
we chose the shorter, but supposedly harder, route around the shores
of Tundra Lake. At B:30 we set off up to the Tundra/Caltha Col where

Day

Back down at the col we spent an hour searching for Pascal's
forest green anorak, which he'd stashed somewhere in the forest green
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heather. Maybe orange clothing would be a better choice next time. The
boulders of Tundra Lake have been described as the nasÇ section of the
Stein, and I think all four of us would agree with this. lttook all afternoon
to weave our way through the car-sized boulders.

Day 4z This was the ridge day--a longer than expected ridge day. We
gained the ridge above
the Stein headwaters
through a small dip below
a cliffy section. Hours
of searing, sun-exposed,
but absolutely wonderful
ridge hiking ensued, with
good views of Caltha,
Pyramidal, and Skook
Jim's Claciers all day long.
The vegetation changed

abruptly as we descended
into the valley to a more
arid environment.'l 000m
of downhill after a long day is knackery to the knees; however, the trail
here had recently been cleared, making it relatively easy. We tried to
have a swim in Ste¡n Lake, but there were too many logs. We ate dinner
in the brand new four-seater cable above the rapids: spaghetti with dried
sauce/ veggies, cheese, sausage/ and bacon, then hot chocolate with the
Iast of the rum. Mmm.
Day 5: With four days to cover 55km we figured that we had ample time
to run up to Elton Lake and back in the morning (Peter was smart and
stayed in bed). Without packs it took only two hours to bush-crash up
the 4.Bkm of the forested ridge. Some cairns but no trail were found. The
extra effort was worth it as Elton Lake must be one of the prettiest lakes
in BC!
As we were tired from our escapade, it took us over two hours
to break camp and cook lunch. We finally left at three p.m. to cover the
12km to High View Camp. The trail was easy enough, so we stopped at
lsland Camp for a swim in the very cold Stein. Around dusk we reached
the start of a forest fire area where the going was slower than expected.

Upon arrival, we found that the only water source at the burnt out High
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View Camp was a small trickle deep in a gully.
Day 6: After waking up to a nice sunrise we started hiking early and were
soon back in the bushes. The trail was so overgrown from the fire that it
was almost like bushwhacking. We lost the trail many times as the trees
with markers have been burnt out and the trail was non-existent in parts.
Sometimes the bush was so thick that it would take us an hour to move
50m. We spent over an hour getting out of one nasty devil's club-filled
gully. Very demoralizing. Finally, the fire section ended at Raven Flats.
Hopefully they'll clear that section some day soon because there's no
traii left in places. We high-tailed it to the Scudamore cable car crossing
to Cottonwood Creek. Easy trail at last! Ate dinner at B:30, in the dark,
again.
Day 7z Thankful to be out of the nasty bushes and not worried about the
rest of the easy trail that lay ahead, we slept late. The trail was easy going
and a welcome change. As we hiked along we watched the forest change
from area to area. Lot of little lizards and snakes were found on the trail'

At Earl's Cabin we tried to have a wash in the creek, but it was
too freaking cold. Only Pascal was brave enough to fully submerge in
the frigid water! Since it was our last night of the trip, we tried to eat
up all our food but it proved too great a challenge. We were glad to be
eating dinner in the daylight without headlamps for the second time in
the whole trip! Peter and I thought we heard faint crying voices at one
point during the night, which we were later told were the spirits and that
something bad would have happened had we answered them. Maybe we
were just losing it...
Day B: With all day to cover 1Okm, we took our leisurely time. We
explored the islands in the middle of the river and finally found the
Native pictographs we sought on the side of a cliff. We also had so much
extra food we took two hours to cook it up and stuff ourselves at lunch.
Better too much than not enough, I suppose.

Devil's Staircase turned out to be nothing like the name suggestsfew
disappointing switchbacks. The trail became more and more
only a
civilized and we knew we were close to the end when we ran into
overweight families walking without packs and wearing thongs. Peter's
dad picked us up at the trailhead, and we went to the Home Diner in
Hope to celebrate a successful trip!
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Richard and Boris' Scrambling Adventures
Boris Khramstov
During the first year that I was a member of the VOC I didn't do
too much with the club, mostly because of a lack of entry-level harder
trips. There were plenty of people who wanted to lead weekend hikes,
but it seemed that the partnerships for any kind of scrambles or light
mountaineering trips were basically set in stone. Since I am a pretty
conservative person (risk-wise) and I don't really like epics, I decided not
to try scrambling with people who had the same level of experience as
myself. Thus, I stuck to my previous group of hiking friends, and it was
another year before I got seriously involved in the club. One thing that
did come out of this experience was a promise-something along the
lines of, "When I grow up, I will lead lots of beginner friendly scrambling
and light mountaineering trips." Of course, as the years go by, such
promises are forgotten. I wanted to spend my time outdoors being on fun
trips with reliable, experienced friends-just like the experienced people
had when I first joined the club.
At the beginning of last summer (while eating after a trip of some
with Richard So.
We both decided that weekly scrambling trips would be awesome, and
that is how Richard And Boris' Scrambling Adventures (RABSA for short)
were born. We would lead a scrambling trip every decent weekend,
which was open to everyone, and advertised on the message board.

-sort, I think), this topic cropped up in a conversation

All in all, I would describe the trip series as a success. ln the end,
we managed to scramble up a few beautiful peaks, introduced a couple
of new people to scrambling, and took enough pictures to tide the
photographers over until the next weekend.
Not all was pure goodness though-and we did get quite a few
ideas about what could be improved if someone wants to organize a
series like this again. At planning sessions we generally took ages to
figure out where we were going. A couple of trips headed into the teeth
of bad weather (l still claim that those experiences were valuable), and,
truth be told, not that many beginners went on the trips anyway.

Bu! if the point of the exercise was to get out, give new members
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a chance to learn, and have some fun, then these trips were one of our
biggest successes.

Destinations: Castle Towers, Mt. Ossa, Wedgemount Lake, Joffre Lake,
Mt. Matier, Mt. Tszil, Eaton Lake, Crant Pea( Mt. Brunswic( the
Camel...
Participants: Too many to name.

Three of

ß,,,ÆBSA's

^"*å"1#rr trts
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Alpine Lassitude
Steve Mullen
The latest destination of RABSA (minus Boris while he was in
theYukon) was Mt. ossa in the northern Tantarus Range. Using sigurd
creek afforded us a visit to this renowned range withõut the troub]es of a
Tyrolean traverse across the squamish River. There was talk of using the
area for Mountaineering camp later in August, so the trip doubledãs a
recce mission,

we numbered eight (me, Melissa Hogg, Jordan Tam, Mikes Fuller
and simons, christian champagne, chris petius, and Richard so)as we
left from the obligatory Tim HortonsA¡ry'endy,s meeting place on saturday
morning. The trail in was mostly in the trees, save foia lookout with a
small plaque for Randy stoltman. you know you're in glacier country
whgn you come across "erratic" boulders 2o feet tall!-other interesting
sights included a totally moss-covered 3O-foot-tail, zO-degree slab.
Melissa and I (the biologist a
challenged everyone to a little game
no takers. Fuller (mining engineerin
engineering) over some over-technic
engineer!" I retorted, "Takes one to know one!,, Mike Simons and l, both
materials.engineers, e.njoyed a. smug smile together. we climbed higher
through the forest and enjoyed the larger treei and open understorey in
the.late-afternoon light. The trail crossód a few slide/ävi paths choked
with alder, ferns, and salmonberry in which we (weil, l) did our best
weed-whacker impressions. crossing sigurd creek was helped by a fine
log wrapped in chicken wire that made us all look like pro slackÍiners.

Another hour or so put us at the lateral moraine just above camp:
a lovely gravel bar complete with stream, glacier-polishéd granitic slabs,
and views of the icefall from the toe of theglaciei betweeriossa and
Pelion. No time
ing on ,,Sidekicks,,, and
with the setting
. Ànother party_Bob

w
of
Whitworth (an exsure

n after us änd'settled

with our food safely stowed in a rock ,,fortress,,, we were
the mice would be kept at bay. while the rest of us slept (l bivied on

in for the night.

the slabs), Rich, armed with his trusty D50 and tripod, wokã up several
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times to capture the Big Dipper, the setting moon, and other choice
astronomical phenomena.

ankle quite badly, all within a half-hour of leaving camp'
Next time you're choosing trip partners, I would highly
recommend both Melissa and Chiis. Melissa quickly pulled out the first-

quickly gave way to the descent.
The descent was relatively uneventful, except for the dislodging

hour prior to our return! How about 3 p'm. for a sleep-in?
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Tents got packed up, the lást chocolate got consumed, and we
,,gimps,,
headed for home. We split into two groups consisting of

the

and the "non-gimps," the latter group cursing our poor luck and genetics
and dreaming of the day when doctors can regenerate cartilage. é p.r.
marked our arrival at the cars, making it a fourteen-hour day with 1000
m ascended and 2000 m descended (all on a bad ankle, proving that
helicopters are unnecessary).
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from Knight lnlet, or How not to Climb Mount
Waddington
Christian Veenstra

the summit spire, then climb it-topping out at 4,019 m. Afterwards we'd
haul ourselves back down, return to the kayaks, and kayak back. There
would be no external support-we would bring everything with us. We'd
planned to bring minimal food for the kayak portion of the trip and rely
on the ocean for sustenance. A bloom of red tide just weeks before the
trip put a dent in this plan, rendering bivalve mollusks (the most reliable
ocean food) toxic.

And so we leftVancouver with thirty-five days' worth of food,

insert Scott's wife to bid us farewell and drive the car home.

so unstable, in fact, that if you were to leave it in the water without Jeff

installed, it would instantly flip over and fill with water'
Heading off into a light drizzle, which lasted most of the day,
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we made such good time that we reached the surge narrows ahead of
slack tide. Attempting to paddle against the current, Jeff was quickly
capsized. Upon reaching our destination beach for the night, we
discovered that one of his kayak's compartments hadn't sealed properly
and had taken on water in the capsizing; )eff's mountaineering clothes
were totally soaked (dry bag failure), as were the contents of one of the
bear vaults (not watertighç apparently).
Day 2z Although the weather was quite cold and not without drizzle,
we did enjoy occasional sun; additionally, sightings of a pod of killer
whales and lots of bald eagles made for an enjoyable day on the water.

Our spirits were still high with dreams of the future possibilities
of the trip, and nobody seemed to mind that Jeff had just realized hed
forgotten the maps for the mountaineering portion. Scott didn,t even
seem to mind when Jeff spilled his soup all over him and the first-aid kit
at dinnertime.

Day 3: Finally, the sun came out today-however, it brought with it
high winds, which forced us to beach and take shelter from the waves.
During our waiting period, Jeff made the transition to "savage', early
in the trip by eating his share of the fish we'd caught raw. Scott and I
cooked our portions. We headed back out later in the day; the weather
put us only slightly behind schedule.

4z

Day
After waking early to catch the tide, we paddled all day in
the soaking rain. After finally reaching our intended island beach, we
discovered that it did not actually exist. Paddling on, we eventually
ended up camped on the mainland and were forced to
our food

from bears.
After spotting a black
bear, Jeff decided to
display his wet treeclimbing prowess,
and we set out to
create a bear hang
for our month's worth
of supplies. lt took
all three of us almost
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two hours, but we did eventually manage to lift all 300+ litres of stuff to
safety-after retying the line higher a few times and using a 2:1 pulley
system-which took all three of us to lift. "This doesn't bode well'.."

.

Scott declared.
Days 5 and 6: More days of cold and rain...Everybody and everything
was pretty much soaked a few days ago, and the constant wet allowed

no chance to dry anything.

'

After finally rounding the bend and entering Knight lnlet on
D"y 6, we seemed to actually be moving forward, against all odds'

waves."ii;:ilñ";:î,îîiï".,i'';:f

l'*,.ï#,5i1,*lxläli,Tn"u,on*

the sides, effectively preventing us from beaching for long stretches'
We metwith stiff resistance as soon as we entered the inlet with waves
splashing over the deck constantly. Eventually we managed to find a
//þs¿çþ/'-¿ collection of loose rocks where we could escape the water.
Here we spent the night-forward progress was more or less impossible
in the existing weather conditions.

-

Since Knight lnlet was grizzly country I busted out my
crampons for the first time on the trip to climb a tree for the bear hang.
Fortunately, the bear that ambled towards our camp on Night 6 was a
black bear. lt should be noted that bear bangers are not nearly as loud as
one might hope,

.

7z

Day
"Rest lsland" maY sound like a nice place; however, upon
reaching our intended camp----cold, tired, and late in the day-we
discovered that its beach did not exist at all tide levels. After depositing a
60-L food cache, we were quickly back on the water; we could see that
the rain was about to get worse.

'

.

Our bid to outrun the total downpour failed, and we soon
found ourselves in rain so heavy that the visibility was cut to a few
hundred metres. I was pretty cold. Before we'd finished paddling the
extra 15 km to the next possible beach, Scott had clearly become
hypothermic, and his ability to steer the tandem kayak waned.
Cold and exhausted, we arrived atTomakstum to good news
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from a group of loggers anchored off the island: the weather was set to
improve, and the waters surrounding the island were filled with large
Dungeness crabs. I even saw a rainbow in the setting sun.

B:

Day
Although we didn't make it
and revitalized our will to continue. I
we bathed in the ocean and dried ou
four Dungeness crabs we'd trapped the night before. As we gazed out
into Knight lnlet,
things really seemed
like they might be
getting better...

9:

Day
On our
second day of

glorious sun we
paddled almost
50 km; the wind
and waves were a
nuisance but not
a threat our boats'
stability. Finally,
arriving at the ilead 3{oye returns to tfte roys on oay s,
of Knight lnlet, we pulled up to the Franklin River Delta amidst a swarm
of horseflies, only half a day behind schedule.
Day 10: By noon we'd stashed the kayaks and return food, assembled
our packs, and begun the bushwhack. And what a bushwhack it was...
l've been told that bushwhacking is mental thing. Heck, l,ve
even told this to other people. Just walk forward, and the bush gets out of
the way. "The only difference between bush and trail is in your mind.,, I
used to believe this.
ln a generation-old clearcut through temperate rainforest and
loaded with heavy packs, we struggled forward all afternoon. By 5:00
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Days 11-13: The reason for Scott's collapse the day before was revealed:
he'had a fever of 101 .5oF and terrible diarrhea. Scott was really sick and
could barely drink, let alone eat. Camp Excrement acquired its name.

After a day his fever began to come down, only to give way
to vomiting. During this time we also discovered that we'd pitched the
tent on top-of an añthill. ln their effort to escape, the ants had chewed
a bunch of holes through the bottom of the tent and poured into our
sleeping quarters.
Day 14: Scott was finally//þsfts¡'/-6r at least as close as he was going
to get. He was a skinny guy to start, but he'd become visibly thinner, with
cheeks sunken due to the loss of any last scrap of body fat he might have
had.

After some discussion we'd decided to continue to Waddington
but to lighten our load in order to make up for lost time and Scott's
newly aðquired skinniness. Abandoning our hope of reaching the main
summit lei us cache the rock-climbing gear and get rid of a lot of weight'
we took the day to rearrange our packs in a leisurely fashion, allowing
Scott to recover and eat.
Day

*"i

15: We were back to bushwhacking, which, with me in the lead,
*orr" than before. Often the bush was so thick that I would resort

to crawling in an effortto reduce my cross-sectional area. By midday
wed coveied another measly 1 km. lt seemed the delta wasn't handing
out any invitations. After a brief discussion, we voted 2 to 1 to abandon
Waddington entirely.
The plan was now to tackle Clacier Bay-a notch in Knight
lnlet wed passed on the way in, with beautiful peaks just kilometres from

the ocean. With nine "mountain days" left in the schedule, we thought
we should be able to have a pretty good time there.

And so the retreat began. Late in the day we arrived at Camp
Excrement and were too exhausted to continue. Despite our vows never
to return to this place, we set up camp amongst the horseflies and stink
one last time. OÍ course, the stink was worsened by our presence. I could
instantly smell when Jeff removed his shirt-despite the fact that I was
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Day 16: Exhausted, we double-carried all our stuff back to the head of
the inlet-by now the bush had parted, and we could cover the distance
in just half an hour, as opposed to half a day.
Jeff also discovered that he had acquired some sort of
blackening infection in his toe. ln the end he decided to perform a small
operation: armed with the needle and scalpel from the first-aid kit he
lanced the wound and attempted to clean it out as best he could. Wed
have to wait and see if it improved.

Days 17 and 1B: Scott put it best:

"l

can't believe it's only half over.,,

After a few days of waiting at the head of Knight lnlet, Jeffs toe
was not getting any better and, on top of that, he'd begun to feel too ill
to eat. Personally, I wasn't feeling great either. I had the beginnings of a
fever-but I really didn't want to stick that unwashed thermometer in my
mouth.
After a day )eff began to feel better as I got sicker and vomited
all over the intertidal zone, which was actually a good place for it, since
the tide cleaned up after me and we didn't have to worry as much about
attracting grizzly bears.
Day 19: lt seemed we were all getting better. Slowly. Jeff,s toe actually
seemed to be healing, and he was eating again. I felt quite a bit better,
and although I still had bad diarrhea and lingering pains in my stomach,
by evening we were debating the possibility of leaving for Clacier Bay
the following morning.
Day 2O: The morning's paddling went well-calm waters and clear
skies allowed us to gaze at the mountains we were paddling towards
and dream about the routes we might take. Soon, however, the weather
kicked in. Not helping matters, a bunch of loggers were building log
booms on our side of the inlet-we were forced to venture well away
from the protection of shore to go around them. Despite having freshly
recovered from the virus, we managed to make the 30 km stretch to
Clacier Bay, but it was the toughest day of paddling we'd had since
"Rest" lsland.

1o-5
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After taking the morning to sort our gear, we left the beach
around noon. We were actually making somewhat decent progress up
the riverbed of Three Finger Creek. Walking up a pile of loose rocks in
plastic doubles was a surprisingly welcome change. By mid-afternoon,
the riverbed had changed into a steep moraine pile as we gained
altitude. Eventually, however, Jeff started lagging behind a bit. The
reason: he was feeling sick.
Day

21:

to relieve himsell Scott and
late
in the day, and there was
lt
was
I discussed how boned we were.
certainly nowhere to set up camp in the vicinity; the terrain was simply
too steep. Finally Jeff returned. After taking a dose of lmodium, he
decided he would try to make it down, and so the race against darkness
began. During the desceht we stopped once more for Jeff to clear his
bowels and once for me to pick up the remains of my trekking pole after
a falling boulder crushed i! narrowly missing my leg. But we made
all the way back down to the beach, just before dark.
As Jeff scrambled into the forest

it-

destroying my soul. Bringing the muffin mix was originally a plan to
save on volume, as muffin mix was denser than oatmeal but had similar
nutritional value per gram.
Eventually Jeff felt somewhat
better, and we packed up our
mountain gear for good. The
remainder of our trip could
consist of us trying to get
back to civilization before
anyone else got sick. We just
didn't have enough days left
to climb anything.
Scott'W. tooÉiw 6acÊ. at Jeff JvL
anl ç fací¿r ß ãy tC fvrßtíní Y.l

Days24 and 25: Over
the past few days, we'd
noticed a weather pattern
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on Knight Inlet: eerily calm and overcast in the early morning, breaking
way to sunny with a strong wind in the late morning lasting right into
the evening. With this in mind we rose early and tried to make as much
progress as possible before the brutal headwind kicked up. We repeated
this procedure with success, although Jeff had begun to waver between
illness and health for a third time.
Day 262 Well, Knight lnlet didn't let us go without a fight-the
headwinds began early that day-but we finally escaped. After rounding
into Chatham Channel and setting up camp, Jeff celebrated our escape
by running into the woods with toilet paper, and I celebrated by bathing
in the ocean. During this procedure the first people we'd seen in a long
time passed by in a yacht-apparently they'd never seen some savage
kayaker scrubbing his ass on the beach before, and they honked and
yelled some inaudible comment. I smiled and waved.
Days 27-29: Finally, good progress was made by kayak despite the strong
tail winds down Johnstone Strait, which made controlling the boats
difficult. Perhaps we were just used to the horrible conditions on Knight
lnlet. Conditions slowly improved, and we passed by the Whirlpool
Rapids close to slack tide and managed (happily)to not witness any
whirlpools. Jeff's intestinal distress (still lingering) also seemed to be
getting steadi ly better.

With our crab trap barren, I longed for fresh food and began
gathering limpets (a sort of single-shelled mollusk) from the intertidal
zone and adding them to my pasta. They were delicious-or at least
I thought so at the time. I do no! however, recommend consuming
barnacles.
By the end of Day 29, another gruelling paddling day, we make camp
just outside the rapids surrounding Devil's Hole-a whirlpool that had
apparently managed to sink a tugboat.

Day 30: On our final day we rose by headlamp to begin hauling our
gear across tidal flats to the ocean. When we were almost packed, Jeff
and I observed Scott doubled over farther down the beach in the early

morning light, vomiting. Despite this disconcerting turn (likely due to
breakfast incompatibility) we did manage to hit slack on all three rapids
that day, keeping the number of whirlpool sightings to zero.
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Our hitting slack, coupled with a drastic weather improvement
around 10:00 a.m., led to the first truly enjoyable day of kayaking of the
entire trip. I finally realized why people might actually kayak for fun. The
lovely weather followed us all the way back to Heriot Bay (civilization!)
where we arrived four days earlier than originally intended.
Of course, we were glad to be back. We weren't really all
that surprised to find that the only public laundry facilities around were
closed for repairs. Upon our arrival at our campsite, a little girl brought
us home-baked brownies. lf I had a little girl, there's no way I would
have let her anywhere near a trio in the shape we were in.
ln retrospect...We should have seen the disastrous outcome of our trip
coming. Some might ask why we would ever attempt such a venture at
all, let alone in the presence of each other. Although we failed to even
reach the alpine, the way we handled our circumstances as a group is
why I enjoy trips with the "Broken Board Boys": pressing onwards in
spite of ridiculousness (not at the cost of safety) and giving it as good a
shot as we could. That's why I go on trips with Jeff and Scott, really. lt's
not because I know we'll succeed, but because I know we're going to
give'er anyway.

Of course, although we didn't come close to the summit tower,
we did achieve our primary objective: everyone made it home safe, and
nobody had to come rescue us. We also had a good time, helped by that
strange self-deprecating sense of humour that accompanies the coastal
mountai neering experience.
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Helpful Hints for "Beginner" SkiTrips
Afton Halloran & Charissa Pinnell

l.Bring more than 1 liter of H2O-regardless of what the leader says.
2.Pack a headlamp that was bought more recently than 1995 and lasts
for more than 3 hours.

3.Bring a survival tarp that fits at least 16 people.
4.Avoid falling into creeks-contrary to popular belief, icy skins do not
make ascents easier.
5.Pee breaks should be taken more frequently than every 14 hours.

6.Know and practice various resting positions for optimal comfort when
listening to the lies they tell you about the hut being just over the
next ridge.
T.Bring a CPS to back up your CPS.
B.lf you think you've reached your limit, you haven't. When you think
you've reached it again, you still haven't.

g.Bring Pascal along to break trail.
'l0.Never underestimate the warming and energizing powers of a
McDonald's breakfast.
11.There is no such thing as a beginner.
12.There is no such thing as a beginner trip to Brew
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A BREWtal Adventure
Afton Halloran & Charissa Pinnell
"Creative influence" by Christian Champagne
"You know it's an epic when you start writing the trip report

after the first day of a four day trip."
Early morning: Naivetée at its greatest

07:00 departure from Vancouver
10:30 departure up the ski trail

Charissa: As with all great stories, true or not, this one stafts with some
foreshadowing. Roland Burton had posted a "beginner friendly" four day
trip to Brew Hut on the message board, and so it was that 16 enthusiasts
set out on December 16,2006 to ski up to the hut. Fresh powder was
plentiful-nearly half a foot by Pascal Ziltener's estimates-so we reckoned
this bode well for the trip.
On the drive up, Roland kept us awake during the wee morning
hours by telling us of two historic trips to Brew. One resulted in sleeping
outside within a kilometer of the hut because it couldn't be found, and
the other in kissing the hut while thanking Cod it had been found. He
assured us that we should not expect to find the hut, so that when we did
we would be grateful. We naively laughed at this.
From there, the comedy of errors began. Pascal's car managed
to miss the turnoff...twice. Then the fresh powder caused Steve "Muffin"
Mullen's hardcore jeep to get stuck just off the highway (well, it is a 2wheel drive). The powder also managed to add an additional 2.Bkm
onto the journey, as we were unable to drive up the logging road.

,
Afton:

tid-morning

Another sign that this trip was going to be nothing short of an
epic was the fact that we left the parking lot at 10:30am. Sixteen people
is a lot to coordinate, so it was inevitable that the group split up right
from the start. Croup 1 consisted of: Roland, Christian Champagne,
Muffin, Charissa, Yanna Martinek, Natasha Tam and l, and Croup 2
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consisted of: Veronic Ouellette, Rob, Andrew Mccechaen, Mathew
Carrol, Elissa Smith, Pascal, his girlfriend Rebecca and Mahdi Eynian. We
were thankful for a mysterious trail-breaker ahead (l ran into the same
g
Hut tw
oe trip). As
ti
dged o
tasha to drop
b
Croup
little wooden
cabin near the base since he knew we wouldn't be making itto the hut
any time soon.
This trip was also about self-discovery. I discovered I have a
strange attraction to creeks. Every time we passed over one I seemed to
fall in or towards it. This, of course, resulted in my skins becoming nice
and slippery, possibly the best texture for moving up hills.

The logging road ended and we approached the next challenge:
the trees. At the same time (just our luck) our trail-breaker turned around
to go back home to Squamish and have a beer. I remember him saying,
"have a good trip," and oh
boy, did we ever!

.

At around 4:00pm the

sþ conveniently

began to
darken. lt was around the
same time that we lost the

trail markers. As we crossed

Srun¡thmst.

[Uarfuu

ß_]

over a creek (going the
wrong way) Mahdi nearly
fell into the cavernous creek
and I quickly followed (#g@

knowing that they would catch up because we had to break trail. Luckily,
they spotted the trail markers we had missed. We turned around,
crossed our favorite creek and began ascending the hill. I had one hell of
a time moving upwards on icy skins, but was saved by Natasha and her
skin wax.
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Dinnertime: Trailmix overconsumption

Charissa: I should clarify that what I mean by 'dinner'was actually the
occasional stop for a handful of trail mix, or a muesli bar and a sip of
water. By this point in the journey, water was being rationed and many
had resorted to eating snow Now that the entire Sroup was together,
Croup 1 was burdened with a few of the problems of Croup 2-like Rob
skiing with boots that were too small and Matthew with his troublesome
skins.

At this point Christian and I reckoned it was a good time to make
bets on our arrival time. Having never done the trip to Brew Hut before,
I figured a 9:00pm arrival was a safe be! given that we were traveling

,

with beginners and in the dark. Christian, having skied to Brew two
weeks earlier, placed his bet at B:00pm. Afton (earlier in the day) had
optimistically estimated a 5:00pm arrival. Little did we know that this
was only the beginning...
By B:00pm many people were broken...or so they thought. Tired,
yes, but broken, no. Thankfully, Pascal managed to find a large resource
of energy and powered to the front of the pack to break trail for us.
Despite the soporific feeling that seeped in after nine and a half hours of
uphill skiing (and trail breaking for a few of us), we were all motivated by
the idea of a warm hut at the end of our toils.

With it now being fully dark (from 5:00pm onwards) we were
navigating by headlamp and using the reflective orange markers on the
trees as our guides. This, in combination with Roland and Christian's
memory of the route, kept us on track until...
Evening: GPS horror story and the Alcoholic Traverse
The switchback formation is a very inefficient way of traveling,
you are moving upwards on a steep slope you have no other
when
but
choice. Roland's CPS was leading us on a wild goose chase, due to
the fact that the batteries were draining fast and it couldn't produce
the right coordinates, Roland having left it on for most of the day in
the cold weather. Roland's GPS "successfully" led us to the Alcoholic
Traverse (theTraverse is actually another trip in itself, but we figured we
hadn't suffered enough). This realization came at the top of the ridge,

Afton:
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where Roland left and skied down the slope after having implied that
we should wait for him. We must have been hearing things because it
turned out that he wanted us to follow. While waitiñg, wð collectively
began planning our emergency snow shelter. We knew we weren't
in the correct mental state as a result of being cold, hungry irritable
and dehydrated. The only point of unanimous agreement was to stick
together. Suddenly, we were startled by the sounds of a flock of birds-it
was Elissa's ring tone! (apparently there is reception on the Alcoholic
Traverse for all your calling needs). Matthew was on the other end of the
line. Lo and behold, Matthew had produced his functioning CPS after he
and Andrew were separated from the group. They had miraculously met
up with Roland at the bottom of the hill (and avoided the entire detour
up the Alcoholic Traverse).
This was the first large descent of the trip. Everyone's irritability
did not make the trip down any easier. Skins were lost, tears were shed,
arguments arose, falling and fear were felt-we were seriously lacking in
the rationality department. Thankfully everyone managed to get down
safely.

2:00am Onwards: Long haul upwards

Afton: I remembered waking up at 5:30am to catch a ride with Roland
on Saturday. Now it was 2:00am Sunday morning. I can recall the
hallucinations beginning just around this time. While switch-backing up
a hill, I saw the hut. I yelled back to everyone behind, "you guys, don't
get too excited, but I think I see the hut". I had never actually really seen
the hut before other than in photographs, but this really looked like it.
As I moved forward the hut vanished. I thought I was going nuts, but
apparently Steve saw restaurant signs and Charissa saw Roland dancing
in the distance (which was probably true, or maybe it was because
Roland was having a hard time differentiating right from left). A little
further up I saw another hut, this time with a candle in the window. I got
excited because I figured there were people inside warming the hut for
our arrival. Once again, my hopes and dreams of ending this mayhem
were shattered-just another mirage.
Another phone call between Matthew (now at the front of the
group) and Elissa occurred part way up the second ascent. As the middle
group, we could hear both parties on each end of the line. Matthew put
115
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his headlamp on blinking mode to ensure that those further down the
hill knew where we were. The call ended with a heartwarming "l love
you," then we pressed on down the slope. On the positive side of things,
I found the answer to something I have always wondered about: falling
asleep while standing rs actually possible. I felt like a true narcoleptic.

4:00 am: Arrival at long last

Charissa: When we finally saw the hut I told Afton that we had to let
out the loudest, happiest cheer-not only because we were on the verge
of collapse and were ecstatic to find it, but also to encourage those
further down the ridge. Once we had cheered, people madly fumbled
to unclasp their ski bindings and free shovels to dig furiously for the door
that was buried in snow We felt an inexplicable sense of relief.
Once inside the cold hut, there was a frenzy of melting snow to
rehydrate, as everyone was suffering from extreme exhaustion combined
with dehydration. Some people managed to stay awake long enough to
cook a meal before sleeping, while others-Muffin-fell asleep sitting
up. While Christian was
unpacking hís sleeping
bag, his watch started to
ring. At first, he believed
that he had accidentally
programmed it to ring
at 5 pm, but it was
actually 5 am: he and
most of the crew had
been awake for 24
hours straight.

ßrewtaffy Co[lNtu.les.
After 1 7.5 hours of uphill skiing, 12 of which had been in the
we
were all grateful for having found the hut-just as Roland had
dark,

told

us

to be.
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Days2,3, and 4

some snow cave (aka tunnel) building, and a reckless drunken photo
shoot [Chnstian says, "Bullshit !"f,butthat was about it. And on the

fourth day we skied down in a record time of less than 7 hours thanks to
warmer weather. The descent was a gong show in and of itself, but we,ll
save that story for another day.

ßr ew's Out ftous e. [ß,o hn^l ts.]
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Little Ring Peak
Richard So

While we were waiting in the Timmy Ho's during the car shuffle
after the Pemberton lcefield traverse, Dave talked to me about all of the
mountaineering potential in the Squamish RiverValley. So, when Fred
Touche asked me in May about climbing Little Ring Peak, I automatically
said yes without thinking too much about the peak itself. Fred had
pointed it out to me while we were camped on the Pembefton lcefield,
and that was basically all I knew about it. Plus, it was in the Squamish
River valley, so it had to be good. lt turns out that it's a symmetrical
volcanic plug with very loose sides. There are some steep avalanche
slopes guarding the summit which one must traverse under before
reaching a rib. The good news was that Fred had already been there
couple of weeks before, and had triggered the entire slope he was on'
Fred explained to me that volcanic features are like cake: they are better
with icing. Hard or soft? lt's up to you.
Along with Jennifer Nageli, we drove up to approx Mile 45 on
the Squamish mainline. Back in April, I had slogged down 17km of this
same road in my ski boots after bailing from an attempt to traverse the
Pemberton lcefield. Now, I was hoping to actually see what this end of
the lcefield looked like. We were stopped by an enormous (class 3-4)
avalanche iprawled across the road-so much for driving closer to the
start. We scrambled over the 3O-foot slide and gazed at the avalanche as
it snaked down the valley. lt sure made one think about where to park a
car on a logging road!
Starting at
1Oam, we hiked 4km

up the washout that
Fred had hoped to
drive to. The weather
started going bad at

this point. l'm one
of those people who
like to wonder about
what the weather is
going to do, and to not go on trips if it looks bad. ln this case, though,
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had been feeling so lazy from not having done anything in a while that a
little bit of rain wasn't going to stop me. We crossed a fast flowing creek
and a short section of bush through the clearcu! then went up through
the trees until we reached a nice bench to travel on. Jennifer and I put
on snowshoes after the clearcut section. Meanwhile, Fred had his skis on
the entire time, climbing up muddy alder-covered slopes and generally
trashing his gear. The reason for this insane ski-whacking was that Fred
was testing out the repairs he'd done his Silvretta bindings, which had
broken on the Pemberton traverse. lt turned out that they were more than
suitable for moving through alder.

We reached the south side of Little Ring Peak at around 2pm. The
large avalanches that Fred had triggered 3 weeks ago were occasionally
visible through the whiteout and, when they did show, they were scary.
It's never fun to get avalanched on when you can't see where it,s coming
from. We waited for better weather, but all we got was a little visibility
and no sun. The traverse across the slope was nerve-wracking, but I
figured that anything that could slide had already slid earlier. I was dead
wrong. With the warm temperatures and rainfall, the slope was quite
saturated. We were triggering sluffs everywhere; Jennifer said she heard
one above her that had combined with some rocks. I was getting way
spooked at this point. I don't handle objective hazards all too well. I
reached a pinnacle on the east rib. Apparently, there was a good gully
past this rib, but we didn't see it. Just after I got there I heard lots of loose
rock and snow crashing down just beyond me. Scary ***x, Fred had
dropped his pack at this point and gone on ahead, but I hadn't seen him
do it and was worried that he had might have been hit by those falling
rocks.

Jennifer and I figured Fred had severe summit fever, since this
was his second attempt. We took off the snowshoes and decided to keep
going and see how it would go, reasoning that we'd simply turn around if
it got any worse. I wonder how often that's been said in mountaineering.
At one point, I was apparently on the edge of what appeared to be a
cornice. I couldn't make it out from up close where the edge was, so it
was a good thing that Jennifer shouted at me to back away slowly. The
first scramble up loose volcanic rock was okay. lt was followed by some
snow traversing. The last 50m were the hardest, and slufffrom above
had covered Fred's tracks. At this point, I thought Fred had fallen off the
side, since I couldn't see his tracks anymore. We pushed on, with the
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slope going from 45 to 60 degrees. I could finally hear Fred from above,
but couldn't see him. ljust kept hearing, "Keep going up, it's notthat
bad until the top." The first crux was a 10-foot section of steep, loose,
exposed rock. The second crux was a spooþ exposed traverse left across
steep snow (to bypass the cornice which sat above us the entire time),
and then a final mantel up to the summit plateau. I was desperately
plunging my ice axe into the soft snow as I watched the snow to my left
slide off, exposing bare rock.
I chatted with Fred about his route choice at the top and he said
that he'd been planning to just scout out a route when he dropped his
pack. He hadn't had any idea that this line
would actually make it to the top past the

cornice. We couldn't see anythirlg, but we
figured we were on top. Normally Fred
brings a CPS, but he hadn't this time, so
he walked around in circles on the plateau
instead to confirm that we had summited.
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We descended really slowly, especially
through those two cruxes. After getting
back to the packs, Fred started skiing and
triggered fairly big, but slow-moving, wet
sluff. Jennifer and I decided to head down
below the runout zone, but we forgot
to turn right and ended up going in the
direction of the Pemberton lcefield. Luckily,
S.] Fred found us before I found our old
campsite from April.

I asked Fred and Jennifer about it later, and apparently this was
I think that in the future l'm not going to 8o on a
mountaineering.
typical
trþ to the mountains unless I can take a summit shot that doesn't involve
a white background and a cold, wet person in the foreground.
I think that if you were to go in the summer, this would probably
be a very interesting area to explore. While I wouldn't bother with the

summit (especially with the lack of "icing"), the volcanic features and the
proximity to glaciers would make for some very scenic views. And if you
do go to Little Ring Peak, please send me a picture so I can see what it
looks like when there isn't any fog.
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Ptex Fun
Scott Webster
I had a couple of little gouges in my ski bases, right next to the
edges. I had seen some people using Ptex candles before (though I hadn,t
been paying much attention at the time) and had read about it on the
internet, so I figured I was ready to go.
The instructions were pretty simple: you just light the candle for
while, wait for it to burn with a blue flame and for the drippings to be
soot-free, and then let it drip onto the spot that needs to be repaired. The
pictures showed a large metal scraper being used to catch the drippings
while you were waiting for the candle to burn properly. Unfortunately,
my metal scraper was rather small and had a plastic handle, so I figured
l'd use an alternative wax-catcher. "Newspaper should do nicely," I
a

thought.
I lit the candle and it started burning easier than l'd thought. Most
of the instructions seemed to have described lighting it for quite some
time. Unfortunately, it was burning yellow and dirty. No problem; l'd
just wait and let it drip onto the newspaper. lt kept burning like this for a
while, and a large puddle of wax was building up on the paper.
Eventually, much to my dismay, the candle started burning faster
and soon the drips had turned into a constant stream of liquid fire! Then
I noticed that the pool of wax on the newspaper was also on fire! And so
was the newspaper!

My house was filling with smoke pretty quickly as I ran out the
front door with the candle and newspaper. Disaster averted.
Later, it was discovered that aluminum foil works better than
newspaper for catching drips. I never really did get the candle to burn

cleanly, though.
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Learning Your Chances and Having a Lot of Fun: The
Avalanche Course
Marcus Rohrbach
Having had a theoretical introduction to avalanche safety and
rescue on Wednesday, January 24,1go| up at 4:30 on Saturday morning
because I still had to pack my stuff and ride to the computer science
building to pick up all my ski gear, which I had left in my office. Nick
Chng picked me up, and after Afton Halloran and Christian Champagne
joined our car, we sped up to Seymour. The streets were empty, so it took
us just forÇ minutes, and we were even a little early for our 7:45 meeting
time. On the ride up, we had an awesome view of the sunrise above
Vancouver, which forecasted a blue sÇ and a hot and sunny day on the
mountain.
After splitting into two groups, we went up the lift, which was
pretty sweet because it meant we did not have to hike up. However, lift
riding had its difficulties, too: Afton lost her water bottle, and Bronwyn
Jarvis left her backpack behind.
But finally we made it up. The conditions for the day were
very good. The avalanche

danger was low-moderate
at

alpine-according to

the avalanche bulletin. We
discussed which route would
be safest in worse conditions
and ended up taking the
most dangerous route,
which was easiest to take
through the gully. However,
we practised going one by
one-the best procedure
when crossing an area prone
to avalanches. Of course/
there was no real danger of
anything coming down that
day, although we did see
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some crazy snowshoers who slid uncontrolled down the steep slope and
hurt themselves on the "death-cakes" (big blocks snow-ice) of a previous

avalanche.
After a few snacks we started digging a very big pitch. We looked
for layers and tested the stability by poking the snow with a fist, all
fingers, one finger, a pen, and a knife. Then we cut a 30 cm x 30 cm
block of snow for the compression test and hit the top of the block to see
if cracks appeared. We started off with ten easy hits using our wrist, then
ten moderate hits using our elbow, and finally ten hard hits with the full
arm. The upper layer of about forty centimetres came off after fifteen to
twenty hits.
After that we
dug and cut out a 4 m
x 2m block. Everyone
got onto that (see
photo). After a while
of testing, the entire
top layer of the block
suddenly went down
as it would in a slab
avalanche. lt was a lot
of fun.

Next it was
JLLmyítW on tñc Rutscft ß[ocÉ., þvtarcus ß-]
time to learn how to
use beacons. In groups of two we searched for first one and then two
beacons at once. Some of the new digital beacons offer the option of
looking for one beacon at a time, which makes things a lot easier. The
most relaxing thing about the beacon search, though, was lying in the
sun with our eyes closed so that our partners could hide the beacons.
Then it was time to ride or ski down. This part should have been
easy-and it would have been if myVOC skis had not started to release
themselves all the time and if I were able to teleski properly. This point
was when I decided to go with my snowboard when I got to Whistler
later that weekend.

Our team had a small quiz at the end to wrap things up. We all
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felt a little sunburnt as we headed to our cars. For our car, the day was
not yet over because we were going to 8o to Whistler that night to stay
at Nick's awesome condo. But the idea of partying soon died, and we
quickly fell asleep in our beds after hottubbing.

On Sunday we met at B:00 a.m.; however, it took us until nine
o'clock to take the first lift up. We had amazing weather again, and the
7th Heaven lift was already open when we arrived.
After taking in an incredible view at the top of 7th Heaven
we skied and boarded out of bounds towards the southeast. After a
transceiver check, through which we discovered that two people had
not turned theirs on, we discussed how to get up different routes. While
traversing, we determined the angle of terrain, possible avalanche slopes,
and the best place to dig a pitch. We then started digging a pitch as we
had learned the day before and tried to find different layers. We had a
very solid snowpack, and the Rutsch block hardly rutscht (slipped).
Then it was time to go down, but when we started to descend,
we came upon a (faked) avalanche accident. Although we were not 100
per cent organized, we managed to split up quickly, then find and dig up
the three buried people/beacons in less than ten minutes.
I found this mock situation very interesting (and a lot of fun) because I
got a sense of how a real rescue might feel.
Finally, we had a few very nice runs down Whistler, which gave
the day a very nice end. Down at the base we received our certificates
after a few questionnaires and further sample situations.

On our drive home we coincidently found a lot of other
VOC members in the Squamish Brew Pub and during a nice meal
we exchanged stories about what everyone had experienced over the
weekend. On the drive home, I started writing this report, and we
discovered the following things:

1)

2)
3)

We need to have a VOC dance party.
Cuys obviously have features girls don't have.
"surface hoar" may be misinterpreted if you do not spell it out...
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The Beauty of a Mountain New Year's
Lisa

Blachut

i!

NewYear's Eve is "Amateur Night":
As my friend likes to put
it's the one night of the year when most people, especially those

normally resigned to their couches, are hell-bent on going out and going
big. Since l'm such a non-stop parÇ mysell I have never really felt this
particular urge, I do, however, find that each year the event tends to
be bigger and more overblown. The higher expectations coupled with
a larger financial requirement to go anywhere lead to a crappier time
overall. The "amateur" factor increases the likelihood of ending up with
someone else's puke all over both the outside and inside of your brand
new jacket. But that's a different story.
This year, I realized that the only way to avoid this conundrum
was to escape to the mountains, where the entertainment would be
entirely self-made and, more importantly, free.
As far as locations go, I think the VOC's Phelix (aka Brian

Waddington Memorial) Hut is one of the finer places l've skied in to,
and it is definitely the most memorable place l've ever been to ring in
the NewYear. You should all pay it a visit someday. Lovingly built by
the WCB, this baby has everything you could ask for-except perhaps a
wood fire, but fourteen of your best ski buddies will also do a good job
of warming the place. There's access to the creek for water, a string of
useless LCD lights that add character, not one, but two ladders up to the
loft, a mysterious trap door, a snappy paint job, and even an out-of-tune
guitar. lt's located on the shores of Long Lake, and nestled under three
confusingly-named peaks: Aragorn, Shadovrrfax, and Candalf (these being
further evidence that all outdoors types are also pretty big geeks--but
that's what makes us so much fun to spend long periods of time with.)
Anyhow, the ski in was long and uneventful for our party. The
next morning, we climbed Aragorn with the sun peeking through the
clouds at appropriate times just to make us feel special, and had some
beautiful turns down the glacier. The following day was New Year's Eve
and the weather wasn't great, but in the morning we went out for some
heavy and unrewarding turns in the fog on the flanks of Candalf. The
hut was conveniently located for a quick lunch stop. Then it was time
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to head back out for some stellar turns on the ridge of Cabin Hill. As
the late-afternoon clouds parted and shifted around, everything took on
a pink hue and we began to feel very spoiled as we enjoyed gorgeous
turns all to ourselves.
Now as most people know, there isn't exactly an abundance of
daylight at this time of year. ln the mountains in December, the sun sets
around 4pm and people are either hardcore and ski by headlamp, or
they're tucking into their dinner by about 6pm. Cenerally I am a member
of the latter category, so I usually feel like a legend if we manage to
stay awake past 9pm. This evening, however, there was a sense that
something would come later...something we were waiting for. Ah yes:
2007.
Having polished off the majority of our booze the night before
in a rousing version of the family favourite, Shithead (one of its many
names), the majority of our group was up for a sober evening. lt is at
this point that, if I was older, I would launch into a tirade about how
television has ruined the minds of young people in our society and made
us incapable of entertaining ourselves; however, I was raised on the thing
(in no small part by ry second family, The Simpsons), so it would feel
silly for me to go off on that particular rant. That being said, I am still
delighted whenever I find myself as part of a conglomeration of people
ho are capable of making their own entertainment.
So, the evening turned out to be more fun than a bag of
hammers. I will now offer a selection of party games not involving
booze or dice, in case you ever find yourself in a similar setting and are
wondering what you can do for fun:

Option A: Perform dazzling acts of human contortion. Most notable of
our lot were Jason the Yogi (the only one to pluck the bottle of Fireball
off the ground while standing on one foot) and Ben the Lanþ (the only
one to pass a broomstick around his entire body without letting go of
it). Related to this game are the spine-bending feats of backwards handwalking up the ladder (the girls rocked this one), and assorted buildering
problems.

Option B: Hearken back to the good old days of grade school parties
with a rousing game of Truth or Dare. lf you can, incorporate some
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complete strangers into the game for extra awkward fun. This is your
chance to find out just how many people in the hut secretly have a crush
on Jeff Mottershead. You can also fulfill your dream of running naked
around the outhouse with all your closest male friends-just make sure
the one who has been drinking breaks trail.

C:

Take the opportuniÇ to perform any bodily maintenance that
hás been slipping in the last little while. This will eliminate the painful

Option

issue of shin-hair chafing in the ski boot. Duct tape works remarkably
well for all of your waxing needs.

D:

Co outside and look at the stars, or if it is cloudy and the
snowflakes are blowing in sideways, write your name in the snow. Bonus
points for adding "was here". Extra one million billion points if you are

Option

female.

is
ar
to

will now make the
Note that this
the clocks ahead one
damning admission that I
hour so that we could go
, and then switch
them back in the morning. lt was wrong, and I'm sorry. Luckily the idea

Option

E:

didn't fly.
When midnight came, we all raised our mugs of tea and
attempted to remember some of the words to Auld Lang Syne, without
much success. Ben was the only one who was not awake for the
"cheers!", having gone to bed earlier, but I guess having a ruptured
appendix is a plausible enough excuse. Less than twenty minutes later,
everyone was snug in their
bags, quietly creating the
loft-sauna effect that is so
condusive to good sleep.
As NewYear's morning
dawned snowy and blowing,
we decided to take it easy and
skied out in a lazy manner,
The first drink of 2007 went
down sweetly at the pub in
Squamish, and we toasted to
a great way to end the year. No money was wasted, no expectations
unmet, and nobody had a hangover. Resolutions? Repeat again next year.
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How to Leave a Backcountry
ountry Hut in the Snow on Skis
With a R uptured Appendix
Ben Singleton-Polster
1) Recognize the symptoms. You might get lucky, but even doctors can,t
always manage.

2) Ensure you have a light pack. This can be done by:
A) Being cheap and not having any gear to put in it in the first place.
B) Severing a tendon on a previous trip and thus not wanting to
overload your pack.
C) Cetting your boyfriend to carry your pack. This is the best option,
so hurry up and find a boyfriend if you did not bring one.
3) Don't eat for the two days before the ski out (but drink the water that
you secretly believe may be the source of all the pain).

4) Ensure a good 30 to 40 cm of fresh snow has fallen during the night.
5) Pick a sturdy trail breaker

-

preferably not yourself.

6) Fall lots due to the pain and then spend a long time getting up because
of tiredness and pain.
7) Do not bother taking any painkilling drugs less potent than Tylenol
because they will not be effective.

3

B)At lower elevations, ensure a nice steady rain is falling.
9) Spend an hour digging out the car.

10)Wait B hours to be seen by a doctor atVGH.
1

will give it to you, get some morphine (it's good s**t
but does not get rid of all the pain).

1) As soon as they

12) Contemplate what you are going to write for this year,s VOC journal
while you are confined to a hospital bed that may or may not be
costing you $200 per night.
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lntro to Backcountry: The Hard Part is Getting There
Matt Breakey
When organizing educational outdoor trips, it is always ideal
to put beginners into a controlled environment with few hidden
hazards and a substantial ratio of instructors to students. This strategy
mitigates statistically significant risk and makes the trip enjoyable
for all participants. That would have been the ideal case for "lntro to
Backcountry"; however, this is theVOC and we do things differently'
Our trip started off like many VOC trips; as a bright idea born half
out of tradition and half out of delegation to the most willing, if not most
experienced, trip leader. I decided not to sign up as a student because I
didn'tfeel like learning, but lcouldn'tsign up as an instructorbecause I
really didn't know enough. As theVOCene editor, the obvious solution
was to sign-up as an embedded journalist (similar to what journalists do
with armies at war). Thus, my participation on this backcountry trip was
for "work" reasons. This report is the result.
My car filled up in the pub after a Dani's (she's a girl) slide show.
We were three Europeans-Charlie Caunt (she's a girl), Stu Masterman
(he's a boy) and Line Christiansen (she's a girl)-and myself (l'm a boy).
I decided on a much more leisurely departure time than I should have.
The stop atTmmy's made us even later, but someone else was buying
breakfast so I could hardly say no.
My first mistake came at Alpha Lake Road. I was supposed to
turn atAlta Lake Road, but it was early and I hadn't turned my brain
on yet. I had made it down to the end of the road before I realized my
mistake. I also spotted a train racing to cut me off from gefting back onto
the correct road-and we were already late. I put the pedal to the metal
and we slammed down that back road at crazy speeds. I slowed slightly
before the tracks to check to see if the train was about to smash my
truck into pieces. The train was rapidly approaching to my left. I was just
bumping over the tracks, skis clattering about my passengers' ears, when
we heard the monstrous boom of the train horn and the dinging of the
crossing alarm. Phew!We'd just made it.
My car pulled into the parking lot 40 minutes late, the last car
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to arrive. No worries though: someone had managed to get their 4x4
stuck in the snow 10m from the plowed road and everyone was busy
trying to get it out. I rigged a towline out of 15m of 5mm static line and
an old climbing sling. I hitched the two 4x4s together and we had that
sucker moving in no time-for about a meter. I had to get the back end
of my truck half way up a hill to get enough pulling force to get the other
truck moving, but the hill was really short. We repeated until we had the
stuck 4x4 perched on the edge of the snow bank. One last pull got the
other truck unstuck; a little too unstuck. The truck slid down the hill and
smashed into the back of my truck. I was less distraught than most. I love
my truck, but I had other things on my mind, like skiing, so I wasn't too
worried.
We were set: everyone was in the parking lot, all the cars were
parked in parking stalls and everyone had their gear on. The only
problem was that we were missing 2 people, both instr:uctors. We had
1B students and one instructor. Our original goal was to have about a 1 :5
ratio and we now had a 1:18. Oh well. People learn best by doing.
We went up the mountain without getting lost for longer than 20
minutes at any one time. I found a CPS much harder to navigate with
than an altimeter, map and compass. We did a few yo-yos on crustyas-a-clown snow before we set up camp and cooked way too much
food. On the next trip, I am simply going to mooch everyone's leftovers.
Mooching in the baikcountry is actually a socially responsible practice:
the moocher gets fed, the giver doesn't have to carry leftovers down the
mountain, and nothing gets left behind, keeping the outdoors that much
more pristine.
The singing was amazing. I can't believe the vocal capability of
random VOCers. Our rendition of Bohemian Rhapsody was particularly
'lf
good and incorporated almost everyone in the group. this group
telemarked as well as they could sing, we would have summitted
Rainbow Mountain before lunch!
For fun, we decided to cram as many people as we could into
one tent. lt turns out that people shrink in the cold. That two-man tent felt
pretty spacious with three people in it.

We went skiing the next day. I led a group to nowhere because
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we'd never really had a clear goal. I also wasn't an instructor; I just made
sure that we didn't get lost. lt turned out okay because we didn't fall
off any cliffs, although I came close on one occasion. We also found a
few nice turns on the way back to camp. We packed everything up and
headed down the mountain just after lunch. We estimated 4 hours to get
back to the cars and most of us actually made that time. Most of us.
Some took until well after dark, but that was okay because there
was a rockslide that closed Highway 99. We were all a little sad to be
stranded so far away from a shower until we learned that Bronwyn Jarvis
had a lodge we could all stay at; so we did. There were the usualVOC
shenanigans: mantling the mantle, eating, drinking and a great massage
circle. The

people in my
car crashed on
the floor and
we didn't even
need foamies
because the
carpet was
so thick and
soft. We woke
up at 4:45am
on Monday
to get back to
school/work
on time (with
one final stop
l{ut. [Chrístínny.]
SþíínS ín to tfte
at.lìmmy's).
"ñetíx
The working
men who normally frequent Tmmy's at that time were treated to the sight
of Charlie dressed only in her see-through thermals. What a shock!
I believe it was a successful lntro to Backcountry. The students
learned about all aspects of the backcountry, good and bad. The trip may
have been a little lean on useful tips and tricks, but it was full of real life
problem solving. The students also learned some of the more basic back
country lessons, such as: food and drink always taste better in the back
country; you will stink at the end of the trip and no one will care; once
wet, forever weÇ and the bigger the group, the slower it goes.
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A Snowshoer Bites Back
Dan Eagen
I am tired of all you people hating those of us that snowshoe. You should
have seen the looks I got when I suggested leading a snowshoe Neve
traverse to the exec. I guess the question generally asked is: "why not use
skis?"

Well, some people can't ski, for whatever reason. As Roland said when
he first saw me on tele skis, "That bird isn't meant to fly." Despite this
blow to my ego I took his comments - and several dozen trips into treewells and powder banks- to heart and decided to buy AT gear. Okay,
AT was easier, and I managed to at least get decent at it, at least without
a giant pack. But then I broke myself, and now I cannot ski. So my
question is: why the hate for snowshoes?
There are several possible answers to this question:
1.
People dislike people who are not like them. I suspect this is
the key support for my argument. People are afraid of things that are
different. This can also be seen in the skier/snowboarder argument, or
the tele/AT argument-despite the fact that the new C3 Ascent bindings
are basically a toned down AT binding (replace the back heel clip with
a cable and, "tadal't). This distinction can be seen everywhere within the
outdoors: mountain bikers dislike road bikers (unless you're silly enough
to do both; e.g. Christian Veenstra), creek paddlers dislike sea paddlers,
and so on. Society also supports this view: just remember any of your
high school history classes.

2.

People dislike "mixed parties". This argument has some meriÇ as
a mixed parÇ is generally slower, or at least more awkward. Skiers and
snowshoers travel at different speeds, and snowshoes "ruin" perfectly
good skin tracks. Steep uphill and downhill either make this problem

better or worse, depending on how skilled the party is. I find a good
solution to this is to give all of the skiers huge packs (or sleds in the case
of Sandra Nicol at Winter Longhike), which often slows them down
sufficiently. Letting them do all the trail breaking with their fancy new
bindings can also be quite effective.
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3.

Skis are "cooler". Not true. This used to be the case, but
snowshoes now come in all sorts of awesome sick colours and designs.
It's totally wicked. You can't tell me MSR Lightning Ascents aren't cool,
Hell, the name is 'Lightning' and they come in orange. Just try to find me
a ski name as cool as that. Yes, you can't do sick jumps down icy chutes
on snowshoes, but if you can do that you shouldn't even be reading this.
Co ski.

4.

Skis cost more money, and thus they are better. I understand
this point of view Since I work in a gear store, I Bet to see lots of
people who buy things they don't need-or even things they don't even
want-simply because they are the most expensive option.'Fear not.
With a bit of effort, snowshoes can cost almost as much as a ski setup.
MSR Lighting 30 snowshoes cost $300, and don't forget that you'll need
boots too. Buy some double boots for those cold days, and some single
layer ones for the warmer spring days of snowshoe running at Seymour.
You will also need some smaller snowshoes for those hard packed days,
so buy a smaller pair of Denali Ascents for $210, Don't forget to get
some fancy telescoping ski poles. Throw in the standard clothing and
avalanche gear, and you are in good shape to spend about the same
as on a ski setup, especially if you're one of those crazy people who
snowboard and snowshoe.
So what is the reason that some people dislike snowshoes and the people
that use them? Elitism, efficiency, coolness, and cost are all good reasons
that come to mind, but I think the answer is far more simple: people are
afraid of them. Snowshoes are scary things, and people are thus afraid of
them and have not tried them. So I challenge all of you to hang up your
:? ='
skis, and join me
I

on a snowshoe
traverse, and

we can show
everyone that skis
are not the only
choice. It's not too
Iate; you can still
be saved.
Vive la revolution!
Skis are
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Southgate-Chilko Divide
Scott Nelson, Sandra Nicol &Tim Blair
The crew

Scott Nelson, Sandra Nicol, Tim Blair, Sebastian Oppel (aka
Seppel), Madeline (a Nissan Pathfinder) and The Little Creen Turtle (a
Toyota Truck).

Starting Out
Day 0-1, April 14-15

Scott: Like most trips, this one began with us realizing what we had
forgotten. I couldn't find my good fleece gloves when packing uþ so
my only pair had holes in the fingers. Tim also couldn't find his fleece
gloves, but he didn't know it yet. The first aid kit was short on ibuprofen
and benadryl, and we needed new batteries for headlamps, cameras and
aval anche tran sceive rs.
Fortunately, the I5 hour drive up meant we had an opportunity
to go shopping in 100 Mile House on the way. We didn't count on it
being Easter Friday, so we couldn't get any of the good drugs as there
wasn't a pharmacist on duty. I found some stretchy children's gloves,
and we loaded up on batteries. For some reason we also went to an allyou-can-eat Chinese buffet restaurant for lunch, which meant that we
couldn't finish our dinner later on.

Sandra: Mmm! Creasy Chinese food!

Tim: I think Sandra suggested it. I didn't need to eat for 2 days after
that buffet.
Anyway, we eventually started west from Williams Lake with
full tanks of gas, and Tim had a full jerry can in the back of The Little
Creen Turtle. The drive to Tatla Lake and then on to Whitesaddle Air was
uneventful enough. We left the Turtle by the hangar (i.e. on the side of
the cow field they calla runway) and piled into Madeline.
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The road to Taseko lake was muddy and pot-holed, but we made
theTaseko Lake Lodge around l0:30pm. We were about to 7et out
and pitch the tents when t saw a man up ahead in the headlights. He
started walking towards us, so I pulled ahead. His name was Sigfried
Reuter, and he was the owner of the Taseko Lakes Lodge. He invited us
to come in for the night.

itto

The people that we met on this trip (there were only 2 of them,
well if you count Sig's wife and 4 children, I guess that makes 7) were
exceptionally kind. Sig insisted that we sleep that night in one of the
Iodge's cabins, and was trying to build us a fire when we convinced him
that we really just wanted to go to bed.

Going on these trips, you're always wondering if there will be
snow where you start (or if the lake you have to cross at the beginning
will be frozen), so on the drive up we noted all the unusually early
signs of spring (like no snow on the ground in 100 Mile House) and got
worried. Taseko Lake and the Tchaikazan Valley have very little snow;
we've heard that it usually disappears by the end of April. That's why
we started so early, even though the weather can still be quite wintry in
mid April.
We crossed the lake and carried the skis for a short time. Since
the road was gentle we were able to take off the skins and use kick wax:
a great item for spring traverses when the snow is solid. We covered
22km of road that day and met Friu, a trapper who lives near the lake.

Oh, I forgot about Fritz, that makes 3 people, plus Sig's wife and
four kids and Fritz's nephew and friend - who didn't say much.
Don't forget about the various members of the King family where
we stashed your truck, Tim.
Oh yeah, Dave, Mike and of course grandma King. They were
nice too.
Fritz has a cabin in theTchaikazanValley and he showed us
where it was, and invited us to use it if we wanted ("it has firewood and
there's lots of food there, help yourself").

SFííng
By the time we reached a suitable stopping creek, I was beat. I
started cooking, and was kind of annoyed that the guys were down at the
tents talking to each other while I was all by myself making them dinner.
Scott came over eventually and told me what was going on. Sebastian's
AT binding had broken, and we had no spare parts.

We had eighteen days to go and a broken AT binding. Tele
bindings take 5 minutes to fix if you have a reasonable repair kit. l,ve
never seen a good AT repair kit short of carrying a whole spare binding.
Regardless, we devised a plan using a German strap. lt was just a
regular strap that we used to hold the boot to the back of the binding,
but Sebastian had to point out
that it was indeed a German strap
since it lasted the whole trip. This
arrangement was a bit inconvenient
for Sebastian, but it got better when
he figured out how to put it on by
himself.
Sometimes it is useful to bring
engineers on ski trips.
Tchaikazan Valley
Day 2-3, April 16-17

We rounded up the logging/
old mining road into the start of the
Tchakazan Valley. What a beautiful
place. I strongly recommend going
there. The access is really easy.

SÉííng uy a sfoye.

[límts,]

So, we hit the Tchaikazan River, which is wide and flat. We
skied all day up the gravel bars, occasionally switching sides. The
mountains slowly grew larger, steeper and more coastal as we went. We
camped about half way up on the side of the river. Running water! We
continued to ski up the large, wide and flat gravel bars. We got caught
in a little canyon then it was more flat skiing through glacier washout
zone to the Tchaikazan Glacier. On went the harnesses and up we went
to our campsite below the peak of Monmouth. We had great views that
evening ofthe surrounding peaks and our route up to the col next to
Fluted Mountain.
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Monmouth and the Storm
Day 4-6, April 1B-20
After we went to bed the wind picked up and rattled the tents all
night. lt was only an B00m climb from our camp high on the Tchaikazan
Clacier to the summit of Monmouth, so we didn't exactly get up for an
alpine start. It was a beautiful clear day, but during breakfast we could
see the SW wind blowing spindrift off Fluted Mountain. At camp, the
gusts were hitting about 50 or 60km/h, and it looked like double that up
high, so we waited. I spent some time building the wall higher around
camp and staking out the tent better. Finally, at l0:30 or so, we got tired
of waiting for the wind to die down. We decided we might as well go up
to the 9500ft col at the base of the SE ridge and see what it was like. I
fully expected that we might not be able to stand.
I admit, Scott and I got restless. Besides the strong wind, it was
safe to ascend to the high col. We set out from camp getting blasted by
wind and soon got some nice views of the east face of Monmouth. The

wind was not that much worse.
By the time Sandra and I reached the 9500ft col, Tim had
already gone up the ridge to take a look. Seppel, Sandra and I crammed
ourselves behind the only big rock atthe colfor shelter from the wind.
Finally, Tim came back down to report that the snow conditions were
hard packed from the wind on the SE ridge and we might not be able
to make the summit without crampons. After some debate, Tim and I
decided to try for the summit and Sebastian and Sandra skied down
because they did not want to climb in the wind.
The ridge proper would have been difficult given the conditions.
We, however, managed to descent into the main couloir on the south
face. With nearly perfect snow for kicking steps we ascended to the
peak.
I was nervous on the top knowing there was a several-thousand-

foot drop on the other side with no visibility. Down we went, retracing
our steps down the couloir. With skis on, we followed Sandra and
Sebastian's tracks back to camp. We attempted a few turns on the slabby
snow, but they were certainly not graceful and only a little bit fun. We
pulled into camp an hour ahead of schedule and spent the afternoon
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hanging around camp.
Around dinner time it
started to snow.
Note the subtle
way Scott introduces the
onset of the next storm.
It snowed all
night and all the next
day, so we just hung
around reading, eating
and maintaining the
lñe ciew ín fess stormy tímes. tlírn ß.]
snow fortress around
camp. Sometime during the next night the wind died down and changed
direction. We took this as a sign that the weather was going to break so
we packed up camp and headed for the col east of Fluted Mountain. We
could just barely see the col, which was about 2km away, so we thought
the visibility would be okay.
The slopes below the colwere heavily wind loaded with about 3
feet of new snow. I was worried about avalanche danger on this section,
butTim charged ahead, so what could I do?. We made it to the col
without incident and started feeling our way down onto the Chapman
glacier in very flat light. The wind and snow had picked up since we'd
left camp, and it was obvious that the storm was not clearing. We were
making good progress despite the weather so we continued. We set a
high traverse across to the other side of the Chapman and reached the
top of the slope above the Edmonds glacier quite quickly.
This descent looked a little more fun, soTim and I took our skins
off. Sandra went ahead followed by Seppel with skins, while Tim and
I struggled to fold our skins up in the wìnd. I turned around and saw
Seppel standing there as a 40cm thick slab of snow slid off silently into
the fog and disappeared. Sandra later said it had sounded like thunder
and thatthe fracture line was 3 or 4 meters below Seppel; he look
stunned.

loh 'k***l' I said, "Where's Sandra?"
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He's not a man of many words. Here's Sandra's version:

We were all eager to get down to Edmonds Creek and wait out
the storm where there would be running water and less wind. One more
steep slope, and we would be on the Edmonds glacier highway. Scott
always takes his skins off to go down hill, but then he can see better
than me in flat light. I decided to go first down the slope, rather than
wait and get cold. I started to traverse and kick-turn my way down the
slope, carefully feeling the snow and peering blindly ahead. I thought
that over on the skier's right the slope looked less steep, so I headed
that way. The snow when I started was wind-packed to a solid crust, but
I quickly found a wind-pillow. I did not think that the slope was very
steep, but I was sending sluffs down from my skis. These helped me see
the slope a little better, so I did not worry about them too much. I soon
found that the right side was not less steep, so I continued to kick-turntraverse down the slope until I judged that I would be able to traverse out
left below a group of rocks in the middle of the slope. As I traversed past
the rocks, I heard a very loud noise above me. A quick shoulder check
confirmed that I was below an avalanche. Swearing loudly, I double
poled further across the slope until I was below another rock outcrop
and on a low-angle slope.
Looking back up I could see Seppel standing above the rocks
with a big crown on both sides of him. I think that the rest of the group
was more frightened by the incident than I was, since I did not have time
to get scared before I knew I was out of the way. I had a granola bar
while waiting for the rest of them to get down the slope. Scott had a good
look at the crown, and we think that Seppel set off a sluff that stepped
down to a weak layer below the storm snow.
It had been kind of a stupid move. But we were lucÇ and where
we wanted to be, so we carried on to Edmonds Creek, where we camped
at treeline to keep waiting for the storm to end. A call to Dale atTyax Air
for a weather forecast told us that we should be able to move the next
afternoon. So, we relaxed for the evening. Scott and I went for a walk
and found a goat carcass in a pile of avalanche debris.
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Clear Skies and Cold Nights
Day 7-11, April 21-25
The morning brought more of the same snowy weather, but,
as promised, the skies cleared around noon. As the sun came out
avalanches started on the slopes above Edmonds Creek. We packed up,
filled the water bottles and set out up to the food cache. The trailbreaking
was difficult, as there was so much new, heavy snow. The trail was over

30cm deep! We followed a glacier up to our food cache, which we
found with no problems. The weather cooled dramatically as we dug out
the cache, set up camp, and made dinner (fresh mushroom ravioli with
alfredo sauce and chorizo sausage). We ate gratefully, looked at our now
huge packs, and prepared for a cold night.
30cm? I think it was more like 40cm!This was the storm that
deposited 45cm on the North Shore and kept Cypress open.
Scott and Sandra had packed fresh eggs and white bread into the
food cache for French toast. The bread was a bit squashed (probably my
fault during the food drop) and the eggs were frozen. Scott laboriously
thawed the eggs in cold water and fried up egg-coated bread in the lid
from the pot. There was even butter--quite a treat considering the cold
temperature and our remoteness

so

trail

The cold temperature prevented the snow from consolidating,
breaking was still difficult. Our packs were big (again). We

spent most of the day travelling the wide icefield-covered ridge north
of Stanley Smith Glacier. We even had to trail break downhill for a
couple of kilometres to the low point in the day, a pass between Bishop
and Edmonds creeks containing a couple of lakes. This was obviously
a major fly-through route for migratory birds going to the Chilcotins,
which made for an interesting lunch. We camped 1000ft up from here

on the ridge east of Ramose Peak.
The next day (Sunday, again) was clear. With the sunny weather
there was now a nasty crust on the surface with cold deep powder
below. This made getting from the ridge down to Ramose Creek quite
frustrating. We ascended the slopes to the south end of Ramose Glacier,
then broke trail down the glacier to the next jumping-off point, which
was a 1000tt climb up to the head of the next glacier. We developed
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a leap-frogging system that worked reasonably well: one person would
break downhill for a while, then another person would glide down
the track and get going really fast. Then they would holler at the trail
breaker, who leaped out of the way and the skier with momentum
would barrel on through the snow for several easy meters before taking
over the downhill trailbreaking. Time was getting on, so we put in a
little more effort to cross the head of this unnamed glacier and camp
on the ridge to its west. The camp was really nice, as we had the sun till
late in the evening and then first thing in the morning. The sun really
helped us get out of the tent when it was -17C.
At this point it really felt like we were in a remote place. Our
camp was below a bump, so I skied up it to have a look around. At the
top there were a bunch of rocks. I stood on a bunch of them, thinking
about how it was possible that I was the first person to ever stand on
those rocks. Someone else could have, of course, but it was a neat thing
to think about while looking at that view.

Monday morning
I broke a buckle on my
ski boot, but easily fixed
itwith aVoile strap. First
up was a north-facing

descent that offered some
decent turns and then a

very steep climb up onto
the Norri ngton Clacier.
We broke trail down
the Norrington (more
downh i I I trai lbreaki ng!)
There was a breakable
crust on the surface and cold powder underneath. Sandra insisted on
going first, a rare event (you're sleeping on the couch tonight). I found
out later that following in the skin track made her feet cramp horribly, so
it was easiest to go first. We took few turns at the toe of the glacier, then
we headed up another small glacier valley. By afternoon the conditions
finally became springlike, with corn snow over a firm base. Near the
top of the climb, we got forced onto a nort- facing slope that punished
us with more soft, sticky snow. We decided to make camp early on the
south side of Mount Dresden and Sandra, Tim and I went to climb it.

{. -.
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There was a spectacular view from the top. By the time we started down,
the temperature was dropping and a crust was forming on the southfacing slopes, making the descent painful.

Of course, Scott still put in a beautiful line of turns on some westfacing corn snow lower down.
Tuesday, we climbed up to the col between Wednesday Mountain
and Mount Dresden. The
snow was rock hard. We
dropped packs atthe

coland scrambled up
Wednesday, then taught
Seppel basic self arrest
skills. The descent down
to the Goddard Clacier
was fantastic. We quickly
set up camp on the glacier

t

and then went off to ski
up Mt. Craddock in the
afternoon. There was a
summítíng,
fantastic I000ft ski run off
the summit. The powder
was great, so Sandra and I went for another partial run while Tim went
and climbed Mt. Canopus. We finished the day by seeing who could
straight line the fastest on the semi-breakable crust going down the
Goddard Clacier.
When you go on backcountry trips you tend to develop a 'to
do' list. Some days it's a good source of inspiration and some days it's
a burden. Those of us who are obsessive can't help but keep adding to
it; it's like living with a growing tumour. From the mountains around
Coddard Glacier (it has great mountains and is a good destination unto
itselfl you can see Mount Cood Hope to the north. When I first saw this,
I tried to steer my mind away, but alas we saw it so many times that it's
now on my list. I think the trick is to only allow the list to grow by one
item each time you go out. This trip, my list grew by two, as we saw
Mount Bute at the end.
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Running Water, Falling Water
Days 12-14,

April26-28

A whiteout greeted us in the morning, so we discarded any
thoughx of climbing more peaks and packed up camp. Today's route
involved skiing down Boulanger Creek and then up into the headwaters
of the Southgate river. lt was a nice ski through meadows and open
forest. We tried to camp near open water, but failed. lnstead, Sandra and
I dug a 2.Sm-deep hole in the snow down to the ueek. lt took the two
of us a good half hour, and it made me wonder if we would be any faster
if it was an avalanche victim at the bottom of the hole instead of iust
running water.
1ìm made a lovely dinner, having learned a few nights earlier that
freeze-dried tofu should be omitted. The freeze-dried tofu was reason
enough for me to never shop atT&T Market again. Any store that can sell
something that vile clearly has a poor understanding of what constitutes
food.
The next day we skied up over the pass into Deschamps creek.
The valley bottom offered a mix of nice meadows and really thick
bush. We skied up the creek and up a narrow canyon, which we had

previously worried would be unskiable. IJp on the Stilly Clacier we hit
a whiteout, navigated by compass for a bit and then set up camp at the
pass between Deschamps creek and Allaire creek. The snow was iust
perfect for wall building: very moist so you could shovel out huge blocks
that would freeze into place on the wall. Seppel was the champion brick
layer, cutting blocks that were 3 1 /2 feet long, 1 5 inches high and I 5
inches deep.
The morning was clear and we were optimistic that the poor
weather had passed by. We had to climb over a small peak to the north
of our camp, then descend the ridge to a glacier. As we skied up the
peak, the wind got stronger and the snow got harder. The wind was so
strong at the top that when I let go of my pole it dangled from my wrist
at a 45-degree angle. A short distance past the peak, we ran into a wall
of fog-so much for the nice weather-and had some disagreements
over when we should staft down the slope. After some messing around
with a rope and an ice axe to try to see how steep the slope below us
was, we decided to stick to the ridge until we were completely sure
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that the glacier was below us. We continued to feel our way down and
eventually made it to the toe of the glacier and had lunch during a break
in the weather.

We had lunch next to Alaire Creek. The creek was open, so
all we had to do was reach down and scoop the water with a bottle.
When there are high snow walls at the edge of the creeks we normally
tie a bottle to the end of a ski pole and reach down. ln this case, the
snow walls on either side were so high that we had to tie two ski poles
together, with the bottle tied to the end, in order to reach the water.
Shortly after we started out it started raining pretty hard (and was
quite windy). Within minutes we were soaked, so we camped for the rest
of the day, a mere 2 hours from the next drop.
The Homathko lcefield
Days 15-18, April 29-May 2

We waited till the rain stopped, started, stopped, and turned into
snow before we headed up into the fog towards the food cache. We
avoided the crevasses in the fog and followed the cliffs of Cloister peak
most of the way to our food drop. The CPS led us straight to the drop and
we were soon building another big wall and anticipating dinner.
The sun came out, so Scott,lìm and I set out to ski up Cloister
peak. lt was a very easy ascent, but as we went up the weather fogged
in again, so we did not get any views from the top. Tm was getting cold
and decided not to wait for Scott and me. He would follow the ski tracks
back to camp. Scott and I got some blind turns on the glacier. We had
the CPS, so we knew we could find the food drop. When we were most
of the way there we found Tim, who had gotten separated from the track
in the white out and was using his compass to ski a grid through the pass
where the food drop was until he hit it. H¡s method would have worked,
but he was still h"ppy to see us.

Stupid move on my part. Luckily, the area was safe and crevasse free.
I have to applaud Tm's food drop dinner: seafood chowder
(canned mussels, canned oysters, vacuum-packed fake crab, potatoes)
and mango cheesecake (made from condensed milk, graham crust, and
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rehydrated mangoes). So tasty.
The next day the weather was beautiful, but our packs were
heavy again. I wanted to spend a day bagging peaks around Sasquatch
Pass and then cross most of the lcefield in one push to Cargoyle Peak,
but the others weren't so keen in case the weather changed again. Since
the weather had been so-so for the past few days, we figured the best
action would be to press on in case the good weather didn't hold.
We climbed Mist Peak that day, attempted Plateau lwhich was not very
Plateau-like) and finally settled down a few kilometres south of Plateau
Peak. The next day we climbed Crenville, arriving at the summit in a
short-lived snow squall, lt cleared just enough to make the ski back down
enjoyable.

Note that we covered most of the Homathko lcefield in one day.
This was due to Scott's grip wax and the firm snow. We were flying. There
would be some amazing skate skiing on the icefield if the conditions
were right. The icefield was beautiful and big.

had some spicy soup with dinner, and learned that spicy Thai
soup should be consumed early in the trip before lips and tongues have
become chapped and sunburnt. ltwas painful, butalso hilarious.
We

On May 2nd we headed out across the final section of the
Homathko tcefield; the high ridge leading to Mt. Bute. lanus Peak looked
like a good objective for a side trip, and it delivered with fabulous views
and a stellar ski run. We skied below lncisor peak (which is much more
incisor-like than the map indicated) and came along the ridge to the
north of Peak 7900 above the Bute glacier, then had to negotiate our way
down around some cliffs and crevasses. At 4:30 we were at the top of
the huge icefall beside Mt. Bute. The conditions were just right to go: soft
but not slushy, so we decided to proceed down to Calleon Creek.

Down we went, traversing beside the icefall on avalanche debils.
You could sneak in a few turns here and there between the big frozen
chunks of snow. Once we had descended past the base of the icefall, the
terrain steepened. We followed a natural ramp to skier's left which took
us under the toe of the icefall. The skiing was really neat and we wound
our way along ribbons of snow and around clean granite slabs.
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There was no way off the ramp (cliffs below), so we hustled
along until we were finally able to descend an avalanche track to get

around the cliffs and down into the trees. At this point, the snow turned
to complete isothermal mush and the skiing suddenly became much
less enjoyable. We found a spot to camp in the forest on the edge of the
avalanche track, and everyone washed off in the creek. lt was painfully
cold butworth it-our first bath in l9 days!
Galleon Creek
Day 19, May 3
When we asked lacqui Hudson about their trip to the Homathko
lcefield a few years agq she said that coming out of Calleon Creek was
the worst bushwhacking of her life. It took her group seven hours to
travel two kilometres through heinous slide alder, devil's club and blown
down logs; however, we had two key advantages: a good snow year and
a one-month head start.

A bit of dense forest skiing got us down to a flat spot where
multiple avalanche tracks converged in a mess of slide alder. The snow
pack was just thick enough that we could ski over and around the worst
of the trees. We uossed Galleon creek to the north side and picked up
some grizzly bear tracks that led us right to the trail. It wasn't much of a
trail-bushy, tricky to follow and steep-but it sure beat bushwhacking. The
trail led to an old logging road; seven kilometres or so of hiking down
the road brought us back to civilization at the Homathko River Logging
Camp. We found Chuck, the camp caretaker, had a chat about the trip
and then went for a swim in the river.
Home
May 4
The next morning Dave King picked us up and flew us back
across the mountains to Bluff Lake whereTim's truck was waiting. After
picking up the other truck atTaseko Lake (200 km detour), we headed
for home, arriving bleary-eyed at 3am on Friday.

Contact Information
White Saddle Air: www.whitesaddleair.com
Taseko Lake Lodge: www.tasekolake.com/lodge.htm
Homathko Camp: www.parallelaviation.com/homathko/moreinfo.html
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Crap Crags: An Exploratory Mission
ScottWebster
Sometime during the week Jeff Mottershead mentioned his plans
to clean out a route on the Chief called "Crap Crags." Apparently, it was
the easiest climbing route all the way up the face and it would be great
for new climbers----except that it was a bit bushy and dirty. lt sounded
like the sort of route Jeff would like. He asked if I wanted to go on an
exploratory mission to climb the route on the weekend. I had turned
down several of his previous offers to go climbing, since I was trying
to avoid epics after our "adventure" inlhe summér (see "Escape from
Knight lnlet" in this issue), but I decided to go on this trip. I hadn,t been
climbing in a while, the weather looked good and, well, it was only 5.2.

We left Vancouver at B am and got to the base of the climb after
dropping off Christian Veenstra and Pascal Ziltener at the Apron lot
and hiking the approach. The climb is supposed to start at the base of
the Black Dyke and then trend up and to the right. The rock just to the
right of the Dyke was incredibly bushy, but we saw some flagging tape
attached to some branches a bit further to the right (where there was a
bit less vegetation), so we figured that maybe it signaled the start of the
route. l'm not really sure, but maybe seeing flagging tape in a tree on
your climbing route isn't the best sign.
Jeff started leading at around 10:30 am and I followed him up.
I had sort of thought that we would swing leads, but the combination
of not having climbed in a while, and the sketchyness of many of the
"holds" (tufts of grass) had me somewhat disturbed, so I informed Jeff
that he would be likely be doing all the leading. I figured that this was
probably for the best, since Jeff was faster anyway.

think it was either at the first or second belay that a familiar train
of thought came over me. I started wondering why I was doing this and
whether or not I would end up sleeping on a ledge again. I wondered if
I was really cut out for climbing, and if I should just give it up altogether
to save myself worrying times like this. Maybe having shrubbery as a
belay anchor wasn't helping my mental state.
I

We continued up and up. Some parts were relatively clean, and
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would be preÇ nice if cleaned a bit more. Other places were so full
of branches that I had no idea what the rock would be like underneath.
At one point, we had to wriggle through a small hole under a tree trunk
beside the rock and a bunch of dirt dumped down my shirt' My ankles
were being scratched up and I renewed my intentions to look into hightop climbing shoes.

while, and time was wearing
on. lt was mid-afternoon and we weren't even atTrichome Ledge yet.
Jeff had mentioned that he would like to climb "Clean Corner" from
d of finished the "easy" route' I had looked
the
Each pitch seemed to be taking a

up
onl

internet before the trip. PretÇ much the
was on Mike Hengeveld's web page under
the heading: "The Dirty Dozen: Squamish Death Routes." I wasn't
particularly enthusiastic. Jeff had brought a couple of Big Bros "just in
case."

We heard some climbers below us on Millennium Falcon. This
made me feel a bit better; there were other people that were further

following the continuation of "Crap Crags". Thankfully, no mention was
made of "Clean Corner"! A couple of minutes after he started the pitch,
Jeff called down to say that he was stopping to look in the guidebook.
Fantastic. After a bit he started moving again, and the rope continued to
pay out slowly. And it kept paying out. Eventually there wasn't much left
and we were trying to communicate about this, without much success.
Jeff finally called, "OÍf belay" with about 4 metres remaining'

followed up, and soon came to a heinous chimney that
narrowed to an offwidth in the back. The Big Bros were in use. So this
was what had taken so long! At this point I wasn't even sure I was going
to be able to second it. I had no choice about it, though. I started "kneebarring" up (is this official technique? I later learned thatJeff had done
the same thing). I was glad I hadn't decided to lead this pitch. Jeff was
pulling up quite hard on the rope, so I would wriggle up a bit and not
really fall if I slipped. I made slow progress grinding myself up the walls.
There was a full pitch of these chimneys below the top. There was no
I
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way this was 5.7. Jeff figured that we must have been off route and were
therefore climbing a ne\ / route! I wasn't quite as excited as he was.
Eventually the name "Back-Wrecker Chimney" was settled on in case we
got to name the terrible thing.
I dragged my ass over the final lip 15 minutes after sunset with
the light fading fast. I was skeptical that we were actually at the finish,
butJeff assured me that I was done climbing. Jeff was also familiar with
walking down the backside trail in the dark. We made it down to the
parking lot'fine, but our return toVancouver was delayed by an upsidedown Jeep blocking the highway.
For some reason the climb doesn't seem so bad in retrospect. ln
facÇ in my memory it seems like it was actually almost fun! How does
this happen? Clearly it has something to do with why I keep going on
these ridiculous outings. l'll probably never learn. At least I get to spend
time outside, and there is certainly always an interesting story to tell after
it's all over!

route

as

Jeff

tuL.

& Scott'W.
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Escape from Crap Crags
leff Mottershead

.

'

A disclaimer: While this trip report may scare some people into
thinking that they should not go within 500 metres of "Crap Crags", let
alone attempt to clean the route, the correct interpretation of it is actually
thaÇ even if absolutely everything that could go wrong does, you can still
escape with only minor injuries.

On Saturday, November 25, I went back to "Crap Crags" to
continue cleaning the route. The forecast indicated that there would be
no rain and that there was the possibility of a "few flurries." This prospect
seemed better than the standard endless drizzle.I arrived at 6:45am and
had a non-eventful hike up to the bottom of the climb, where I posted
the warning signs. From there I turned back and headed up the backside
trail to get to the top of the climb.
Things started to go wrong when I reached the hand-line to the
top of "Crap Crags". For one thing I missed it and went quite a ways too
far before turning back. After scooting up the hand-line, which was made
more difficult by the snow, I trudged on a bit and eventually reached the
low-angle slab portion of the hike.The lasttime I'd been there I had been
with Christian Veenstra, and we had both brought crampons. I thought
that they'd made things a lot more secure, but Christian disagreed and
said that we would have been more solid if.we were just using our boot
soles. I gave Christian the benefit of the doubt and didn't bring crampons
this time,

JUMPINC PURPLE DOGFISH NO!
A wet, slimy, featureless, low-angle slab probably should not be
attempted at all. lf you are going to do i! you'd better have crampons.
After groveling and cursing my way through the sketchy sections, I
succeeded in convincing myself to install a hand-line next time-as well
as scaring the zookers out of myself.

Once I reached the top of climb, I put in another rap station
that doesn't allow cleaning of the top pitch but allows much easier rope
pulling, then proceeded down to a tree that I'd missed last time. Once
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Cflm6íng
there, I put on another rap station and proceeded to spend about four
hours hacking the poo out of a very messy but potentially very good
pitch. When I was about halfway through this procedure it started to
snow. lt came down lightly at first, but then began to snow hard enough
that I couldn't see the parking lot.

When it got to 3:00pm, I decided to make my escape. As I was
rapping down, the ropes became more problematic. They were filled
with snow, along with the dirt that I had been shoveling out of the climb,
and were starting to freeze. My Reversino was effective in removing
large quantities of this crap, which it would then store for future use. ln
order to keep going down, I had to pick this crud out regularly. lt bore
a striking resemblance to that snow-dirt stuff that freezes onto your car
right behind the wheels when you drive on wet snow that has been
sanded too much. Another
issue was that my backup rap
sling had become engorged
with frozen dift. lt needed a
lot of coaxing to lock me off
and once it had locked me
off, it took even more fighting
to convince it to move along
the rope again. Aside from
the rope snarls, the backup
sling, and the fact that one of
the rap stations was wet-not
quite a waterfall, but almostJnfl11. on Cray Craqs ín ñ.ayyíer tím¿s. things went pretty decently
[Steve Jvl.]
until the second-last pitch.
It started off well enough, with the ropes appearing to untangle
themselves nicely as I threw them over the edge. I didn't get too far
down, though, before I ran into a large branch that I had cut off earlier.
I pushed it off and it got snarled in the ropes. I had a hell of a time
untangling the branch; it was right behind me, too heavy to lift in front
of me and too big for me to get around, so I couldn't even see where the
rope had wrapped around it. The thing was 12 Ío 15 feet long and it had
many, many forks in it, giving it as much greenery as a Christmas tree.
The best I could do was free up a bit of the rope at a time. lt would then
drop a few fee! allowing me to rap a few feet more and repeat the entire
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operation. Night was falling.
After about 20 metres of wrestling with the branch I had worked
it down to another tree, where it snagged. I took a breather at this point
and noticed that one of my ropes had tied itself into a Cordian knot and,
worse, that the knot was about 20 feet to my right. I had no chance bf
getting to it. The rope came down from my Reversino, made a loop just
6elow me, went up to some other tree it had caught on, and went back
down to the enormous knot. I tried pulling on the rope and succeeded in
moving the knot up to the tree that my rope was around, but not an inch
further. The tree and my rope had become one, and it was clear that it
was not coming out until I went up there and untangled it.
At this

poin! I realized that

I

had forgotten my prussiks.

lt

probably didn't really matter
anyways, as the backup sling
was totally dysfunctional and the
rope was encased in mud, which
was in turn encased in ice. lt had
gotten totally dark by now, and
all I could see by was the Iight off
the sign in the Chief parking lot. I
had a headlamp in my backpack,
but I couldn't get the backpack off
because it was jammed into the
branch.
C[ím6ers on Cray Crags' Ueff

3'l']

r decided that the only thing r could
way back up the rope, moving
my
hump
rock
and
do was to climb the

which would save my progress, and continue upwards.
The trouble really started when l'd gotten about halfway to the
knot. Without me weighting the whole length of rope, the rope that
was beneath me shortened up, pulling the branch out of the tree it
was hanging from. As well as forcing me to climb while towing a large
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portion of a tree, it also put enough tension on the rope that I couldn,t
feed it through the Reversino without using both hands and my teeth. lt
was now cold enough that the Reversino's proximity to my sweaty balls
was not enough to keep it warm, and it was freezing onto the rope. I
needed to be standing on a secure ledge to even think about moving the
rope through anything, leaving me to basically solo from ledge to leãge.
At this point, I was about ready to give one of my aforementioned sweaty
balls in exchange for a pair of crampons.
As I approached the final ledge, I started running into downwardpointing cedar branches, which I was desperately grabbing despite the
coating of ice on them. When l'd pull on them theyd just stretch, though,
and I began using my teeth to hold them as I reached for branches further
up.

My feet slipped out from under me at this point.
This was how I came to be hanging (primarily by my teeth) from a
spindly, ice-covered branch about 100 m from the base of the Chief-at
nighç in a snowstorm, with an B0-litre backpack on my back, plastic
boots on my feet, pruning shears, an axe and a chainsaw on my harness,
and a gianÇ dangling, snow-encrusted branch trying to pull me down.
I guess ice climbers have to deal with this kind of crap on a
regular basis, but they usually don't have mud in the picture, and they
normally have real ice that they can plant an axe into. And they have

crampons.
lce climbers also probably bring gloves or mitts or something.
Needless to say, I did regain a foothold, free the rope and
eventually escape. I was unable to find one of the route cleaning signs at
the bottom due to the snow and the fog. I resigned myself to getiing it the
following week.

After getting back to Scott's car, I went to the Howe Sound Brew
Pub for a hot chocolate, some crab cakes and apizzl I was still pretty
hungry at the end of the meal, and I was finally filthy and sketchylooking enough that I got the waitress to give me the ,,are you sure you,re
good for it?" look when I ordered food.
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Epilogue

When I got back to Vancouver, I dropped off my garbage at my
place, gave thanks to in-suite laundry, and went over to Scott's to return
his car and to Bet my bike back. As I biked back to my place, I went

l'm pretty sure that if someone drives into a snowman that they
can see for a good six blocks, they're going to kill a pedestrian sooner
than later and need to be stopped.
The next day I patched up my rain gear, which required eight
patches for the jacket and nine for the pants.

Epilogue

ll.

From a later "Crap Crags" excursion:
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Escapes from Pipeline
leff Mottershead
Whenever l've gone climbing on the Apron or at the Smoke
Bluffs, l've always known that I wasn't really climbing because the real
climbs have been staring down at me. Although the "Crand Wall",
Millennium Falcon and other classics that are better than I am all make
me wish that I could climb them, and are at the back of my mind when
l'm trying to turn myself into a climber who doesn't suck, all of them
put together don't inspire me the way "Pipeline" does. Despite the
Crand being pretty hard, and definitely deserving of its classic status,
it seems like everyone's dog has climbed it. Each pitch by itself is good
climbing-many of them are even classics in their own right-but none
of them gives me the same combination of longing and heebie-jeebies
that the last pitch of "Pipeline" does.

"Pipeline" is listed in the guidebook as a five-pitch route, but
really it's just one. The first four are not bad climbs, but when l,m looking
up at the real "Pipeline", I know right away that they are just a path to
the greatest pitch I have ever seen or imagined. lt's a S0m-high 3m-thick
flake that has broken off an overhanging wall and now stands about B
inches away from it. Some features exist here and there, but the climb is
fundamentally about wedging some portion of yourself between the flake
and main wall and grunting your way up the corner as the flake curves
over top of you more and more.

m
a
fo

For some reason I thought I could do this, and for some even

think I will ultimately succeed. Pipeline is
y a 10c climber on a good day, but I have
an other climbs of the same grade. I have also
managed to convince myself that I would climb better than normally
due to the combined motivation of really wanting to do the climb, not
trusting my gear and really not wanting to fall, and having no choice
but to succeed. The necessity of success could easily be guaranteed in a
couple ways. First, by only taking one rope. That way I would not be able
to be lowered as soon as I got past 30m. Second, setting up an anchor
with the gear l'd need for the climb would cost me over 9500, so failure
could not be an option.
I

I

'
i

]

I

i

1
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The offi¡¡idths that I have done well on before have always had a
common trait: whereas most climbers were not able to easily jam some

Attempt #1

With all of my money blown on gear and time running out before
theWaddington expedition (see "Escape from Knight lnlet" in this issue),
I began desperately flailing for a partner. I ended up tricking this friend
of Christian Veenstra's, Pawel Pietruszczak, to climb "Pipeline" with me.
Pawel is technically a better climber than I am, and he still climbs after
having been dumb enough to free solo up some crack in a lecture theatre
in Hamilton and fall and break both his legs, so he seemed Iike the ideal
partner.
The week before we
made our attempt, my old
climbing shoes got a pretty
big rip in them. I went to MEC
f
to get the same kind, but they
didn't have any, so I ended up
. -\\
getting some other kind that
1.:
was supposed to be for an
advanced climber. I wanted to
be advanced. In retrospect I
think that advanced means that
you've lost all your marbles and
are totally content to smash
your feet with a hammer and bind them to fit whatever eccentric shape
of climbing shoe lets you climb a tenth of a grade harder than what you'd
do in comfy shoes.
I started to get the sense that things weren't going to go as hot
as I might have hoped when we reached the bottom of the climb. I had

Cfrmíint
visions of the brutal struggle up the crux being made all the more brutal
by the excess weight and bulk of my granola bars and water. I somehow
convinced myself that, despite the length and difficulty of the climb, I
wouldn't need to take my water up as long as I drank as much of it as
I could on the ground. So, I ate all my bars and had a big drink. Pawel
followed suit, and we left our crap at the bottom of the climb. ln the car,
Pawel had claimed that he would take a shot at leading it if I failed. After
looking up at the climb, he retracted.
The first pitch goes mostly up an enormously long crack, maybe
B0 m, that goes up an otherwise featureless, albeit lowish-angled, slab.
It's allegedly a 5.8. Pawel was worried that I would not be able to make
it to a belay before I ran out of rope, so he convinced me to help him set
up the first belay partway up the climb. I was already thirsty and sketched
out by the time we had done this. The first pitch is a real blockbuster for
the grade, not so much because it's hard, but because you always have
the distinct impression th4t you're going to slip off at any point. lf you

were top-roping you'd just walk right up the thing, but leading it is pretty
intense. By the time l'd set up the first belay, my mouth was sticþ from
all the frantic panting I had been doing and my new climbing shoes had
completely devoured my feet.
After two more pitches that saw the end of my feet and all my
remaining strength, I was in a terrible state looking at the final approach
to "Pipeline" proper. lt can be climbed easily by using the flake as a
handrail and smearing your feet on the angled edge of the flake beneath
you. This didn't seem safe enough for Pawel, who "Au Chevaled" his
balls along the sharp edge of the flake instead. I was telling him not
to, but he was in survival mode and listening only to his sense of selfpreservation-not me or his future kids.
For no reason other than dumbness, I found myself somewhat
confident at the bottom of the crux pitch. I had six Big Bros and a giant
cam. My game plan was to clip the cam to the rope and push it along in
front of me, periodically backing it up with one of the Bros. For a while,
this worked. As I got more and more tired, though, I started falling on
the cam more and more. Every time I did this, l'd go a metre or two past
the cam due to rope stretch. I begged and pleaded with Pawel to pull the
rope tighter when I yelled, "take," but he assured me that he was in a
sufficiently awkward position at the belay that he couldn't do any better.
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As a result, I ended up climbing most of the bottom half of the pitch
three or four times.

Somewhere during this process the sun crested over the top of
the Squaw and I started to learn what "thirsty" really meant. I was also
getting scraped up pretty good, as my upper leg wasn't quite big enough
to make a solid jam. If l'd put on thirty more pounds, I probably would
have been in a much better shape to do the climb. Then again, if I hadn't
been totally desiccated, maybe my leg would have been big enough.
Over the course of two hours the sun heated up the rock and
dried me ôut to the point where I couldn't make any spit at all. My
mouth wasn't sticky at all anymore. lt really was dry and dusty.
Despite these difficulties, I did make it up a shockingly large
distance of the final pitch. I clipped the one bolt on the whole pitch
and made it a few meters further before admitting that I was helpless
and dead. The one and only bolt had a spinning hanger and was about
as disturbing a thing to be lowered off of as you could find. Normally I
wouldn't have used it, but I had no choice. I was also inspired by the fact
that I'd fallen on it at least 10 times, and it hadn't gotten any looser.
Rapping the route was an excruciating process, because I needed
to drink water and to be out of my shoes so badly. Loosening the laces
just allowed more blood flow into my feet, waking up the angry nerves.
Every rap stance seemed to be on my toes, and it seemed like Pawel
was rapping extra slowly to punish me for having put him through this
torture. Furthermore, a single rope isn't long enough to rap the route. This
forced me to set up an anchor mid-pitch, rap to the bolts, lead up to the
anchor, undo it and downclimb while cleaning the gear l'd placed on the
way up.

When I got to the bottom, I drank my remaining four litres
of water and then mooched another two from Pawel. After that, I
bushwhacked to the Stawamus River, rolled around in the glacial run-off
and drank a good portion of it. lt was the first time I felt like a human
being all day.
Undeterred, I vowed to return to "Pipeline" as soon as possible,
which was a couple months, as I already had scheduled myself to have
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my ass handed to me by Mother Nature herself for a full month in Knight
lnlet.

Attempt #2
Shortly after I returned and finished growing back most of my
foot, I offered my tender body up to be sacrificed to "Pipeline,, again.
This time, though, things would be different. The terrible climbing shoes
had been returned to MEC, and I had gotten myself a pair of beginner
shoes. This time I would use double ropes so that I could place higher
while resting on the other if I had to, and so that I could rap the route in
a reasonable manner, if it came down to that. I got a second giant cam
so that both of the ropes would have a partner. I was also going to bring
all the fluids I would possibly need to the bottom of the hard pitch and
drink everything there so that I wouldn't have to carry water up the crux
or desiccate. This time I would also have a better-thought-out choice
of climbing partner: Natalie Stafl would make sure that I got to the top.
She had belayed me earlier on a desperate hack up the crux pitch of
the "Squamish Buttress". She knew how to sit down hard into the belay
when I needed a rest on my top piece. I had fought with that pitch for a
good ninety minutes, and the belay I got from Natalie was a good part
of the reason why I made it. There was a downside to going with Natalie
though. She'd never placed any gear, just followed, so I would have to
lead all the pitches.

Another problem with Natalie is that she's too nice, so you feel
really guilty if you end up doing something terrible to her.
The first four pitches went relatively well, but things started to get
out of control at the belay for the final pitch. I finished all my water, as
per the plan, but then I had to pee. l've never been in a worse stance for
having to pee. The bolts are above a particularly wide part of the main
crack, where it is going up at about 60 degrees. The belayer stands inside
this crack. Unfortunately, the stance is deep enough into the crack that
l'd need a few more inches, one way or another, to pee from it. Stepping
out of the crack is not trivial at all, because the edge is sharp and is
running upwards just steeply enough that you slip off of it when you try
to stand. This forces the urination position to be under harness tension,
on my back, with my legs leaning on the rock and sticking out in front
of me. lt would have been really easy to turn the other way, lean off the
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anchor, and pee onto Natalie, but l'm not a total monster.
I recall Scott pointing out that urine was supposed to be bad for
climbing ropes. The two of us had then had a good laugh at people who
accidentally peed on their rope.
I hereby retract that. I apologize to any of those poor bastards
who ended up in a situation where they had to pee on their rope--l
have felt their pain. I managed to avoid peeing on the rope, but it was a
phantasmagorical struggle not to pee on myself, the belay, Natalie, or the
rope.
This whole process took something like an hour, during which
the sun broke over the top of the Squaw and started roasting Natalie
and me. It also made the pee-which wasn't in the belay, but was
close enough-stinkier. Not once during this whole fiasco did Natalie
complain dèspite the fact that I had basically wasted an hour making a
pee-sauna for her.

During this process, I succeeded in tangling up the double ropes
and convincing myself that I didn't have a chance in hell. How was I
supposed to do something awe-inspiring like climbing Pipeline when I
was too stupid and weak to urinate competently? I'm pretty sure that I
sweated off about as much water as I had replenished by drinking the last
bottle that made me have to pee in the first place. Also, at some point
an ice-cream truck in Valleycliffe turned on its music, reminding us that
we could have just hung out in Valleycliffe and had ice cream, then told
people the next day that we climbed Pipeline.
This time I didn't make it anywhere near as far as I had on the
first attempt. I was too wigged out by the urine debacle to trust myself to

do anything but hang-dog my way up, leaning on one rope while moving
the cam on the other. Due to rope stretch, the harness riding up, etc., I
was only gaining about two inches every time I switched the rope I was
weighting. This process was clearly ludicrous. I wasn't going to make
it up before winter at that rate, and I wanted to climb it under my own
steam, not aid my sorry ass up there, so I bailed. The ice cream truck
wasn't helping things either. Coming down was easier this time than last
time because I could walk the cams down. This time, rope stretch was on
my side and I was back to the bottom of the pitch and my pee without

a i-Jj--:
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too much of an adventure.
We decided not to make a full retreat but just to rap down to
where "Pipeline" diverged from "Birds of Prey', , another easier route that
shared the first three pitches. Because of the awesome tangle Id put in
the ropes during my urine escapades, rapping down took a whole hour.
At this point Natalie asked me if it wouldn't be smafter to just rap all the
way down, because it would suck to get stuck in the dark. I told her that

After hacking up a few pitches in horrible style, and an disastrous
attempt to get Natalie to lead a pitch, we found ourselves in the dark,
with a pitch to go and only one headlamp buried deep in Natalie's pack,
where we couldn't get it out.
We flaked out the ropes again ¡n th" d"rk, by feel more than

Somehow Natalie managed to find all the gear I placed, even the
stuffthat used to be on the rope I untied, and for some reason still climbs
with me. By any objective standard, that probably means that she isn,t
very smart. I always climb with me, though, which means that I am a
good deal less smart.
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How to Teach People to Trad Lead
leff Mottershead
ln 2O06,1 taught nine people how to lead on trad gear and more
people than I can remember how to second. lt's not actually that many,
but l'm not so great at remembering stuff or counting. Looking back
at the results, I can see a distinct pattern emerging. lf the person l'm
teaching is afraid at the outset, or newish to climbing in general, things
seem to go pretty well. I think this is because it's clear that they don't
want to be really challenged any more than just having to deal with the
responsibility of leading something, so I picked routes that are a piece of
cake to climb and even easier to protect. With the exception of Christian
Veenstra, whom I can't be blamed for, because he just attracts trouble
and wanted to climb something that neither of us knew the grade of and
certainly looked too hard (see "Learning How to Do Things the Hard
Way: My First Lead Fall," VOCJ 2005-2006), all of the guys l've taught
have been just fine. I think this is because l've known that they were
guys and assumed when they said they were confident starting out on a
5.8 they were attempting some proof of testicle size and really had no
business being on anything more than a 5.3 and had no inherent sense of
self-preservation. With the normal guys and timid neophytes safe, l'm left
with only competent ladies and Christian to traumatize.
Before I get into individual stories, though, I do want to make one
thing clear. Despite the psychological trauma I may have handed ou! no
one was ever at risk of getting physically wrecked. The first leads that I
sent people up when I really shouldn't have each had one of two pretty
fail-safe safety systems. On all but one of the incidents, the climbs were
easy to protect with totally bomber placements and had cruxes up high
enough that even if the leader took a ripper off the crux, there was no
way he or she would make it to the ground. The exception to that was
on the last pitch of "Birds of Prey", where the climb was totally sketchy
but had the rad "safety feature" that even if all of the pro pulled, there
was absolutely nothing to deck on. You could fall right past the belay,
which was tucked into a little sentry box, and it was 45 m to the next
ledge. You could have hung a truck from my anchor. That said, on to the
traumatizations:
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Cynthia Thomson: lt was a beautiful weekend in mid-September. I
already had a Sunday attempt of "Pipeline" lined up, so I didn't want to
tire myself out, but I did want to do some climbing. The obvious thing
to do was to spend some time teaching, rather than going with someone
who already knew what they were doing and wanted to climb hard.

Cynthia had posted on the message board saying that she wanted
to sport climb on Saturday. Since there aren't that many people that can
trad climb that would rather sport climb in Squamish, I thought she'd be
interested in learning to lead trad, so I phoned her and tricked her into
letting me teach her.
We went to "Quarrym an" , a 5.8 on the Smoke Bluffs, after
spending an hour and half practising placements on the ground.
"Quarryman" is a great first lead, if you're ready to start out at 5,8,
because the protection is great and the climbing is easy for the bottom
three quarters of the climb. Only the last bit gets tricþ but by the time
you're there it doesn't matter if you fall, because you'd need to do
something totally improbable like pull five pieces before you hit a ledge.
The problem was that Cynthia wasn't ready to climb that hard in
Squamish yet. She said that she climbed 5.'11 in Lake Louise, and that's
probably true. There is a picture of her on some pretty intense-looking
overhanging face climbing in Lake Louise on her member page. The
problem here is that just because you can face climb 5.1 1, it doesn't
mean that you are ready to climb 5.anything on crack routes.
She made it just fine

up the first three quarters of
the climb. She didn't think that
she was doing just fine, but
first leads always make people
think that they're not doing so

well. The climb has a double
crux. After moving up an easy,
featured cracþ you get to a
place where you need to pull
around a steepish arête and
then head up a slightly angled,
more flaring crack.
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Punishment" and started to get nervous about cynthia. r knew she wasn,t
going to get hurt, but it wasn't clear that she was going to escape without
emotional scarring.

told her to just stuff in a cam even if it was sort of a bad
placement, becausethe worst it could do was come out, and then shed
just fall to where she had been before. lt's obviously not good to have a
bad placement and think ifs good, but to have a bad plaèement that you
know isn't so great, in a location where having it pulled wouldn,t hurt
you, is not a bad thing and can often help psychologically.
I

She jammed one in, and it did the trick. After jamming it in, she
was able to move a few more feet, and I got her to stick another one in.

me to lower her off. I refused.

She tried again, and fell again, and this time the cam did pull.
This inspired a little, very justifiable panic session. I reminded hei that
we had known that cam was a sketchy placement and that we also knew
the ones immediately before the arête
had

.

were

nothing to worry abóut. She was clearly wo
out
half an hour of trying to convince me to let
to
tensioning over and clipping a bolt on the next climb over. Clipping
the bolt generated rope drag and was clearly bad from a technical standpoin! but it did give her the courage to finish the climb. r followed
up and unclipped the bolt without weighting the rope, which took more
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than a six-foot reach at a pretty awkward angle. I was pretty happy with
myself for being able to do it.

Natalie Stafl: The day after I traumatized Cynthia, I was off to climb
"Pipeline" with Natalie. The entire day didn't go so well, but here l'll just
go into Natalie's lead.
After having bailed on "Pipeline", we were attempting to vacate
the Squaw via "Birds of Prey". I had just dogged my way up the secondlast piich, 5.10a, and had established a solid anchor. The last pitch was
a short 5.8. We were climbing on double ropes, and every time I had to
flip the ropes over, it took a while to get things untangled. With darkness
rapidly approaching, I convinced Natalie to make a desperate push for
the top so that I could just belay her up and not have to deal with flaking

two ropes.
Natalie had never led trad before. I justified what I was doing by
noting that my anchor could easily deal with afactor-2 fall and that even
if all õf Natalie's pro pulled and she fell the whole pitch, she still couldn't
deck because the 5.8 pitch was shoft and the 10a we'd just climbed was
vertical and had no ledges. I have a confession-and a very bad one at
that. I didn,t want to lead the last pitch, because it looked harder than a
5.8 and tthought I mightfall. I knew lshould have been the one leading,
but I just chickened out.
Natalie started climbing and got to the trickier part, where she
made some desperate placements. Because we hadn't done a decent job
at sorting out the rack due to time constraints, each placement became
a protraðted hunt to find the right piece complicated by the fact that she
was barely hanging on and it was getting dark. After several attempts to
place in cracks that were just too shallow and flaring, and subsequent
moves higher to a potentially nicer place to jam something in, she
succeedeã at making a couple of garbage placements in a crack where
the only placements possible were garbage or worse.

fell on these placements shortly thereafter, and by some
miracle they held. This was followed by another fall and another miracle,
and eventually a third fall, but no miracle. All but her first placement
pulled, and she went flying past my belay stance. Dangling in the
dimming light beneath me, she told me that she couldn't do i! and
She
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apologized. what the heck? she had every right to call me a total bastard
at that point and call the police.
After that, I felt guilty enough that ljust sucked it up and sorted
out the ropes in the dark, and felt my way up to the top. Using double
ropes in the dark is a bad idea. l'll leave it at that. In retrospecÇ I think
we were off-route on the last pitch and were actually supposed to follow
this off-widthy thing that looked nastier from below but easier from
above. For some reason I don't quite understand, Natalie still talks to me,

which is pretty impressive.
Leah Nurmi: ln early October, I organized a trip to Yosemite. Oker Chen
and Jowen Yeo went along, but not-to do any climbing; they just wanted
to loiter around and look at stuff. This left Leah and me as the only
people who wanted to climb. We agreed that I was going to teach her

how to trad climb, and what followed was a four-day debacle.
On the first day we were exhausted after having driven all night,
but still wanted to climb. After getting to the climbers' campground,
Camp 4, and discovering it totally
full, we decided to just get on with
climbing. We arrived at the Manure Pile
Buttress-the only place in Yosemite
that can really be called a teaching
area-and proceeded to 'After Six", a
five-pitch 5.6 classic. lt's the only one of
that description in the park. There was
one party in front of us, and we watched
them for about an hour and decided that
it would take too long for them to finish
dying in the middle of the first pitch and
rot off their ropes, so we tried to bypass
them by going up the first couple pitches
of nearby "C.S. Concerto". The first
losemíteyanorilwLa- fOþ.er CJ pitch was clearly run-out, so I led it, and
then sent Leah up her first lead. lt was pretty easy, but it was also pitch
number two of a five-pitch route, with the sun lowering on the horizon.
By the time pitch four rolled around, it was clearly bedtime,
and the sun had gone home. We then figured out that we'd left our
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headlamps in the car, because we're awesome. After leading the last two
pitches by feel, I got us to the top. Unfortunately, the walk-off involved
some medium-tricÇ downclimbing and plenty of loose terrain and bumscooting. Leah managed to get enough light from the backlight of her
digital ðamera's screen for us to wobble our way down. Periodically, its
power-saving function would activate and turn off our precious light..
Day two consisted of a botched attempt to find the bottom of
"Braille Book"; five pitches, 5.8. By the time we figured out that the
directions given in SuperTopo's Yosemite Valley guide were just a cruel
farce, it was too late to try to hike up there, and we resorted to going

back to the Manure Pile Buttress.

At Manure Pile, we attempted to climb "Nut Cracker". I put Leah
up to the first pitih, which was easy to protect, but a nasty squeezechi*ney. lt looked easier from below. After Leah demanded to be let
down, I tried not letting her, but it eventually became clear that she was
wigged out enough that she would not make it, no matter how much
of an arse I was. I took over the lead, and soon discovered that it was
hard and that darkness was approaching. I wanted to rap from there, but
I didn't want to leave a whole bunch of gear behind. The only anchor
was a sling wrapped around a backwards hex that was being used as a
chock stoñe, so I refused to rap off it. The next pitch was a traverse and
got us to a tree where we could rap to another tree which was not much
more than 30 metres above the ground. By the time Leah had finished
seconding the pitch and had given up the idea of retrieving one of her
cams, it was totally dark. The rope was almost long enough to rap down
again.

On the third day, we found our way to "Braille Book" and verified
that the guide book was a complete lie. Not only did it tell us to start a
couple of kilometres away from where we were supposed to, it also told
us to go to the wrong side of the Cathedral Spires, so we wasted most of
the day getting to the climb.
Leah started to lead the first pitch of "Braille Book", which was
a 5.7. ltdidn't go so well. After a whole bunch of fiddling, attempts to
move followed by retreats, a good ripper and some rests on gear (and me
refusing to let her down) she did make it up in only four hours. After a
two-stage rappel, we escaped "Braille Book" and stumbled back down

the mountain on a talus field in the dark.
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Day four was, relatively speaking, a flying success. I retrieved the
cam that we'd left on "Nut Cracker" after Leah screwed up her courage
and led the squeeze chimney that had beaten her last time. Things went
pretty well in that it didn't rain on us too much, and we succeeded in
rapping down despite the fact that someone had removed the rap-rings
and slings that we had left there only two days before.
Leah still talks to me and has even cleaned "Crap Crags" with
me.
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Rope: A Climbing Rope's Account of Smith Rocks 2006
9.4 mm Beal Stinger
Fart 1:

l,

Rope.

It is said that the elderly are a rich source of history, or would
be if only we cared enough to talk to them. Supposing, of course, that
their minds have not yet given out to dementia. So imagine how much
richer history would be if we cared enough to talk to inanimate objects?
Besides one lucþ red violin, nobody has ever cared to ask. People only
live around B0 years (if they are lucÇ), while many objects live ten times
that long. Hell, I bet if you empty your penny jar, you'll find plenty of
pennies older than any of your living relatives. Plenty of pennies. So fuck
you humans; it's my turn to speak. Welcome to my life as a 9.4 mm Beal
Stinger climbing rope belonging to one Mr. ArdArvin, hencefofth referred
to as "my master".
Life as a climbing rope isn't easy, what with all the physical abuse
I have to withstand. I alternate between being tied up in some cold dark
basement, scraped with rocks and metal, stepped on and spat on and
stretched to twice my regular length in a sick medieval torture routine.
Yet I endure, solely for the noble goal of saving my master's life-the
lucÇ bastard from whom I receive little gratitude. But it's not all bad. I
have spent many an enjoyable moment with my master. l've traveled the
world and seen sights and places few will ever get the chance to see.
l've lived the most epic of tales and conspired in the most devious of
shenanigans. Well, not really but, fuck, it sure beats being a mop.
Anyway, I am indeed grateful to my master for he has allowed my
career to flourish for much longer than the typical master would allow.
Most masters retire their ropes after two or three seasons, some after only
a single season. My master thinks these people are pussies. Hell, he uses
his ropes for a good five years, even longer if they've still got any part of
their sheath attached. Core shots aren't anything a bit of uazy glue and
duct tape can't fix. lt's not that he doesn't have the money to purchase a
new rope-the last I heard, ArdArvin was some wealthy inventor worth
millions. No, he claims that he is just too damn lazy to buy a new rope,
but I know that he has secretly become emotionally attached to me. I
am his most prized rope: the Alpha Rope. Although he regularly beats
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me, kicks me, and steps on me, I know he does this out of love and not
malice.
Nonetheless, I feel that the end of my career is nigh. Not because
of my weakened condition, but because ArdArvin is spending more
time with other objects these days. lncreasingly, I can hear him upstairs
lovingly fondling his record collection, which occupies the prized living
room areaof the house, or his stupid arcade machine, which has less
history to it than a Pop-Tart with an 11/21/07 expiry date. So before I
pass away into obscurity, I thought I would share with you a few high
moments from the last time my master used me. They were the best of
times; they were the worst of times; Charles Dickens was a nonce.
Part2z l, Slack-Line.

My story takes place during the Remembrance Day weekend,
when everyone remembers to wear poppies. No one knows why they
wear poppies, although some speculate it has something to do with old,
old, old people who are dead and gone. No one remembers the old
people, but we do remember the poppies-a testament to the fact that
objects are more memorable than people. For ArdArvin, Remembrance
Day means heading down to Smith Rocks, Oregon, for some good ol'
fashioned rock-climbing. He has been doing this for as long as he can
remember, and I have tagged along at least five times. Over the years this
trip's activities have slowly evolved for my master, morphing from a pure
climbing experience to one of drunken shenanigans. Luckily for me, the
majority of these shenanigans still revolve around moi. He loves me, he
loves me not, he loves me, he loves me not...HE LOVES ME!
This year, my master stepped things up a notch and introduced
a new activity into his regular gamut of stupid human tricks: the slackline. Traditionally, slack-lining revolves around the use of my retarded
step-cousin Webbing. Webbing is a stubborn bastard, much uglier than
myself, but given that he's tough as nails and refuses to stretch, he's more
suited to the application at hand. That is: to stretch yourself so damn tight
that you can support people walking on you with minimal downward
movement. lt requires the use of locking pulleys, come-alongs, and
other such instruments of torture. I don't know the exact amount of
required, but I know ArdArvin took a lot of Physics courses and he tells
me that the force is somewhere just less than infinity. Slack-line my ass-

force
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you can have your moment of glory Webbing.
For this particular slack-line, ArdArvin wanted to rig Webbing
over a 60 m chasm between a free-standing tower known as The Monkey
Face and the mainland. What fucked-up visions of grandeur my master
had l'm not sure, but I have seen him slack-line before at Kits Beach, a
foot above a soft grass landing, and I can tell you that he ain't no slackguru. Curu, dude. Say it: guru.^ Perhaps he was feeling more confident
in his climbing partner's slacking abilities: he was one Mr. Pete Hudson,
who HAS been known to be a slack-guru from time to time.

ln any case, setting up the slack-line was a tedious task, involving
Mr. Hudson climbing with Christian Champagne the Quebexican up
to the top of The Monkey Face and catching me (yes me!) on the other
side of the chasm. I flew
bril liantly. Once across,
Webbing hitched a ride
across on top of me, and
was pulled so very damn
tight. I remained slac( but
fixed as a backup in case
the excessive force Webbing
was under caused him to
snap.
It was beginning

to get dark by the time
ArdArvin finished setting us up. Even worse, the sky clouded over, the
wind picked up, and it began to snow To top things off, the Quebexican
had not yet finished climbing-he was stuck halfway up the cliff and
looked too exhausted to continue. What had once promised to be a
fun, low-stress alternative to a day.at the crags was quickly turning into
something much darker and more sinister. For the benefit of those who
had gathered to witness the spectacle, my master tried to steel his nerves
and give the slack line one proper attempt; however, given gale-force
winds and a now soaked and slippery Webbing, he didn't get much past
putting one foot on the line. At least these are the excuses he gave, which
were valid but perhaps a shade convenient, since I know that secretly
Ard was just being a big pussy.
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ln any case, time was wasting and a serious situation was
developing. Christian was stuck halfway up an overhanging fixed rope,
with the bottom end of the rope dangling 40 m into free space. This
meant his only way of escape was up; however, Christian was exhausted
due to the following factors: a) this was his first time jumaring up a
rope, b) ArdArvin had given him only one jumar and one "top-rope solo
device", which Ard swears by but no one else seems to be able to use,
and c) he was carrying a 130 kg backpack containing four watermelons,
a 1 987 Motorola car-phone, and Abby-and-B rittany-Hensel-theteenaged-conjo i ned-trrui ns-from-M i n nesota.b
And that, my friends, is where l, the "lowly" backup, saved
the fucking day! Yup, that's right: ArdArvin not-so-quickly tyroleaned
across to the tower, lowered me down to Christian, whipped me into a
magnificent Z-pulley, and pulled Christian up to safety. I was brilliant.
Once in the cave, I joined forces with the fixed rope, and Christian and
Ard rappelled down us to the ground-a magnificent full 60 m rappel.
Then they left us there to die. I heard the bastards went and ate burritos
as round as dinner plates, and drank Super Big Culps of horchata. I
love horchata. After everything we'd done for those two, they left us to
freeze in the night, to be whipped by harsh winter winds and pelted with
freezing rain and snow. I took ArdArvin's place on that cold and rocky
face, as it is my lot to lay down my life for that of my master.
The best I could hope for was for my master to come looking for
me in the morning. lf I was lucky, he would find me before some other
climber did and claimed me as their own. Sure, there was a good chance
that my new master would be much kinder to me than Ard; however,

they would never be able to trust me like ArdArvin did and would most
certainly force me into an early retirement. Fortunately, the rope attached
to me couldn't be left behind. Mr. Hudson had borrowed it from a friend
without her knowledge, while she traveled around Peru studying the
nocturnal patterns of the Beluvius faticus, a rare mutant sub-species of
the Fruit Bat. Mr. Hudson spearheaded our rescue mission the following
morning, which was a splendid success. Once back in my master's arms,
I was rewarded with my favorite pastime: the rope swing.
Part 3:

l, Rope-Swing.

I love rope swinging. lt's an exciting, low impact activity I get to
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enjoy just as much as the person attached to me. ln a rope swing, my
master attaches me to a single point high up on an overhanging cliff. An
overhanging arête is ideal. Such is the case at Smith Rocks, where l'm
attached near the top of the classic 5.14b route "Scarface".
At one point in ArdArvin's life he could have conned people into
believing that he actually climbed the route to get me up there, based
on his slender frame and quick-twitch muscles; however, those days are
long gone and all that is left are the obvious signs of a few too many
beers. ln any caseArdArvin, who has never had a hope in hell of tackling
the route, uses a clever technique of stick-clipping and rope-jugging to
get me up there. The prospective swinger attaches himself to one of my
ends and hikes up an adjacent cliff. Another person belays in all the
remaining slack on the other strand, and then either: a) tells the swinger
to jump or b) pulls really hard and pulls the swinger off the cliff, lf
everything works out properly, i.e. the belayer brings in enough slack and
the swinger picks an appropriate trajectory, I get to experience one hell
of a swing. lt's good, clean fun, and I would do it justto see the terrifiedthen-ecstatic looks on the swingers' faces. This time was no exception,
and everyone got to swing to their heart's content."
This reminds me of a time when Ard's rope-swing didn't transpire
so flawlessly. lt's outside of the scope of this particular road-trip, but fuck
it. l'm going to tell you anyway.
Part 4: l, Crane-Swing.

ArdArvin fancies himself a bit of a connoisseur when it comes
to urban climbing sports. He likes taking me up buildings, off buildings,
and occasionally for the odd crane-swing, As you might have guessed, a
crane-swing is not much different from the aforementioned rope-swing.
The only difference is that you swing from the boom-end of a crane,
as opposed to some point on a cliff. I find a crane swing to be much
more exhilarating than its natural counterpart for two main reasons:
first, because you can swing a heck of a lot more violently than you'll
probably ever find in nature and second, because it is very much against
the law. ln the past, ArdArvin has successfully taken part in various
crane-swinging sessions; however, in the early summer of 2OO6, things
unfolded somewhat less ideally.
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On this particular evening Ard and I were joined two long-time
builderers, whose names have been changed to protect their identities.
Let's call them Jimbo and Crunkle. The target crane was a massive 20story monster, located just north of CageTowers on the UBC campus.
Due to the orientation of the crane that evening, a few stray trees and
some overhead power lines were dangerously close to the desired swing
trajectory. Rather than risking life and limb, Ard, Jimbo, and Crunkle
decided to simply climb the crane. After a less-than-thorough check
for meddlesome security guardsd, the fantastic trio headed on up. My
services were not needed this evening, and I was left on the ground.
Around halfway up the crane, ArdArvin noticed four or five
police cars leaving the RCMP station on Wesbrook Mall, 1.5km away.
lnstantly, a leisurely climb up transformed into a frantic race down the
crane. Unfortunately, the RCMP won the race and they surrounded
the base of the crane, guns drawn and police dogs in tow. The boys
were ordered to lie on the ground with their hands out to the side.
They were promptly handcuffed, searched, and thrown in the back of
separate police cruisers. I was apprehended and thrown on the hood of
a police car. I had horrific visions of being locked away in an impound
warehouse between a crudely modified Uzi that had a tendency to
slam-fire, and some low-grade crystal meth made in a dirty bathtub by a
toothless biker named Spugs. Thankfully Ard's exemplary record bailed
us out that night: "l don't get it, you've got nothing here... not even a
speeding ticket. You volunteer, and yet you go and get yourself involved
with something like this." The policeman let me go home with my master
that night, but I swear if Ard ever tries to pull a stunt like that again, l'll
cut myself on a rusty l-Beam just to spite him.
Cranted, hearing that uazy Frenchman Crunkle cry: "But we are
cooperating!" in his thick Quebexican accent while walking away from
four cops with guns trained on him almost made the whole experience
worth it. Next time, Crunkle, for your own sake, just do what the nice
policeman says and get on the fucking ground.
Part 5:

l, Die.

i! a few stories from an old rope approaching

the end
of his career. I'd share more, but I fear my mind is slipping into the throes
of dementia. I hope my master reads this and looks back fondly on these
So there you have
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memories. I hope he keeps these adventures in mind when deciding
my fate. Please, ArdArvin, don't cut me into little pieces to be used for
such undignified tasks as hanging hammocks or tying down tarps. lf I
am lucþ, you will weave me into a doormat, so that l'll be remembered
each you enter and exit your abode. Or, at the very least, donate me
to the VOC gear room; I hear those guys will climb with just about
anything.
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Stu's Adventures in Wales,
Stuart Masterman

2006

This is a tale of a simple English lad (aren't they all?), who had
invested four years of his life into university and had now graduated
with a degree in Civil Engineering. He then thought that it would be a
very good idea to forget all about that and go do a job that he actually
enjoyed! This intriguing tale will explore how he ended up taking this
exciting job, what the job involved, what he thought of it, where he
lived, and how he lived for a whole summer in one of the strangest and
most beautiful places in the world.
So, this simple little lad, let's call him Stu, wrote a letter saying
how much of a good young soul he was and how well behaved he was
around little children. He put this very well-scripted letter into a new
kind of electronic envelope and sent it through the interweb-airwaves
to a man named Phil. Now Phil is a man who lives in a small part of
the world called Wales. Little is it known thatWales is in fact attached
to England-and of course, everybody knows where England is. After all,
they do own Canada, eh!

Upon reading this letter, Phil was so completely, utterly, and
overwhelmingly impressed with the goodness of young Stu's soul that he
immediately invited him down to Wales for an interview. Now Stu, being
the good soul that he was, gratefully accepted this invitation but was
then left with the dilemma of how on earth to get to this fabled place. He
had heard rumours of it in the past but until now he had never believed
that Wales truly existed. And so it was that, with great trepidation and
bravery, much like that of the early explorers, Stu set out to find this
mysterious place. And find it he did, despite the cunningly placed double
lls and horrendous amounts of consonants on the Welsh road signs.
What has so far been left unmentioned is that it was, in fact,
February. And in February in Wales it is very, very...very windy. And wet.
Young Stu pitched his tent in a cliftop campsite and settled down for the
night, prepared to get a good night's sleep and be ready for his big day
tomorrow. Unfortunately, the god of Welsh weather, whom we shall call
Bryn, did not think that this was best for young Stu and battered his tent
with such ferocity that the flysheet relentlessly flirted with Stu's nose as
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he tried in vain to sleep. After asking Bryn to give him a break, and in
return being beaten even more severely by the wind, Stu decided that he
would have to sleep in the car and just hope that Bryn would not steal
his tent. He lucked out, managing to get at least an hours' sleep and
finding his tent still there in the morning.

The interview day came around in a haze of getting lost in the
UK's smallest city, and a last minute polishing of Stu's halo. This tiny city
is called St Davids, orTyddewi as those crazy Welsh say it (and how it
shall be referred to from now on), and is located on the very western
tip of Wales in the county of Pembrokeshire. lt is a very popular tourist
destination in the summer but so far the allure of the Welsh winter has
failed to be seen by the masses, so the city was quiet. Stu eventually
found Tyr-y-Felin Hotel and was somehow only 10 minutes late. Despite
this start, which can only be described as 'not ideal', Stu must have done
sufficient halo polishing that morning to allow his good soul to shine
through, as a few days later he received a phone call from Phil's wife,
Jane, asking him if he wanted a job.

We now skip forward to the month of June, which in Wales is
regarded as the month in which there are four letters, arranged in the
orderJ, U, N, E. Stu,whomweshall nowcall young, keen Stu, arrives in
Tyddewi to start his shiny new job. He is very excited as this is the best
job that he could have dreamed of. ln his first week, he sorts out a place
to live and makes friends with the rest of the crazy kids atTYF.
TYF is an adventure activity company, which started out back
in the era of tight jeans, loose sweaters and big boofy hairsÇles-the
eighties. Since these humble beginnings, it has branched out into an
eco-hotel that runs management development courses and has a shop
selling stuffto tourists and local hardcore dudes like young, keen Stu. lt
also offers good, solid 'sustainable' advice to companies that want it. lt is
based in Pembrokeshire National Park, the only coastal National Park in
the UK. Young, keen Stu would be working in the ADVENTURE side of
the company. That's right, ADVENTURE.

Throughout the summer, young, keen Stu went from being pretty
just
a climber with questionable surf skills to a hardcore man of
much
pure adrenaline-filled ADVENTURE who was good enough to survive
kayaking, surfing and coasteering. (For an explanation of coasteering,
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p1919 see the appendix to this article.)This has obviously given him
balls the size of watermelons. consequently, he now struggles to don his
wetsuit so that he can go out there and be a hardcore dude.
Events of note during his summer ADVENTURE:

.

1
)une 22nd 2006 - First day on the job. young, keen Stu naively
selects a summer wetsuit from the rack 'because it looks nice, and
consequently freezes his (still normal-sized) nuts off. The sea in June is
definitely not to be considered summery. He also learns that barnacles
have the biggest penis in the animal kingdom in comparison to their size.

lf they were the size of a human, this appendage would be 165, long.
lmagine that.

2.

)une 24th 2006 - First Rugby Club experience. Keen, young Stu
gets initiated into true Tyddewi life by going to the only place to parÇ
in this tiny city-the Rugby club. After six consecutive saturdays'theie,
stu is not so young or as keen as before. You can tell what time it is by
which song the DJ is playing! lt is a shit place, butgreatfun. lf you are
hammered.

3. June 30th 2006 - Accommodation sorted! Stu buys himself a
bitchin' caravan that he illuminates by torchlight for his entire 4 month
stay as the electrics are buggered and he's too stupid to sort them out. He
claims that it is romantic.
4

July 15th 2006 - Circumnavigation of Ramsey lsland in a sea
kayak. stu gets his first taste of sea kayaking, and likes what he tastes
(mostly sea salt). He finds that his Ieft leg has a habit of going to sleep
when it is stuffed into the cockpit of a sea boat.

5.

July 2O-somethingth 2006

- Kills first fish. Stu, who by now is

a lot older, and whose adrenaline-filled balls are beginning to grow,

becomes a manly man and hunts for his food.

6. July 25th 2006 - fumps off the top of a really big cliff. His balls
rre now just swollen. Note to the guys: keep legs together when jumping
rff high stuff into water.
7.

September 3Oth 2006

-

Gives up backflips. Stu, who during his
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time coasteering has repeatedly landed in all sorts of silly and painful
positions, finally realizes that he just cannot do a back flip off a ledge
into the sea. That is just mental. He's happy to stick with his front flips
and belly flops.

B.

October 2006 - Finally some surf! At last the storms in the
Americas bring decent swell to Wales. Stu stands up on his surfboard
without immediately falling off, and is so surprised by this fact that he
immediately falls off. Here begins a love of surfing.

9.

October 2006

10.

20th November 2006

-

The Bitches. One of the largest tidal races in

The end. The role of hardcore man of
adrenaline-filled ADVENTURE has been fulfilled and it is time to leave
Tyddewi to go back to London so that Stu can get a job which pays real
money to save up to come to Canada.

-

And so ends Stu's summer adventure of fun in Wales.

Here comes the wistful bit...

...wales, that beautiful country has given him so much over his lifetime,
and continues to amaze him every time he returns. The variety of
landscapes, people and ecology has given this country a special place in
his heart. lt is thoroughly worth a visit and if you make it to Tyddewi (or
St Davids, as it is better known), then check out whatTYF can offer. or, if
you're stuck in Canada, check out www.tyf'com.
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Appendix
Coasteering: a fools game

What is it? Scrambling, climbing, jumping, swimming your way along
the base of sea cliffs. Cetting washed around in the swell between rocks,
sucked under and spun around by the movement of the water, and
exploring cool places like little cramped caves that you wouldn,t be able
to see any other way.
Why would you do that? 'Cos its wicked fun, and it makes a great crap
weather alternative to other activities.
Where can you do it? Anywhere you want, as long as you're on a coast.
l've done it in Wales, Creece and l'll do it here in BC if I can. Anyone
want to join me??
When can you do it? Whenever. Get a good wetsuit and some big, hairy
balls and you're set!
And how? Squeeze into a wetsuit, a buoyancy aid, and helmet and go
and enjoy. Safety-Stu says: "Be careful of currents and hidden rocks!,,
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Four Weeks in the Mountains
Maya Coldstein
The first thing we did when we got back to Kathmandu after four
weeks of trekking in the mountains was to go to the'famous' Everest
Steak House for a huge meal. When we'd finished the steaks we ran to
the closest grocery store and bought half a kilo of ice cream and all the
chocolates we could get our hands on. Of course, we spent the next few
days sick to our stomachs and couldn't take another look at food.

Cili Rosenberg and I had left
Kathmandu in the middle of the celebration of Diwali, one of the biggest
Four weeks earlier my boyfriend

Hindu holidays. Kids were busy playing with fireworks and the houses
and stores were decorated with orange flowers. We'd barely managed to
get seats on the early morning bus fo )iri Bazaar, the last village on the
ioad. We had sat right at the end of the bus, and the unpaved twisting
road had seemed like it would never end. After nine very long hours
we'd arrived in Jiri. We had expected to find a small and quiet village
where we could relax from the bus ride and sleep well before starting
at
the trek. But nothing was calm aboutjiri: the
ed
their peak and most of the people were drunk
to find a room, but of course the window faced
there was loud music and dancing throughout the night.

Di
a

The next morning we started to walk. The first part of our journey

3000 meters. We preferred to acclimatize gradually to the high altitude.
Besides, this section was so pretty that it would have been a shame to
miss it. We enjoyed the lack of tourists-most nights we were the only
people in the lodge, which gave us an opportunity to speak with the
family we stayed with and to get to know the Nepali people a bit better.
The trail kept on going up and down and we slept in small
villages along the way. We met many Sherpas (the local ethnic group).
Many work as porters and carry loads of over 100 kilograms of supplies
to the upper villages, while they themselves weigh less than 60kg.
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Almost every night we ate Dhal Bhat, which is the local dish: rice, lentils
and a bit of potato with free refills. We made many stops along the way,
such as at a local cheese factory that produces cheese from nak milk.
Naks are female yaks. The cheese was excellent, with a very rich texture.
As we were admiring the views and the good weather we came
across a group of Maoists, a Nepali rebel group. The political state in
Nepal is very delicate, with constant clashes between the rulers and the
Maoists, and as a result tourism in Nepal has been affected badly. The
Maoists demand a 'donation' of 5000 rupees, which is about gZ0, from

every tourist on the trail. After long negotiations and after they showed us
a big gun we finally paid 3000 rupees and were free to continue. I even
got
Maya Coldstein for their support
to
n Nepal". lt was very polite of them
to
ice. You are supposed to keep the
receipt to prove you've already paid in
case you meet more Maoists along the

a
the
tha

way.
Sure enough, the next day we
had another meeting with a much larger
armed Maoist group. lt was close to the
end of the day, and we had just started
to look for a lodge for the night. We met
a group of over 30 "soldiers", mostly
children with guns. They held us for about
20 minutes to tell us how poor these

children were because the kingdom had
killed their parents, and that they were
here for revenge. After we listened and
sympathized deeply we were free to go.
The only problem was that all the lodges
in the area were full of Maoists, and we
didn't exactly want to spend the night
with a bunch of twelve year olds with guns. So, we continued to walk
and luckily found a place just before reaching the pass we meant to cross
the next day. lt was a small house with a few extra rooms usually kept
for the Nepali porters passing through. This family obviously did not ger
many tourists, They had two little girls: one walking around with dirty
clothes with a hole in the place that you need one, the other just hanging
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on her mother's back all the time. lt almost seemed like the girl was a
part of her body.
Soon Everest showed us its face for the first time. lt was still
far, and in comparison to the other mountains that were closer to us it
seemed small anòl much less impressive. ln general, I found that Everest
was not one of the most beautiful peaks that I had seen'

Along the way we took a day hike to the largest Buddhist
monastery in the area. There were hundreds of Tbetan monks and nuns,
and a few were busy making butter sculptures. We stayed for the daily
afternoon prayer and at the end a few monks came and asked us to
taste some liquid that they brought and put on our heads as part of a
traditional ceremony. Of course no
one there spoke English, and we
communicated by hand signs and
gestures.

On the last day before
arriving in Namche we passed the
point where the trail from Lukla
merges. All of a sudden, the trail
filled up with people. Fortunately,
most of them were headed back
to Lukla. We crossed some narrow
hanging bridges and found
ourselves walking between herds of
yaks. After eight long and tiring
we arrived in Namche (3450m),
a relatively big village and by far
the most touristy of the settlements
along the way. Rather than being a
tuIaya er/oys tñcyí.ew. rcínKl
destination, Namche was just the
door: the door to the rest of the adventure, the door to the mountains, the
door to what we had been looking for...
We stayed in Namche for two days to acclimatize to the high
altitude. The next day, we were ready to continue the journey. There are
many possible routes to choose from in the Sagarmatha national park.
We chose to continue to Upper Pangboche (4000m), the last village
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One of our favorite mountains was the Ama Dablam (6,812m).

The highest and most beautiful pass we crossed is called the

We were happy to leave Lobuche as we headed to Corak Shep,
where there are three lodges at the altitude of 5170m. From there, we
cid a day hike to the Everest base camp. The way there was beautifur,
cut the base camp itself is not that impressive. we found two helicopters
:hat had crashed there over the years and not much else. No tents or
:limbers. November is not the right time to climb Mt. Everest, at least
'rom this side.

The next day we woke up at 4:15am to climb Kala pattar: a,,hill,,
)f 5600 meters. Needless to say, it was pretty cold. Supposedly, it is
rmazing to see the sunrise from the summit of Kala Pattar, but we were
luite disappointed. We'd wanted to see the sun on the mountains and
he great views, but had to freeze for about an hour till the sun reached
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the mountains. After we got down we decided that, after 1B days of
constant hiking, we could take the rest of the day off.

kicked their asses.

When we started to go down from Cokyo, it started to feel like

more sad than happy.
The last day was very long. We walked and walked on a trail
that we had walked already back to Chaplung, a village below Lukla,

amazing mountains behind us and left only with good memories. Before
we left Kathmandu to
go to lndia to continue
our eight-month trip,
we made sure to buy
the "Trekking in Tibet"

guidebooþ as we
planned to go there
a few months later to
see all those wonderful
mountains from the
other side.
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Kayaking and Climbing in the Gulf tslands
Andrew Paré & Alice Lepitt
PIan # 1: we would take the ferry to Saturna lslands with our bikes on
Friday night and camp in a nearby park. The next morning we would
bike to a nearby kayak rental place, leave our bikes, and kayak to
adjacent cabbage lsland. we could then hike around the island and look
for some nice sandstone rock to climb and camp on the island that night.
The next morning, we would hop over to Tumbo lsland and walk aboùt
before kayaking back to Saturna and catching the Sunday night ferry
back to Vancouver. This was our ideal weekend trip. Then wé did some
research...

Problem(s) #

1:

Most of the kayak shops on saturna close in the fall. we
didn't have a car to transport the kayaks, even if we did manage to rent
some. The island of saturna does not allow camping in tents ai all, so we
would have had to stay at a B& B to not break the law. The only route to
cabbage was through Boat Pass, a tricþ spot even in fair weather. since
we'd decided to make the crossing at the stormiest time of the year, we
would be facing a swirling vortex of death.
Plan #

2: We'd catch the ferry to Saltspring lsland (with

bikes), and hire

kayaks from Fulford Harbour in the south of the island. Wed kayak to
Ruckle Park, walk around, rock climb, and camp. On Sunday wed kayak

back to Fulford and ride the ferry home.

Problemis) # 2: The kayak shops in the south part of the island were
open -yay! Unfortunately, the ferry only travels to Fulford from Victoria
and not from Vancouver, so we couldn't get there.
Plan # 3: We would take the ferry to Long Harbour in the north of the
island late Friday night and ninja camp at the ferry terminal, bike to the
town of Canges, rent kayaks and kayak to Ruckle park. Wed then walk,
climb, and camp. The next morning we'd kayak back to Canges, bike to
the harbour and ride the ferry home.
Problem(s) #

3:

Kayak shops on the northern part of the island were

closed.
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The only constants in each of these plans were: the desire to
and climb a bit of sandstone and a weekend forecast of
around
paddle
rain. Here's what actually happened:

Andrew Pare, Maria Markov, and Alice Lepitt met at Tsawwassen
Ferry terminal on Friday night (here's a bit of fun: get your exchange
student buddy to read 'Tsawwassen' ofl a piece of papefl. Andrew and
Alice had massive, heavy backpacks. Maria had 2 light panniers. This
was questioned, and Maria answered that she traveled light.
The ferry ran an hour late. By the time we boarded it was

midnight, dark and raining. we were all alone at the ferry terminal, as no
one else was crazY enough to not have a ride into town. Maybe it was
time to figure out where to sleep. There was a very convenient wooded
park at the terminal, but no; we decided to bike down the highway.
Finding only bushy slopes and houses on the right, we looked left: cliff
and roðks eventually gave way to what looked like the perfect beach.
__

Locking our bikes to trees on a hill, we slid down a wet slope. lt
was now one a.m. and the soft sand looked appealing; however, Alice
(the pessimist of the group) thought the rising tide might sweep us out to
sea. Maria and Andrew were willing to risk it, but a further look around
revealed a bunch of houses from which we could easily be seen in the
morning. After scrambling back up the slope and hauling the bikes back
onto the road, our enthusiasm was defeated. We returned to the original
campsite and set up the tent. As Alice and Andrew pulled out their
sleeping bags and mats, Maria stood dumbstruck. She had forgotten what
most people would call the "essential items". Spooning to keep warm,
we lasted the night.

.'

''

It was still raining. We awoke, packed up and biked down the
highway again. We stopped at the beach and, sure enough, the tide had
risen. Alice felt vindicated for having objected to sleeping on the beach
the night before. Five kilometers later, we rolled into the town of Canges
and walked to the Visitor Center to check our bike route to the park. We
picked up an extra map and measured the distance to the parkagain.
The original 12km cycle we thought we'd do had become a 25km trek.
At this þoint we thought it was time for a break, although technically
we hadn't actually started yet. We had hot cider and cinnamon buns
at a fantastic coffee shop across the street and set off up the first hill in
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the rain. One hundred meters later, we dismounted and pushed our
bikes while Maria pedalled, taking advantage of the panniers and the
significantly lighter amount that she carried.
Twenty-five kilometers after cycling in more rain and getting
lost once, we coasted into Ruckle Provincial Park. We ate a late lunch
under a shelter and picked fresh apples and pears while trying to dry out.

During a momentary gap in the rain, we explored the coastline but did
not find any good rock. Too bad for all the gear that Andrew had brought
"just in case".

With the sunset coming, we turned our thoughts to dinner. Maria
managed to start a fire with the unlikely combination of cotton balls
andVaseline. lt started raining again so we cleaned up, packed up and
jumped in the tent. lt was now six p.m.. Andrew and Maria staved off
boredom by trading math jokes, while Alice reflected on her decision
to go on a trip with science geeks. Eventually we ended up lying: big
spoon, medium spoon, small spoon and fell asleep.
The next morning we woke to a wonderfully bright, drizzly
day. We ate and then wandered around for a little while before setting
off again. Along the way, we noticed a sign for a local cheesery and
thought we'd take a detour to check it out. Despite the fact that we had
to bike down a large hill and up another to get there, it turned out to
be a fantastic decision. We were the only ones there and the sales shop
had a large number of delicious cheeses, crackers, and olives out for
tasting. We remained a while to make sure we had actually found our
favorite cheese, and then each of us bought some. The rest of the cycle
back seemed to pass quickly and we again found ourselves enjoying the

excellent cider in Canges.
Soon, we boarded the ferry and were enjoying the dry
environment while playing Mafia with another group of travelers.
Andrew seemed to get killed frequently as a direct result of either Maria's

or Alice's actions...While we were writing this article we couldn't help
but laugh at all the changes in our plans and the little unexpected things
that happened along the way. All in all, it was a good trip. Although we'd
actually like to actually get kayaks and rock climb, and do it on a dry
weekend next time.
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Lao Lao
Cili Rosenberg
One day I came up with the crazy idea of rafting a river in Laos
with a local boat. I was in Laos with my girlfriend, Maya Coldstein,
during a nine-month trip in the Far East. We chose the most remote
province in Laos for this adventure-Phongsali barely has any roads. Our
plan was to meet up with our friend Eran in Phongsali, buy a local boat,
and raft down a river called the Nam Ou.
The bus ride to Phongsali took the whole day, even though it
was only about 290 km. The road was very narrow and winding and we
passed through tiny, poor villages, where the locals wore very traditional
clothing. Women sported embroidered skirts, jackets, and headwear
in black and red, and old coins of different sizes. At each village, the
children stood with mouths agape, staring at the bus, each wearing only
a dirty shirt and nothing else. A guy sitting on the backseat briefly got off

the bus, bought a live chicken, and carried it for the rest of the ride on
his lap.
The bus was packed with people-many sat in the aisle on tiny
stools or on the cases of Coca-Cola that filled the bus. All along the way
the scenery was beautiful-rolling green hills with primary forest-but
periodically we saw huge fires, the result of slash-and-burn agriculture.
At one point we passed right through a huge fire; the driver could only
see a few metres ahead, we could barely breathe, and there was fire on
both sides of the road. We stopped for lunch at a bend in the road in the
middle of nowhere, with not a food stall in sight. The locals knew about
this and had packed lunch. They even offered us some of their food, but
it didn't look very appetizing: sticþ rice, black rice, and roasted squirrel

or rat.
On the way, a woman wearing a white shirt darkened by dirt
and a funny round cape came up to the bus holding a dead squirrel by
its tail. She sold it immediately and happily for $0.20, just like that-not
even in a plastic bag. A kid came up to the bus with a large bloody
chunk of meat, carrying it on a piece of string, but he didn't manage to
sell it to anyone. We arrived after dark, in need of food and a rest.
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We spent some time exploring Phongsali and its surroundings.
On the way back from one of our jaunts we heard someone playing a
guitar, and we stopped to chat. lt was a policeman (off duty) playing for
his baby. He had three tiny chickens in a box and was planning to use
them for cock-fighting. He couldn't quite understand why it would be
illegal anywhere. Then we met a guy who is training to be an English
teacher and chatted with him for a while.
The next day we woke up to a torrential rain, but it soon cleared
up, and we took the bus to Hat Sa, which is a small village on the river
we wanted to raft. The bus couldn't leave since its battery had run out,
and the guys ran a cable from a nearby house and connected it to the
battery. ln the beginning this didn't work, so they cut off the electric
outlet with a machete-without bothering to disconnect the electriciÇ,
so there were some nice sparks-and re-connected the wires. Somehow
this worked and we were on our way.

When we got to Hat Sa, we found a very uninviting village, very
dirty, and we were having doubts about the river: we didn't have much
information, no maps; we only knew that there were many small rapids
and a few very large ones that were bypassed by boats using channels on
the side. In the end, we decided to take a motorboat downriver to a small
village (Sam Phan) and see from there. Just before the boat left, someone
brought along two pigs. They tied their legs together, raised them upside
down and weighed them, with the pigs squealing like there was no
tomorrow the whole time. lt was terrible. One of the pigs was taken on
to the boat we caught, but it calmed down after a few minutes. Along the
way we had to get off the boat a few times to bypass big rapids. This gave
us a chance to see the river; we saw that it was definitely negotiable, and
we decided to go ahead with our plan. But still a big question remained:
could we find a boat to buy?
Sam Phan is a tiny village, with no roads to it. Everything at this
village was very real: nothing there was tourist-oriented, and nothing
was changed by our presence. The food was very basic: for lunch we got
noodle soup straight from a packet; supper was a higher-quality noodle
soup and an artichoke-like vegetable that was very bitter. We passed
a house and caught the strong smell of yeast. lt turned out they were
making Lao Lao (rice whisþ). They had large pots of rice that were left to
ferment and another pot cooking on the fire.
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Trying to buy a boat was difficult since almost no one spoke
English. Eventually someone told us we should go to the next village
downriver, which was just a five-minute walk away. On the bank of the
river we saw some people working on a new boat. They played hardball:
at firs! they didn't seem interested. Then they offered a ridiculous price:
$ZOO. Finally I sat down one-on-one with the main guy with a notebook
and we haggled. While we were talking he kept on working on his boat,
as if he couldn't care less, but there were other people watching, and he
had to show he was the man. We agreed on $60 (a fortune), paid him a
third, and said we would be back in the morning.
The next morning the
guy tried to give us a broken

paddle and wouldn't agree
to leave the rudder in. We
were forced to concede on
the rudder but insisted on
the paddle. After a lengthy
argument/ we eventually saw
him buy a paddle from another
local, for the exorbitant price
of half a dollar. He was ready
to break a sixty-dollar deal for
half a dollar.
I couldn't believe we had
just bought a boat in this tiny village in the middle of nowhere. We
bought supplies, packed our bags, and started off. lt took us some time to
learn how to handle the boat. lt was a very long canoe, a bit battered but
with no holes (at least when we started off). Since it was the dry season,
the river was very low, and we had to paddle a lot. There were also many
sections with back currents, and sometimes the water was so shallow
that I used a bamboo pole to steer the boat. This was very practical as
the boat responded immediately, and it was a relief to be using different
muscles after paddling for a few hours.
There were many rapids on the river, but we could usually pasí
them easily. Every time we saw a larger rapid we went scouting to find
the best way to pass it. Sometimes there were currents that pulled us to
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the banks, onto rocks, and even upstream. Many times we passed very
close to rocks protruding out of the water and even bumped into a few.
This made small cracks in the boat, and Eran, who was sitting in the
back, periodically had to bail out the water with a pail. I was paddling in
the front, and when we got too close to a rock or to the banks I ran to the
front and pushed off rocks either with the bamboo pole or with my feet
and arms. I even fell into the water once or twice.
ln the evening we found a beach to camp on, with a nice flat
sand platform to sleep on. We saw the lightning a long time before the
storm began and already had our tent up. Our two-man tent was a lot
less cramped than I thought it would be with three people sleeping in
it. We cooked noodles in a coconut milk sauce w¡th fried onion, garlic
and tomato, and it was one of the best meals I have made on my stove.
For breakfast we had rice porridge with condensed milk and cinnamon,
which was also a hit.
The next day we stopped at a village along the way and were
greeted by long stares and

surprise. lt started raining,
so we brought all our
equipment up to the village
and started cooking right
in the middle of it. About
twenty people stood around
us in a semi-circle, staring
at us. We bought sticky
rice from them and made
a delicious dip with fried

onion and tomato to dip it
in, At one stage I licked my
knife and this sent them all
into hysterical laughter.
Later we stopped at another village that was very different. We
were greeted by a man holding a bottle of Lao Lao and were practically
forced by social etiquette to drink two shots each. When we hiked up
the hill to the village itself it seemed that the whole village was drunk.
They led us into a dark house with blaring music, where we were offered
countless shots of rice whisÇ beer, and even opium. They were pushing
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and pulling and dancing, and the atmosphere was just crazy. We spent
a few minutes enjoying the energy in the air, but Maya and I felt a bit
uncomfortable.
It took us three days to reach the first and last big village along
the way (Muang Khua), the only one that has a road to it. The next
such stop was maybe five or six days away, and we didn't have time
to continue. Most of the guesthouses were whorehouses with empty
packets of condoms everywhere, but we eventually found a decent place

to sleep.
We spent the rest of the day trying to sell the boaÇ but we met
with some resistance: we got lots of ridiculous offers, such as $5 and
$12. Then we got some more
serious offers, but nobody sealed
the deal. We made sure that
everyone in the village knew
we wanted to sell the boat, but
they also knew we wouldn't be
staying in the village forever and
therefore took their time haggling

with

us.

We spent a lot of time
down by the river, near our boat.
yotentín[ custom¿r. [tuIaya Ç.]
While we were cooking the
customary rice porridge, we saw a woman selling blue-feathered birds
on a wire. Another woman sold a squirrel. Most of the people down by
the river were busy taking their daily or weekly bath, or washing their
clothes or cars. A few of the people we haggled with about the boat
were actually wearing only their underwear...
Eventually the idea came up to burn the boat (it was Eran's idea,
I swear!), and Maya was against it. After spending a whole afternoon and
morning trying to sell the boat, we tore it apart and dragged the pieces to
the village dump. We used the rest of our fuel to light a nice big fire, and
that was the end of our (beloved) boat. lt would have been better to sell it
or even give it to someone, but no such person appeared. lt was a fitting
ending to one of the strangest trips l've taken.
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Thoughts on Travelling in Peru and Bolivia
Mike Fuller
During August oÍ 2006, Jordan Tam (a.k.a. "the Taminator")
and I traveled around Peru and Bolivia. I kept a journal that I updated
every few days, and here l'm going to share my final entry. I hope it will
provide someone with a useful tidbit of information or a valuable lesson
I learned. Just for some background: for the final 10 days of the trip we
traveled with James and Will, two Brits we met in the Amazon.
Day 33 (September

4th). Cities: Cusco, Lima. End of trip.

As I sit here in the airport, prepared to bid farewell to Peru
and South America, I must say that it has been quite a ride. The trip
got better with time as I learned more Spanish, won the battle with
sickness, traveled with great people, and discovered finer foods (Cusco's
Fallen Angel for their Andean Ravioli, Cusco'sTupananchis, and many
bakeries). Here, I shall summarize some of the things I learned during
my month in South America:

1)

Peruvian and Bolivian men are obsessed with their hair; they're
incessantly wetting and combing it to perfection.

2)

Most people see gringos as walking dollar signs and will attempt
to squeeze every sol or boliviano from you. This fact is understandable,
but the reality wears on you after a while. The upside is that you always
get great customer service.

3)

Advertisements here are obnoxious. Regardless of whether
print or on billboards, there is always a photo of very lightin
they're
skinned, plastic-smiling, over-manicured people-no matter what the ad
is for (banks, automobiles, etc). On the radio, repetition and echo effects
are utilized ad nauseum.

4)

South Americans are short. Sitting on buses is often
uncomfortable and sometimes impossible. Roofs and doorframes are a
constant threat.
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5) Will pointed out that most buildings are constructed "like a
children's play fort"; it's a challenge finding a straight line or a right angle
in most buildings.
6)

Nothing runs on schedule, but this doesn't matter because it
always works out. The lack of punctuality means that you should plan
everything at the last minute, a practice I rarely engaged in while in
Canada but indulge in down here. This is the most important lesson I
learned during the month here: everything always works out.

These lessons are merely observations of interest; they aren't
meant to imply that I had a disagreeable time here in South America.
Besides the general unattractiveness of the opposite sex, this place is
fantastic. I have found somewhere that is cheap, has great food and
beautiful architecture, and even has job opportunities in my field. I will
definitely be returning here in the future.
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Africa Trek
Cory Sine

ln the spring of 2005 I was lucþ enough to be able to travel to
Morocco for a month. During my time there, I trekked up.lbelToubkal
in the High Atlas Mountains. lt was my first taste of high-altitude hiking
and, after slogging to the summit through snow and boulder fields, I can
say that I was hooked.

'

Once you've been to Africa, a little piece of you stays behind and
calls you back. lt was in this spirit that I returned to the so-called "Dark
Continent" for a two-month stay last fall that was heavy on trekking and
scrambling. During my travels, I had the chance to trek and scramble
in three distinctly different and unique landscapes: Cape Town's Table
Mountain, the Tsaris Mountains of Namibia, and the Simien ranges of
northern Ethiopia. I wouldn't trade my experiences in these mountains
for anything and it has done nothing if not emboldened me to return
again for more travels.
Table Mountain: KIoof's Corner
After a tediously long international flight in the darkness of
night, it's the first thing you see on the approach to Cape Town. Rising
majestically 1000 meters into the clouds and encircling CapeTown's
downtown core, Table Mountain is a scrambler's dream.

.

The ciÇ was surprisingly chilly and rainy for my stay. I had three
days to spend there before I moved off into Namibia. I had decided
when I was back home in Canada that one of those days would be
dedicated to a climb of the mountain. I had arranged through a local
organization for a guide to take me up Kloof's Corner, a Class 3 scramble
route on the eastern ridge of the Table.
The weather on the mountain is notorious for quick changes, so
I was all decked out in rain gear and gaiters when I met Roger Calloway
outside my hostel early in the morning. Cape Town rings the slopes of
the mountain and the connected Cape ranges. We drove through the
empty streets until we came to the base of the mountain, where people
using the cable car could park.
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The weather was cool but clear as we began our climb up the
grassy slope to the base of the ridge. The black and white speckled
sandstone giant loomed before us and I began to look for our route up
the ridge. Soon, we came to a vertical wall of about 25 to 30 feet with
a single length of chain hanging down it. The stone was wet and I was
wearing a stiff pair of La Sportiva Claciers, but I managed to negotiate
the climb and scramble up onto the top of the ridge. Once Roger was
up, we continued to climb and boulder hop up the steep corner until
we came to a much larger chained section. Roger scrambled up before
he threw a rope around me and secured himself at the top. The second

chained section was about 35 to 40 feet high with more in the way of
foot and handholds. ln climbing shoes is would have been a breeze, but
the slippery rock and the stiff mountaineering boots made for an exciting
climb (roping me up was one of my guide's better ideas of the day).
Completely exhilarated, I made it to the top and watched as the rain
clouds (the "Table Cloth", as the locals call it) moved in and blocked our
views of everything except the next few steps and boulders ahèad of us.

After negotiating some tricÇ traverses (along paths with dropoffs the size of which I prefer not to think about), we came to the true
challenge of the scramble. A length
of chain hung down in between two
massive boulders. ln the middle was
an 1 1-inch chimney extending up ten ¡
feet that had to be conquered. Roger
threw the rope around me again and
quickly climbed to the top. The rock
was wet and slippery as I wedged
myself in the chimney below, which
was actually a chasm going down
Cod knows how far. The problem I
was having was that the chimney was
too narrow for me to turn my hips
and get a good foot placement. As I
squirmed and fought I only slipped
deeper into the chasm, while a
in the chimney crushed my ribs.
Somehow, I managed to pull my feet
up and gain enough footing to raise myself along the chain. From there
I scrambled out of the chimney and onto the sheer cliffside of the ridge.
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It was perhaps a more dangerous route, but a lot easier to negotiate (as

long as you didn't look down).
After the chimney, the scrambling was less scary and a lot more
fun. We finished our scramble and traversed an 800-meter drop through
some shin-level greenery. The end of the scramble was up through a
ravine ("Kloof" is Afrikaner for ravine) to the gravel walkways on top of
the Table.

Unfoftunately, theTable Cloth was still in place and the usually
brilliant views of Cape Town were not to be had. Nonetheless, it was the
most exciting and involved scramble l've ever been on and a great stafter
to the upcoming trekking.
Namibia: The Tsaris Mountains

Namibia, like Canada, is a land of constantly shifting geography.
ln a day's drive you can pass from barren rock fields to scrubland to
mountains and end up in high dunes and radiant desert grasses. The
Tsaris Mountains form a landscape distinctly different from all others in
the country. A series of flattopped mountains with little scrub or brush,
the Tsaris form a vast network of canyons, coulees, and dried riverbeds.
The mountains are lined with bands of red limestone-shale cliffs that
make for beautiful vistas but are too brittle and high to be a good choice
for scrambling.
I had been traveling and camping in Namibia for about two
weeks before I came to stay at the Zebra Ríver Lodge in the heart of the
Tsaris. I had left myself ten days to trek in the region. The lodge was

quite luxurious compared to roughing it, and it made the perfect base
from which to start and end hikes off into the canyons.
ln theTsaris, as in all of Namibia, it is the constant heat that is
the greatest challenge for hikers. Temperatures in late morning to late
afternoon hover in the 40s range. Any water you might be carrying
becomes fit for dipping tea-bags in within an hour or so. You can feel
your skin radiating heat and it quickly begins to feel like you're wrapped
in blankets, sitting in front of a furnace. I was lucÇ that I had already
been in the country for some time, so I was somewhat desensitized to the
temperature.
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My first hike was guided by an ex-cop Englishman now living in
Cape Town. He'd come to the lodge years ago as a tourist and was now
a good friend of the owners. We followed a dried riverbed filled with
grey sand and managed to spot a scorpion scuttling away from us into
the rocks before we turned up a large, red limestone canyon. There was
a sizable troupe of black Chakma baboons just above the cliffs of the
gorge on the steep slope. They seemed unsure of us and sent a couple
of large males to stay above and follow us until they were convinced we
weren't a threat. There was some deep barking and chest-thumping, but
they seemed content with that and went on their way. Midway through
the canyon, we spotted a waterhole completely overrun by killer bees
(they seem to always group near water). We made our way out of the
Canyon and traversed the tops of the mountains as my guide led us back
to the lodge. On the way, I was lucþ enough to see five mountain zebra
scampering along cliff sides with exceptional speed and agility. lt was a
very good sighting as these creatures are rarely, if ever, seen by visitors.
The heat of midday was definitely upon us. Heat like that sinks
onto you like a blanket, making you feel sluggish and uncoordinated.
Nonetheless, after five hours or so, we trudged back to the lodge for cold
beers and lunch.

Over the next ten days, I hiked alone in the mountains with the
help of the owners' maps, as well as painted rocks and cairns that led the
way. TheTsaris form a landscape that is as beautiful as it is completely
stark. There are no trees, except those that line the riverbeds. The scrub
is very low and navigating through the limestone shale bands can be a
bit sketchy. One canyon often looks like another, as do the flat-topped
mountains, so it is remarkably easy to get lost. The owners told us stories
of hikers who'd been lost overnight (there's no Search and Rescue in
Namibia; the owner simply gets in his 4x4 and goes looking).
I managed to get myself lost on one of my excursions, but not
in a bad way. I was hiking the Kudu Loop that went along a ridge line
above a riverbed before turning to climb high into a gorge and eventually
meet the top of the mountain. I had been dutifully following small but
visible cairns the whole way. At the table top of the mountain, the cairns
simply stopped. I had a few options. I could follow the horseshoeshaped mountain top (as I remembered from the map), or I could
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go overland in the general direction of the lodge. lwas overheated
and short on water, so I opted for the overland route. This entailed
negotiating the very steep side of the mountain and scrambling down a
few of the limestone shale bands. The bands were brittle and sketchy,
but I could see the lodge in the distance and was not too worried. I just
had to walk along the top of the band (anywhere from 10 to 30 feet in
height) until I found a scramble route that looked feasible. I made a buttfirst descent of the higher bands and cut a beeline back to the lodge.

After nearly a month enjoying the natural splendors of Namibia,
it was time to pack up and head off for Ethiopia and the marvels of the
Simien Mountains.
Ethiopia

heads

-

Ras Dejen and the Simien Mountains

Ethiopia is the unknown gem of East Africa. Usually, people's
fill with images of starving children and war when the country is

mentioned; the reality is far from this perception. Traveling there is a
bit of a challenge, as there is little tourist infrastructure, but the effort is
worth it. Over a month in the country l'd been privileged to visit 13th
Century monasteries on jungle-covered islands in LakeTana; explore the
six castle compounds of Gonder-the "Camelot of Africa"; and tour the
remarkable stone-hewn churches of Lalibella and some of the nearby
"cavet'churches.

While you're traveling through the country the first thing that
strikes you in the vast profusion of people. The towns and cities are
filled to the brim and driving down highways becomes a test of avoiding

lravef
livestock and columns of Ethiopians walking the middle of the road. This
human mania, while exciting and distinct to the country, can become
taxing. lt's simply impossible to wander the streets of a village or town
without being approached and followed by curiosity seekers or mobs
of children. Therefore, it was with great appreciation that I came to the
peace and solitude of the Simien Mountains in Northern Ethiopia,
I had arranged an B-day tour of the mountains with a local guide
in Conder before I left Canada. The arrangement did not disappoint. I
traveled the mountains with the guide and an armed park scout while the
rest of our entourage (a cook and two mule-drivers) traveled behind us.
The geography of the ranges themselves were stunningly beautiful and
unlike any mountains I had ever seen before. Early on in our trekking,
the Simiens formed sloped plateaus on which we hiked, At the edges
of the plateaus, the land simply dropped away into kilometer-deep cliffs
and steep ridges that descended to the lowlands. Walking the edge of
the plateaus provided striking vistas of the cultivated lowlands and the
rocþ spires jutting up from below. Both the lowlands and the highland
plateaus were a verdant green.
We traveled from camp to camp, traversing the slopes and
climbing in and out of the steep valleys between the mountains. The
area was alive with wildlife, including the famous Celada baboons that
couldn't have cared less about us but had loud fights amongst themselves
on occasion. Huge Lamergeyer hawks patrolled the skies looking for
wayward lambs from the shepherds'flocks. I seem to have been pretty
lucky when it came to wildlife, as we also spotted a number of Walia
ibexes: large grey-coated mountain goats with backwards-curving twofoot-long horns. Groups of them could be seen traversing the impossibly
steep ridges between the highlands and the lowlands.
As we went deeper into the park, we traveled through a variety
environments,
including the deep forests of the valleys and the
of
sparse grasslands of the Afro-alpine moorlands. We climbed a couple
of mountains around the 4000 meter range that were essentially rocky
pinnacles where the sloped plateau ended.

On our fourth day of the trek we climbed up a barren mountain
strewn with boulders and came to Bwahit Pass at 4200 meters. It was
higher in elevation than l'd ever been before, but l'd had some time to
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adjust to the altitude. From here, we stared across a huge valley and had
our first view of Ras Dejen. lt was the highest of a series of rocþ peaks
and the highest point in Ethiopia at 4543 meters (just under 15,000 feet).
It would take us two days to reach its summit.
At this point, the sloping plateaus of the park had given way to
the rocÇ soaring peaks of the Ras Dejen range. The following day after
Bwahit, we had a pre-dawn start and climbed steeply up the valley to
a small village where a funeral was underway. We climbed out of the
valley and around the buttresses of a few mountains before climbing
straight up the slopes of Dejen to an old stone gate. I was definitely
feeling the altitude and huffing away as we came around the backside of
the mountain and made our way through the rocks to a small scrambling
section that took us to the cairn at the summit. At this point we'd
trekked over 100 kilometers in six days through difficult terrain, but it all
seemed worth it from the top. There is something to be said for standing
on top of a point that is simply higher than everything else around it.
The views were spectacular and I took in the natural high for as long as I
could.
We trekked out over the next two days, passing villages and
locals all along the way. The peace and clarity of the Ethiopian
mountains served as a wonderful and much needed counterpoint to the
frenzy of the urban areas. The deeply spiritual aspect of Ethiirpia that is
carried on in their monasteries and churches extended to my experience
of the natural wonder of their mountains. lt was a time I will not soon
forget.

Trekking in Africa brings along its own set of advantages and
disadvantages. On the one hand, there is little infrastructure for the
tourist who goes it alone. Having a guide is necessary and proper since
it supports the local economy at a grass-roots level. There are diseases
to worry about and there is no immediate Search and Rescue to come
to your aid should you get sick or injured. These things aside, I would
recommend trekking in Africa to everyone. That continent, in truth, is a
universe of cultures and geographies unto itself. To experience a slice of
this strange and exciting world is not to be missed. Having gone twice to
the continent, I know in my heartthat lwill return many times before l'm
done.
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The VOC

Digital Machine
Tim Blair

the nature of the club, the nature of the activities, the size of the uBC
student body, our proximity to the mountains, and the nature of the
people who gravitate towards the club. Thevoc does endure some slow
years, but this year has been very lively, due in large part to our excellent
President and Exec.
This year, theVOC would like to recognize the contribution a

formervoc President has made to the club: chris Michalak wiil be
presented with a cold Pin for his ongoing work on the voc website.

'nountains and enabling many generations of Vocers to discover what
rn amazing world exists off the beaten track. ,,How is it, then, that a

)ecome such a part of Voc culture in such a short time that we should
rcknowledge it and the man who made it happen.
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provided members with an opportunity to share stories, exchange
irip reports with friends, make future plans, and arrange rides for the
up.oring weekend. This likely went on for 20-30 years. Members would
on the clubroom at lunch-hour' But, as we all know,
"iro.onuãrge
clubrooms are small.
Many of theVOC's members only join for one year' Many join
in September, but for some reason are frightened away from actually
participating. Some of these members claim thatVOC activities are too
rirç nut thé vast majority complains that the VOC is too cliquey. They
canlt make inroads. I completely agree with that because it's in our
nature to be cliqúey. We're only here Íor 4+ years. ln that time many
of us are introduced to the wonderful world of skiing (or climbing, if
you,re afraid of the white stuff); we build our skills and once we are
in ou,. final year, we are capable of leading a beginner trìp; however,
we also know that we have just barely scratched the surface in terms
of tripping possibilities and, given our school load, we would rather
rp"nb'oui precious few free weekends pushing ourselves rather than
pushing beginners. This is the nature of the VOC and it creates a
äliquey atmlsphere. Beginners used to have to communicate with more
exp'eriônced members iñ social settitgs where it was most intimidating to
do so. I suspect that the few who made it to the Exec level often arrived
at UBC with some wilderness skills, or else they were so passionate
about the outdoors that they broke through the social barrier.
This may all sound unlikely, but year after year the biggest

problem facing the Exec was how to dismantle the clique. They all
knew it existed, but nobody had a solution other than organizing more
beginner trips. Now you can start to appreciate why Roland has been so
well loved for so many years.
Enter Chris. Chris joined the Exec as theVocene Editor in the
2001-2OO2 school year. only a small number of Exec members carried
forward to the following year, so he took up the position of President
for 2002-2003. The VOCene was printed out until the mid 1 990's
when students got email addresses. After that, an email list of members
was kept and the VOCene became digital. The website domain was
registeied in April 2001-the same month Chris was first elected to the
Exäc. Following the presidency, Chris became the club's Archivist and
introduced the decimal system into our library.
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Chris had excellent computer skills and he soon took over

created tools that empower us to get the most out of our own and out

Today, the club is still cliquey, but far less so than before. lt,s

fhe website has enabled the engagement of many more members into
:he 'core' of the club than the previous structure of the crub could have
rccommodated. Many of the trips that go out every weekend are being
rrganized by new members, many of whom get involved in the Exec in
ater years. The website has altered communication within the club and,
;ince the club is basically just a bunch of passionate skiers (and climbers
rnd hikers...) loosely bound through communication, it has broadened
he very foundation of the club. Thank you Chris for your ongoing
lxperiment.
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Lost on a Mountain of Words
Matt Breakey
Epics tend to happen when someone gets in over their head.

worst articles that I wrote.
l. A Male Conundrum

High in the mountains, a wise man once posed the question, ,,lf
yo.u are driving 5 nasty guys to the mountains, and a beautiful young lady
asks for a spot, what do you do?." lt was promptly decided that at leãst

the "token girl"? Could it be that the "token girl,, was a direct result of
swapp.ing one nasty guy for one pretty young lady-following a set of
rules that isn't expressed in words but is understood by all guys?

How might this question come up? I remembered it while

ny car showed up at a much drier climbing destination, would I have to
ell my passengers beforehand? could I switch destinations and just tell
hem that they could have a seat if they still wanted it? lf no one in the
:ar actually knew where we were going, and had never been to either
lestination, would they know the difference?
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ll. Call to Arm Bar

would have another dimension to them if women were naming more
climbs.

lll.

The Ski List

We know the ski season is here when:
1) Day light lasts just longer than lunchtime.

2)We purposely drive through the melvfreeze line to find the most snowcovered road possible.

3)All things feminine migrate down under -5 layers of insulating
clothing.
4)We yelfwith joy when powder washes over our faces and down our
backs.

5)We like the slog up the hill because it warms us up from the cold wind
on the ski dowñ, and we like the ski down because it helps cool us off
from the slog up.
6) Hot chocolate has never tasted so good.
7)We joyously wake up at 5:30am to drive 2 hours to somewhere we
.anÎre"r" all day. The hardcore people get up even earlier so they can
also throw exhaustion into the mix.
B) No matter how cold, wet or exhausted we are from skiing, it
is comforting to know that it is not even close to how cold, wet and
exhausted we would be if we were ice climbing'
g) we go to bed in a cabin that feels like a sauna and wake up in the
same cabin that feels like a freezer the next morning.
10) Having to go pee in the middle of the night means choosing between
lying thãre i-n your warm sleeping bag and suffering, or crawling out of
your warm sleeping bag and suffering'
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lV. Who's BetterThan Whom

represent total injury days out of 1000 ski days.

Notice that the better of a skier you are, the less likery you are
to get injured. An extreme skier is 50% as likely to get injured as a
rank beginner. The obvious counter-argument is thai extróme skiers are
more likely to have a severe injury when they do get injured; however,
I consider knee injuries to be severe/ and extreme-skiers are one tenth

rn

So the next time you see a beginner falling all over the place
a gentle powder run, be twice as impressed as when you saw that

;kier huck a 24m cliff. Apparently, the extreme skier is tl-re safer of the
wo. l'm not recommending that beginners go and start hucking 24m
:liffs; stupidity doesn't make you a better skier. peopre know thäy have
imits but, like they learn to ski, they have to learn where those limits
tre..Logically, the better you are, the better you know your limits and
he less likely you are to cross them and face disaster. Þeople don,t give
reginners enough credit and give too much credit to the ,ard men and
vomen advertisers pay good money to photograph. ln reality, it is the
reginner who is the bigger risk taker.
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V. Staying Warm

carry in booze.

into the new and improved winter version'
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Avoiding and Surviving an Unplanned Night Out in the
Backcountry
WillWhitty

When thinking about or planning for wilderness survival

lf you have to "survive" an unplanned night out, something has
very
wrong. Whatever that "something,, is, it is going to makã
lone
:he task of surviving a lot more difficult than any pr".ti." rituation or

:ircumstances. This is something to think about when choosing gear and
rracticing with it. The most likely and realistic event to put you in a life
Lnd

death survival situation is an injury, particularly in winter, where
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even a non life threatening injury like a broken limb, can quickly lead to
death by exposure.
Before thinking about how to deal with surviving a night out,
think about how to avoid it. Cetting lost is less of an issue these days,

through ice on a frozen lake.

difficult.

The importance of hydration cannot be over emphasized. Even slight
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dehydration reduces all motor skills and impairs the mind. Dehydration
thickens the blood, which reduces circulation, expediting death by
exposure. camelbak's slogan: "hydrate or die" sums it up-. Stack the odds
in your favour and stay well hydrated.
worst-case scenarios are injuries that either slow you down, or
render you immobile. The goal with first aid is to patch yóurself up well
enough to move, or at least to stay alive until help arrivés (2-24hours
hopefully, provided you
someone your ptani). On longer trips,
.told
you want to have enough first aid equipment that minor inluries can be
treated without forcing you to end your trip early. on shorier trips, this is
not an issue. Luxuries like antibiotic ointment, alcohol pads, späcialized
bandages, irrigations syringe, excessive quantities of dressings etc. just
add weight and bulk. save these itenis for longer trips. scrutlnize each
item in your kit and bring only things that wiil either keep you alive,
or make returning to the car faster and easier. Regular strip'Band-Aids,
gauze and tape will take care of most soft tissue injuries. ibuprofen and
lmodium are worth bringing on all trips, as is moléskin. peniil and paper
are mandatory. Depending on the nrture of the trip and likelihood of '
sprains or fractures (skiing.or biking for example) an elastic bandage and
lightrrueight splint (sam. Splint) are a good idea to bring. They are easy ro
use and make a huge difference in comfort and the ability tô continue
moving. ln the case of a foot or ankle injury, do not remove your boot as
the swelling will make it impossible to put it back on.

lf it is winter, or if you are

su

will need some sort of shelter beyon
into shelter building, the better. Smal
shelters are best. Space blankets are

most compact option. The new orange Heatsheet emergency, blankets by
Adventure Medical Kits are a more durable version of tñe clãssic Mylar
ísilver) models.

An "N'frame shelter is vastly superior to other designs. The
luickest and easiest way to do this is to tie a string betweeñ two trees
,1 .5 m off the ground), drape the space blanket over it, and secure the
)ottoms. lt takes a lot of fussing around and practice to get this to work.
lhe string will sag in the middle, especially as it becomãs wet and
;tretches, and the space blanket will slide down tö the centre leaving you
)xpose at either end. A much stronger alternative is to use an arcn pãtã
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lashed between two trees instead of the cord.
the space blanket with rocks or lo
and punch holes to tie down or st

weigh down the edges of

lf

and line the floor with fir bows.
rolling up in the Heetsheet provides

t

The following is an inexpensive and simple modification I urge

d"Y
to consider
has
at fits in a sl
f Plastic rod
8'
th
mm
5
a
it
with
I pulled it out and replaced
fót¿eA over three times (now 15 mm thick and 50 g), which fits it in the
sleeve. This replacement is not only lighter, but actually ma.kes the pack
more comfortånte fôr skiing and climbing because it hugs the back and
moves with the body bettei lts main advantage: it pulls out and unfolds
into a 50 cm x 65 cm rectangle for sitting or lying on the ground. lt is
long enough to go from my ñips to my shoulders. Other items from the
insiãe theþack ðan be used for a pillow and the empty pack can go
under ry i"gr, or I can put my feet inside it for extra warmth. The foam
serves other"purposes as well. lt makes for superb waterproof_tinder.
Thin slices a'couple inches long burn for a few minutes. The foam can
be used to splint fractures, or ai least pad under a stiffer splint. Surely
there are otÉer uses as well. lt saves weight, adds comfort, and provides
padding and insulation for an unexpected night out in the snow' This is
example of using gear you carry anyway unconventionally
"*.il"nt
"n
in a emergen.y, t"ih"t than cãrrying something separate that can only be
used in a emergency.

anyo
p"tt
ãn al

Duct tape is an easy to carry multiuse item. lt can be used to
repair clothing or other gear, secure a splint, covers blisters or hot spots,
and reinforc"är"rg.n.y blankets before punching holes in them for
tying down, to nam-e a few options. Wrap it around water bottles, ski
polel and bike frames so it is alwayr handy.
uses. I carry 9 m of 2 mm cord that can be used
for repairs, replacing boot laces, rigging up a tarp ,or lashing together a

cord has infinite

simple stretcher or travois to transport an injured victim'

Safety pins have a multitude of uses as well, like securing a sling

for a fractured limb, removing a splinter, or converting your emergency
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blanket into a sleeping bag (reinforce it with duct tape before poking the
pin through).
Whistles are much more audible than voices, especially over
wind or running water. lf seriously injured, yelling may not be an option,
but blowing a whistle takes minimal energy. Keep one on your shoulder
strap where it is immediately accessible.
For its size and weight, a Leatherman multi-tool has more
functions and is safer than a Swiss Army Knife. There are many things
I use the pliers for: cutting wire, bending/fixing bindíngs and climbing
gear, loosen frozen locks on 'biners, pot grabber, untying knots, etc. The
saw is mandatory for cutting small trees and branches to build splints,
stretchers and travois. The file, sheepsfoot blade and scissors are useful
too. The main thing I really like about the Leatherman tools is that I can
open everything one-handed easily and more safely than I can with a

Fires play a crucial role in survival by proving warmth (they,re
also great for morale and signaling). Fire is obviously more beneficial
in cold and wet weather, but these are also the hardest times to get one
going. ln wet conditions, building a campfire takes a lot of practice
and several tools. Just because you can get a fire going on a camping

trip certainly does not mean you can do it trapped by nightfall without
in ablizzard or downpour, or while injured and barely able to
move. Practice fire building in harsh conditions with the gear you carry
rn a day trip if you expect to get one going in a survival situation.
a light,

night be wet on the outside, but it'scommonly dry on the inside and a
it. Living trees provide
;ood option if th
he most easily a
r ring (sapwood) is alive
rnd contains sap
of the tree (heartwood) is
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dead and generally dry. Moisture content varies with species. Hardwood
trees like maple and birch are better than softwoods like fir and cedar,
Unless you are very experienced with primitive skills, basic
equipment is needed to start a fire, Inder--the stuff that catches easily

with'the flame--should be carried as part of a fire starting kit. Many forms
of tinder (e.g. barbecue starters) are commercially available. Home-made
tinder, suchãs cotton balls saturated in Vaseline work especially well.
The cotton acts as a wick and will catch with even a spark (if your lighter
is too cold to give a flame) while theVaseline keeps it burning for several
minutes. The Vaseline also makes it waterproof: these balls will light even
after being dunked in water. Make several and stuff as many as you can
into a film canister. Another easy form of tinder is slivers of bike inner
tube. These light when wet and a 1 cm wide band will burn for a few
minutes. You can never have too much tinder. Carry as much as possible

Cutting logs to size and splitting them must be done with proper
tools. The folding saw on a Leatherman will saw through smaller trees
and branches with some work. Splitting can only be done safely with
a fixed blade knife by pounding it through the log lengthwise like a
splitting wedge using a heavy branch. With a folding knife, shaving off
wet surfaces is your best bet to get to dry wood'
Plan carefully before any backcountry trip and decide what
emergency gear is appropriate. Ask yourself:

- How likely am I to be found if I fall and seriously hurt myself?
- Can I lstay put till morning when domeone will come along the trail, or
am I way out in the middle of nowhere where I will be forced to
struggle back, or signal for helP?
-Am I in a group with others who can help me?
- What are my chances of getting separated from my pack, and how
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much gear besides map, compass and headlamp should I keep in my
pockets?
Finally, remember to tell someone reliable your plans before
you leave. Knowing there are people out looking for you really helps to
reduc_e stress and panic. lf no one knows you are missing, or wheré to
look for you, you are in big trouble.

98.6 Degrees: The art of keeping your Ass Alive by Cody Lundin is
an excellent, easy to read and thorough book geared towards the outdoor
enthusiast. lt covers survival psychology and physiology, as well as basic
gear and skills.The sAS Survival Handb by John wiseman covers
primitive skills, but it is aimed at military personnel and somewhat dated.

Don't 6e [íþ.e Stu tu\; no mntter wñnt efse you take
ffi aíways weÇar your 6eacon. [,tara'L]
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Stories from the Ancient Fast
Roland Burton
As I get older, I spend more time telling stories and less time
actually doiñg anything. Here are some stories dredged up from the
Ancient Past, most of which are true.

l. How MEC got started.
Why smuggling sometimes doesn't pay: Before MEC existed, we used
to g'o to Rfi in Seattle and smuggle back all of our outdoors needs. This
wai hectic and not always satisfactory. One Friday evening we arrived
in Seattle fifteen minutes before store closing time, and quickly bought
the tent wed come down for. Then we drove to Mt Baker as it got dark
and found a place to camp. Pulling out the tent, we found we had
purchased the wrong one. This created difficulties. We had to make the
ient look used in order to smuggle it across the border, but new enough
that we could smuggle it back and exchange it for the correct one the
next weekend. So, we folded a handful of dry leaves into the tent bag
and slept in the car, took the tent home, and smuggled it back the next
weekend. All was well.
How to get in early: We decided to form a co-op to avoid these drives
to Seattle. Jim, our resident Socialis! announced a meeting in the SUB
for those interested in forming a co-op and 13 of us attended. When the
time came to reach deep into our pockets for the $5 membership fee,
some of us were quicker on the draw than others. I got membership #2,
and I still have it.
The first virus: These were exciting times; MEC was growing fast, and we
were all idealists. I was unemployed, so my friend Rob Brusse (member
#4) hired me to do the books for MEC. We had a number of institutional
customers (school board, etc) who wanted to make purchases. They
weren,t allowed (by their charters) to join, and we weren't allowed (by
our chafter)to sell to non-members. So, I came up with the following
solution: ,,Just use my membership number." Then the dividends started

rolling in, and continued to roll in even after I was no longer working
for M¡C. I believe this was one of the first viruses, even before computer
viruses were invented.

'
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ll. whatever Happened to That Big pitted Aluminium pot at Brew?

lll.

Helicopter Capers

. As a kid, long ago, I lived in a mining camp. A tiny helicopter
øisited our mining camp to assist with diamond drilling work. All the
<ids in camp were given rides, one by one. lt was a smãil
'i

h"licopter: my

rst.

once, at Elfin Lakes (Diamond Head), a helicopter landed beside
rur small ski group and offered to fly us to the Saddle for 95 each. This
vas beer money as far as the pilot was concerned, as a Big Company
vas already paying for his charter. of course we took himlp on'his bffer.
t was almost free.
231
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ln 1999 we did a Reading Break trip to Assiniboine Provincial
park and we had to choose between skiing in for two days, heavily
pensive, boring freeze dried foods,
burdened wit
per person and flying in with fresh
or paying the
pie, but because the ride wasn't
apþló piãs in
free, it doesn't count.

varY.

A year later, I got to fly into the Harrison Hut again because
formerVOC Member Frank Baumann was in charge of some geothermal

My next Helicopter Adventure was flying in the materials to build
the new Brew Hut. This was extremely well-coordinated and efficiently
done by Blackcomb Helicopters and their A-Star helicopter. I didn't get a
ride, th'ough severalVoc'ers flew in to unload and to work on the site at
the end of the day's hauling of materials'
This summer, the ACC emailed me and said that they needed
somebody to work on the ACC Tantalus (Haberl) Hut so it would be

completeã for the opening ceremonies scheduled for July 1st. They
offered-you guessed it-ielicopter rides up and down in exchange for
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flight and he replied, "l didn't look down,,.
lV. Good Group Dynamics

thumb" injury to her right thumb. "No problem,,, she said, ,,1'm left
handed".
It was around 4pm, not too late, when we arrived at the

V. Building the Sphinx (Burton) Hut

Most of this has been covered, but a few memories got stirred up
lhis summer during our Sphinx Renovation Week in 2006.
First of all, many people feel that I cheated by not dying. Most
reople who have Huts named after them have to die before their name
s associated with a Hut. we have the phelix (Brian waddington) and
vleager (Julian Harrison) Huts, there's the cerise (Flavelle) Hut and, most
'ecently, theTantalus (Haberl) Hut. I sometimes think I don't deserve
the
rssociation, but there are two reasons why I got my name there. First,
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I was the project detail person who was responsible for most things.

Second, l'managed to get into a serious automobile accident and break
my back on the way home from an attempt to see how our new Hut was
doing. lt,s ok now, but for a while it appeared I might not be. able to go
trucking around in the wilderness. Not being able to get to the outdoors
is pretty close to dying, in my opinion'
Second of all, I now realize just how cheap and unprepared we
were when we built that Hut. We didn't do an adequate 12-month site
survey; we just said to the helicopter pilot, "put the wood down there."
How were we to know that the site floods every spring after the skiers

fñe trttrton l{ut in aff íts 7ftry, syrfurg zoo4,
[lvlacíeÉ Jv|.]

_
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Burton/Sphinx Hut Renovations
Rebecca Hunt Newbury
"A glorious time was had by

all!"

It started with The Plan. Roland Burton was the mastermind
behind the late trend to fix up all theVoc huts, and the caribaldi ice
cube (blue and cold) was the next on the list. Somewhere around

in deep snow, and somehow do this all with light-weight hand tools at a
crofessional level. lmpossible?
The Parks Rangers (Simone in particular) were wonderfully
:nthusiastic about us upgrading the hut and relieving them of another
Norry and offered us both a helicopter to transport materials and a boat
.o transport ourselves across the lake. lt was great! Roland drove all
he materials up (in a big truck) to Garibaldi, and, after a battle with the
veather, the helicopter finally picked up the supplies for 9 days of work.
lhe work party consisted of myself (Bec), Anca (an ex-VOC member
rvhom I dragged in), and Roland, with Christian Veenstra to come and
>rovide fresh energy (and a
Caribaldi
àrk is stunning, and seeing
blue
ake is absolutely unbeatabl
lake on
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hell".
We also learned a lot: how to tear apart a window frame, cut

squished by the handful (Yuck!)'
By the end of our 9 days we had completely transformed

the hut from a blue derelict to a brown den of comfort and luxury...

another few decades of winters.
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The

voculatoro: A Revolutionary Tool in Rerationship
Accident Prevention

Afton "Yes-it-i s-poss i b le-to-put-you rs kis-on-backward s "

H al I o ran

. D9 you (and your group) feel comfortable with getting involved
with another member? ln light of my experience at Avaiánchã school,
January 2007, I have created a convenient device for Vocers to use to
evaluate one another: The VOCulator @ planning Tool.

VOCulator @ as a guide for your relationship decision-making in five
easy steps:

step

one:

Take out your very own The

Voculatoro pranning Tool.

step Two: cet the current Sketchiness Rating from the daily online VoC
bulletin. The following table may serve
a glide for interpieting this
"s
rating:
Wha

1...

(Yellow)

...Why...

...What to do

Physical Attraction Probability

Recommended Action

Natural attraction very unlikely.
Human triggered attraction

Generally safe.
Normal caution

unlikelv.

advised
Use caution.

Natural attraction unl ikely.
Human triggered attraction
oossible.

Considerable
(Orange)

High
(Red)

Extreme
(Red with black

Natural attraction possible.
Human triggered attraction
probable with minimal
consumotion of alcohol.
Human triggered attraction
likely with adequate
consumntion of elrohnl
Widespread natural or human
triggered attraction certain with
copious amounts of alcohol.

Be increasingly
cautious.

Not recommended.

Should be avoided or
kept well away from
other club members.
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Level of your intended partner.for a
particular trip. The following are detailed descriptions of each Easiness
Level:

Step

Three: Cet the Easiness

Complex: Exposure to past members has caused mental instability.
C"r-¡i."t"d relationships and frequent partners mean that he or she has
reduäed or eliminated his or her exposure to other members'
Challenging: Some options exist. A relationship may be fairly
Str'ghõr*"rd, but some hazards and barriers may appear. Use careful
tactical planning.

simple: Many options exist. ln technical terms he or she is referred to as
a "surface whore".

Step Four: Combine the current Sketchiness Rating with the Easiness
Level on the The VOCulator@ Chart (Fig 1).

5:

Double check for accuracy with the VOCulator@ Obvious Clues
Caø. nAA up the number of obvious clues you observe. The total tells
you how your situation compares to the conditions of past accidents (Fig

Step

2).

Testimonials:

my ass mo
worth the effort
to avoid the risk
aved

dmit.
Lisa

"Precautious" Blachut

,,lust remember folks, theThevoCulator@ can help you avoid making
the same mistakes over, and over, and over again." -Afton Halloran,
Creator of the The VOCulatorO
Disclaimer: The combined tools of the Voculator@ card would have
prevented most reported relationship accidents. Always watch for
isolated variables, and be especially careful if the Sketchiness bulletin
reports deep or persistent instabilities.
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Figure 1:

Extreme
NOT RËCOMMENDED

High
Considerable
Moderate

Low
Complex

Challenging

Simple

Figure 2:

^.tcntua¡

tillg, utaftc tìta hþtñÐlhn tt¡rûta üdr orn rÈt,

there sigris'or recent activity
rt lnAre
the area wlthln the last 48 hours?
trt Are you significantly desperate?
you been consuming mulled wine
trt orHave
other alcoholic beverages?
Does he terrain tack gulties]üees or cliffs thatwould
6 help
decrease the consequences of getting
caught?

¡3

ls the skotchiness rating considêrable

or

higher?

:

that your fellow
E Are there signs
member is qnstable?
Cl Äre you willing to tafä wnatever you can get?
' ïIIAlyrsaîrmr¡
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Not All Epics Are Created Equal
Duncan McPhedran & Kaia Sadowski
to overnighters,
weekend trips that don't involve any sleep, and expeditions that do
involve serious accidents. lnvariably, all of these trips are defined as epic.
While some of them ceftainly are, other trips with planned objectives
that are known to be particularly challenging (think Waddington by
kayak), are referred to in exactly the same way. ln the middle of January,
we proposed a means of differentiating between those trips wherein life
and limb were risked on purpose from those where the dangers were
unknown and the incidents unplanned.
The VOC has a long history of daytrips turned

The distinction is made thusly: when describing your trip on

Veenstra) wish that they had been there to see it.
The above is what we would like to call the Short Hand Trip

them). lt allows you to recognize if a trip went well, or went poorly, or
went outright horribly, without forcing you to consider any of the grisly
details.

trip ourselves, or
just have a morbid interest in those grisly details, there is an extension to
ihe sHrRS (the XSHTRS) to provide a clearer picture of just how badly
things went. lt measures two factors that usually contribute to epic-ness:
For those of us who are considering doing the

weather, and events.
The weather rating in the XSHTRS is just a descriptor-and a
negative one at that. After all, there is no point to describing how nice
the weather was. lf you're not complaining about, if you have a grin
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wide and a suntan, then there's absolutely no need to rub it in.
Besides, how hardcore can an epic really be if everything happened
under blue skies and rainbows? consequently, there are onlyiwo
weather. ratings that can be applied to a trip: miserabre and bloody
a mile

miserable.

Miserable

Bloody Miserable
The weather is absurdly unpleasant. you know that this degree
has been reached when, no matter what important things are goin! on

around you, the weather is still uppermost in your mind-. vou ñritt get
wet and you will stay wet,_most li <ely for the rest of the trip. Any gear
that isn't 1O0% waterproof (and even some that claims to be)wíllt"
totally soaked. At this point frostbite will certainly happen, and there is
a good chance

that someone
will lose digits

and/or limbs. lt
is possible that
an ill-prepared
party would lose
members.

lvlt. Atvteff hrools on a "6no9ly mßera6[e"

lay.

lf the
weather sets the
scene, then the
events.are where
the action lies. The
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about it).
Desperate

certainly nothing to write home about.
Bloody Desperate
Here is where things begin to get messy. At this grade, no goals
are achieved. Minor injuriés are commonplace and there is immediate
retreat due to the serious nature of the weather/conditions and the

food poisoning.
Epic

à-'--é
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one remaining crampon only to discover that your partner has lost his
leg in the avalanche that knocked you over the edge and that you have to
haul him out through a snowstorm, you are having a true "Epic".
Bloody Epic
This grade describes the most traumatizing series of events that it is
possible to return from. lt invariably includes the death of at least one
team member, and all rescues by any party are high-risk affairs. A trip
of this degree can lead to the abandonment of the outdoors by many
people-including those not actually involved in the disastrous trip. For
a trip to be described as "bloody epic" , a team would have to lose two
members to a nitroglycerine explosion and another to an avalanche,
while the survivor would escape from a sheer cliff face only by means
of a desperate one-handed cam dyno and a frantic dry-tooling solo back
onto the glacier to be rescued by helicopter at 25, 000 ft.
Massacre

"Massacre" very aptly describes the results of the worst trip possible. No
member of the team makes it home alive. Rescue is not an option only
because there is nobody left to rescue, This is considered terribly bad
form. lf you are posting a trip report on the message board, then your
outing wasn't a "massacre". Consider yourself lucky.
The XSHTRS ought to be put into practice immediately, on the
VOC message board and elsewhere. in order to eliminate the ambiguity
that comes from carelessly bandying about terms like "epic,,to describe
everything from a desperate daytrip to a horror-show with multiple
fatalities. With the XSHTRS, trip reports will come with a warning to
prevent prospective readers from being exposed to any trip details that
might upset their delicate sensibilities. More importantly, the system can
serve as a guide for future trips being planned for that particular locale.
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Risk Management, VOC-Style
Tim Blair
"You guys still have all of your legs AND you didn't get atested? Cool."

_SW

"And Scott's car didn't blow up either?"

-

RS

These quotes from the message board are obvious allusions to
the fact thatVOC members consider safety our number one priority. Are
we experienced enough to push our limits and ensure we come home?
TheVOC website has proved to be an amazing tool for us resourceful
VOCers (see article "Outdoor Pursuits at the Speed of Thought...")' The
message board, VOCene, wiki, and especially trip reports have made
significant contributions to the overall safety of the club.

We can't eliminate risk from our adventurers; we can only
manage i! or become comfortable with ignoring it. I choose the former
option. In order to manage risk we must be able to understand and assess
it. My major realization about risk management in the mountains came a
few years back. lt sounds simple, but my understanding of limits and risk
was greatly enhanced by talking about them with fellow travelers. Well...
to be fair, old VOCers started talking about it with me' We started by
talking about snow stability and the clues we all noticed throughoutthe
day. lñ the end we each came to our own conclusions, but through the
discussion we all had a much larger pool of facts from which to draw lt
is now obvious to me that the safest travelers out there are the ones who
engage in discussion about risk, and I see them pushing the limits further
thai ihose who avoid such discussions. I wrote this article to emphasize
the need for dialogue about risk.
The quotations contained herein are excellent examples of
discussing risk. Along with them I present a framework for assessing risk
that will hopefully lead to better post-epic discussions. This framework
was developed in New Zealand by the Mountain Safety Council.

When analyzing risk (before or after a trip) we could look at the
contributing factors and underlying causes of incidents. Lets start with
some quotes from a Crap Crags trip report:
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"Jeff

[...] you also forgotto mention t...] the belay under the waterfall.,,
_KS

"Kaja, you're not supposed to mention the waterfall belay, because then
l'll have a harder time tricking people to come help." -lM
"The mention of the waterfall was actually meant to entice people,
not frighten them away. After all, waterfails are considered þretiy and
romantic and all sorts of pleasantthings by most people, and it,s not
often that one gets to get quite as close to a waterfall as that. Also, the
belay roof/rock is supremely awesome and only adds to the charm of the
route," -KS

"l can just imagine it now...'Hey, erm, you know I had a great time
tonight... say, would you like to do something atthe weekend. t know
this lovely waterfall we could go and "hang out" in... errr, I mean by.
Beautiful view.You like mud, right? Oh, and my friend with a chain saw
might come along too and send some trees flying down the cliff, but
really, it'll be fun, I promise.' Good luck with that." -MC
"l have been told that dates where you watch the sun set from a
secluded spot are good. However when put into practice they might not
be so good if that secluded spot is a 4 hour bushwhack away from the
car and the date did not bring a head lamp."

- BS

"You guys are totally blowing the cleverness of a secluded spot, sunset
and one headlamp (which should not be used unless you NEED it!)
combo. You're probably the type that when your car runs out of gas on a
secluded country road you say "don't worry... t'll just hike back to town
and get some gas. I have some textbooks/magazines/sudoku in the back
to keep you occupied. See you in an hour or so." The point of taking a
date to see a sunset at a secluded spot is so that after the breathtaking
sunset you say "oh darn. Now it's too dark to safely make our way back
to the car. Silly me. I was so busy being romantic that t didn't think about
the logistics of post-sunset travel. And me without my headlamp*! But
at least the bivy wont be too cold if we snuggle up real close. Closer...
Clooooooser...etc." - NW
"See kids, this is why Nick ends up with a Stather girl while the rest of
you end up losing a stinkyness competition with me, while lost in the

bush."

- JM
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But I digress...while a waterfall belay may have contributed to
an incident and been useful to reflect upon, looking at the contributing
factors is not necessarily helpful in planning and prevention.
The New Zealand approach starts by looking at the association

suspended vertically along a 10-pitch crack climb.

One has to associate possible consequences with those
parents has a high risk but usually low
goals.
ski traverse may have moderate risk along with
conse
n act of god may be very low risk with very
mode
high consequences, etc... The level of risk needs to be viewed in relation
to consequences.
The Risk Assessment Cycle
At whatever level you wish to have an adventure, it will involve
risk. ln both pre-trip planning and post trip recovery, to capitalize on the
experience we can:
1. ldentify the risks inherent in the program;
2. Assess the risk; and
3. Manage the risk

ldentifying Risk
For instance, Jeff or Christian's partners can start to identify their
risks by reading the following post (in reference to Crap Crags):

"A disclaimer: While this trip report may scare some people into thinking
that they should not go within 500 meters of [leff or Christian], let alone
attempt to [do what Jeff and Christian do], the correct interpretation is
that even if absolutely everything that could go wrong does, you can still
escape with only minor injuries." -JM

And once these risks are identified, they can reply to an
advertisement that says:
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"Memorable times [are] guaranteed." -CV
At this point they should be assessing the risks associated with
said activity. These may include...
"Watching in Shock and Horror as your helmet, headlamp attached, slips
out of your cold wet fingers and falls :200m from just underTrichome
ledge to the base of the Chief (as darkness sets in):" -CV

Now they manage the risk, either ahead of time or when they're
in the moment:
"Rapping quickly down to the next station I began thinking that we might
just make it before dark - but then the rope got stuck. The rope was badly
cut up and was unknowingly used for further rappelling, in the dark. We
had to take numerous breaks due to our bodies seizing up from cold/
exhaustion t...lThe main difficulty came from our exhaustion. I guess |m
going to pay more attention to the rope for sure." -CV

Out of is mess came a clear head encouraging thought and
discussion about the consequences that resulted:
"Christian and Piotr: Don't worry about the cost of the rope. Worry
about whatever you did, so you never do it again." -JM
This was followed by several insights:

"Upon getting home I immediately added something to my 'epic kit': a
tiny yet superbright LED keychain light. With lanyard it weighs 10g." -CV
This rope incident was discussed on the message board, the
results of which benefited everyone who read it. I commend the
participants for getting their safety information and insight out in the
open:
"Jeff's explanation of bight formation and the rope-eating-rope scenario
seerns feasible, they were so twisted and had so many kinks in them that
I can see that happening. The only thing that would have made things
easier is doing shorter, cleaner pitches, but that's easier said than done

when abseiling in the dark over unfamiliar territory." -PF
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the rope is caught badly enough that it's not

going anywhere, it might not be a good idea to yank it into whatever
destructive object it happens to be snagged on." -JM
Assessing Risk
Assessing what might go wrong in any given activiÇ requires
some careful thoughç but also considerable experience of the kinds
of hazards that arise in adventures. Lets get some more examples from
recent Crap Crags Trips:

.y

"l

teeth from a spindly, ice
thus came to be hanging primarily by
of
the Chief, with an B}L
from
the
base
about
l00m
branch,
covered
backpack on my back, plastic boots on my feet, pruning shears, an axe
and a chainsaw on my harness, and a giant snow encrusted branch
dangling trying to pull me down, at night, in a snowstorm," -JM
Or,

"After 2.5 pitches of destruction we decided it was looking like it might
get dark soon, [Foresight gained by experience] so we stopped cleaning
[even more experience tells us to act on this foresight]." -CV
We can all hone our risk assessment skills by reading some of the
trip reports of incidents over the past year. To make this analysis of what
might go wrong more systematic we can think of the three sources of
risk: the activiÇ, the participants and the environment.

Activity:

the things that typically might go wrong.

to do some 'route cleaning'? Well, here are some
instructions that include sources of risk:
So you want

"To clean, you'll want to have a few of the following on cords tied to
your harness: bow saw, ice axe, pry bar, crowbar, large pruning shears,
chainsaw, hatchet, and rescue rope.

Procedure: Remove garbage from the route. Rap a little more. Remove
garbage. Repeat many times. Cet to the next rap ring, tie yourself
off, pull the rope, and set up the next rappeL Repeat. Stop cleaning
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and concentrate on getting to the bottom before it gets dark, not
after[...]Before you cut down a bigger tree, make sure that it's not going
to snag your rope before you send it off." -How to Clean Crap Crags
(On VOC wiki)

Farticipants: their unique skill and knowledge levels. Attitude can also
make a big difference in safety:
"l'd much rather be on a rope with someone that can laugh about
[getting an entire tree caught in your rope (rather than getting your
rope caught in a tree, as it usually happens)1, and then deal with it
competently than someone who would freak out, or get in a pissy mood,
or something."

-lM

Environment: the weather or surface conditions, equipment etc.
"The weather looks only somewhat crappy, which is pretty good for this
time of year. ... chances of spending the night are relatively minimal."

-lM
"As for only being hit with one branch, I think that's really good, as there
were a lot of branches, and they're really hard to throw when there is a

rope interfering with the overhand." -JM
The more enthusiastic adventurers could even complete
an "incident probability assessment". Lets look at another trip for
inspirtation:

Q: Civen the probability that weather will be bad and the fact that our
group of 16 has very little experience, how many equipment failures will
we incur?
A: Eight: 1. R didn't know he needed skins.
2. One skin tip connector broke in the parking lot.
3. BW's bindings only fit one of his boots. The other binding
was too small.
4. DW ripped the binding out of one of his skis.
5. CV broke his binding plate in half.
6. PT's skins were too short and the glue was bad
7.TB and CV each lost a single skin on the ski down
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Or,

Q: Civen the following:
"My car remains full t...1 Natasha now has a roof rack. Pascal and
Rebecca are trying to get a car, Yanna, Elissa, and Matthew are flirting
with the ldea of coming [...] food groups [...] We will not have a meeting
[...] we have 13[.. .] Any questions, talk to Roland [...] zero skiing
experience is ok if you are tough." -RB
How long will it take to get to the hut?

A: 17.5 hours

(see

'A

BREWtal Adventure" in this issue)

Managing Risk
Discussion of risks can happen before, during, or after the trip. lf
you need to manage the risks you are generally faced with three options:
reduce the risk, avoid the risk, or proceed because you understand the
risk and can accept it.
Reduce the risk by taking additional precautions: I think
more examples from the Crap Crags discussions.
"The procedure is to place warning signs"

we'll take some

-wiki

"After groveling and cursing my way through the sketchy sections, I
succeeded in convincing myself to install a hand-line next time, as well
scaring the zookers out of myself . [Action Plan]' - JM

as

"We got to the sketchy low-angle slab, which went pretty easily with
cramponq and installed handlines on it. [Safety Achievedl" -lM

Avoid the risk entirely:
"No one was cool enough to go with me, so I borrowed Scott's car and
went alone t. . .l Chief parking lot was a disaster [...] snow chains [. . .]
tires spinning [he proceeded up the Chief] My plan for the day was to
establish a belay anchor t...lThis dream was soon quashed." -JM
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Proceed because the risk seems acceptable:
"lt felt like an unstoppable morning - one of those high-output, feeling
great, sort of mornings [...] heading up the switchback things looked
good. Passing landmarks it seemed I may just barely make it t...1 if I
made the next ridge (heavily forested) before dark, l'd press on by
headlamp. Otherwise l'd bivy [...] Dropping just over the top of the ridge
as darkness fell the bush finally got difficult. After a while it got really
difficult, and I found myself climbing down all over a total gong show of
forest, bush and broken logs - barely able to see what I was doing [...1
carrying on in the darkness at this level of bush seemed crazy [...] just
under 6 hours from the parking lot, and a pretty nice hike." -CV
Summary
The next time you read a message stating...

"l'm looking for someone to participate in route cleaning this Saturday"

-lM
...take a look at the risks and discuss them. Then you'll be more
comfortable going along. So lets go out there, lets discuss the risks, and,
to quote our illustrious outgoing president:

pull off something totally ridiculous
the
risks
you've
discussed
of
course]." -SN
[once

" Never doubt the VOC's ability to

Thanks to the VOC members whose words helped make this
article possible: Jeff Mottershead, Christian Veenstra, Scott Webster,
Roland Burton, NickWaber, Piotr Forysinski, Kaja Sadowski, and Sandra
Nicol.

I
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VOC Photo Competition 2006 /2007
Dan Eagen
ln the spirit of the renaissance of old events and traditions,
this year's executive decided to bring back the annualVOC photo
competition. This competition was started in 1958 along with the Journal.
Submissions were accepted in one of six categories. Unfortunately, it
died out during the mid-Nineties; but fear no! for it has been revived!
Without further ado, here are the winners, runners-up, and honourable
mentions for each of this year's categories.
Category A: Landscapes
Winner: "Sand Dunes along the West Coast" - Oker Chen
Runner-Up: "Mount Robson from the Café" - Duncan McPhedran
Honourable Mention(sì: "Mt. Baker in the morning" - Holger Feser
" Jökulsárlón" - Michael Fuller
Category B: Climbing Skiing and Mountaineering
Winner: "Corsica, France" - Holger Feser
Runner-Uo: "Nelchina Clacier" - Seth Adams
Honourable Mention(sì: "Squamish" - Christian Veenstra
Category C: FIora and Fauna
Winner: lrbutus Bark" - Ben Watt-Meyer
Runner-Uo: "The Camel" - Seth Adams
Honourable Mention(sì: "Some call it kissing" and "Deer Cabbage" - Tm
Blair
Category D: Club Activities
Winner: "Balancing beforeVancouver" - Michael Fuller
Runner-Uo: "Tele2" - Scott Webster
Category E: Portraits
Winner: A tie between "Fuller's Zippe( - Oker Chen
and "Krystil and Adrian on Snowpatch Spire" -Tyler
Linn
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Category F: Miscellaneous
Winner: "Canoe and lce" - Ben Watt-Meyer
Runner-Uo: "Tunnel Crossins" - Rich So
Honourable Mention(sì: "Tree Climbing" - Oker Chen

Overall:
Winner: "C(oss" - Boris Khramstov
Runner-Up: "Mount Robson from the CaÍé" - Duncan McPhedran
Honourable Mention(sì: "Mt. Baker in the morning" - Holger Feser
The overall winner is featured on the back cover of this edition

of the Journal, and catagory winners appear on the following pages. All
category winners and runners-up will appear on the home page of the
VOC website (www. ubc-voc, com).
Thanks to everyone who submitted photos, and to all the judges.

Hopefully, the contest
more years.

will remain

a tradition that

will continue for many
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Awards

Christian Champagne
Continuing with the current club trend of reviving old traditions,
the awards page hãs returned to theVOC Journal after a fourteen-year
hiatus! since the Journal is distributed at the Voc Banquet (where
awards are announced), the list of award recipients listed here are those
from last year.
2005-2006 Award ReciPients
Most Active New Members male and female
Stephen Lerch and Kim Hunnam
The Broken Board Award for the silliest mishap or most entertaining epic
Jeff Mottershead, Christian Veenstra, and ScottWebster
The Kitchen sink Award for bringing the most unnecessary Sear
Andrew Pare (for double-burner Coleman stove atWinter Longhike)
The Loving Cup to a couple whose romance has grown over the year
Steve "Muffin" Mullen and Jessica Deutsch

'

The Chorus Line Award for singin' and dancin' on trips
Nick Elson and Jay Piggot
The Geezer Award to a member of looooong standing
Jeremy Frimer
chance for members to publicly shame other members
(presented
with a heel from a high-heeled shoe for heelStephen Lerch

Goon Awards

a

hooking excessively while climbing by Kristin Warkentin)
There,s now also a

helping to

'

fill in some

wiki page on theVoC website that lists past

of the past decade's winners'
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fournal Awards
Kaja Sadowski

,,How', *"lf

il.,T'JlillJäiiï:,,,

For beautifully deconstructing the

"writing

Koeth rer

rike a hardman,,

trap that so

many of us fall into.
,,rhe

Vocu'"åiÎir"ioon

Ha

I

toran

For bringing tears of laughter to

my eyes and creating a tool that should
be standard issue at Longhike.
Best Overall (tie)

"Dreaming with Eyes
For capturing so perfectly the

Wi
be

amstov

and downright

absurdity of the

Honorable Mentions
from
"Escape
Crap Crags', by )eff Mottershead
For using the immortal line: ,,Jumping purple dogfish no!,,
,,A

BREWtal Adventure,, by Afton Halloran & Charissa pinnell
'his one actually goes to al the beginners on the trip for continuing to ski
and go on VOC trips after this experience.
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Inlex

26

Are we having fun Yet?
The "Hardman" summit shot.

ArdArvin

180

The last known photograPh of l, RoPe?

Iim Blair

137
139

142
143

Skiing up a slope.
The crew in less stormY times.
Sebastian puts on his Skins.
Scott N. and Sebastian O. after summiting.

Roland Burton

117

Brew's Outhouse.

Oker Chen

17'l

25s

Yosemite panorama.
Sand Dunes along the West Coast'
Fuller's Zipper.

Nick Elson

23

Stefan in the JaPanese Couloir.

Holger Feser

254

Corsica, France.

Piotr Forysinski

54
56
57

The expression saYs it all.
...getting on the TYrolean.
Precision parking.

Mike Fuller

254

Balanci ng before Vancouver.

192

One last look.
Another potential customer.

25

Stefan Albrechter

253

Maya Goldstein

20'l

Carrying skis...in the Slims Valley.
A skiff ride...
The ideal sled configuration.
A Krazy Karpet hammerhead with sled bag.
...Overlooking the icefield...

69
70

Pete Hudson

73
75

76

Talus Lake
Tombstone Panorama

B3

Boris Khramstov

B6

64

Standing on the summit.
Bouldering in the Bugs?
Corner climbing.
Spire landscape.

't3

I smell a misplaced modifier.

Chris Michalak

218

Self-portrait.

Maciek Mizerski

234

The Burton Hut in all its glory, spring 2004'

feff Mottershead

156

Climbers on CraP Crags.

33
62
63

Tyler Linn

Duncan McPhedran
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158
168
173

How to hang up a rappel on your thumb...
Racking up (sans Big Bro).
More trad fun.

155

Jeff M. on Crap Crags in happier times.

Markus Rebholz

113
128

Snowburst.
Snow (lll).

Marcus Rohrbach

122
'123

Digging.
Jumping on the Rutsch Block.

Steve

Mullen

'I
89
190
2OO

Sherpa with pack.
Maya enjoys the view.
Cooking for an audience.

Kaja Sadowski

241

Mt. Atwell broods...

Cory Sine

2OS
2OB

The Tsaris mountains.

60
1B
120
1

Chris M. faces the Camel.
Avanlanche.
FredTouche.

fordan Tam

203

Wonder if he bites...

Lara Thompson

229

...alwavs wear vour beacon

Christian Veenstra

40
44
101
103
'l
06
132
134

Backcountry boot repair.
Back at camp.
Jeff M. finds shelter from the rain.
Hope returns to the Boys on Day B.
Scott W looking back at...Clacier Bay
Skiing in to the Phelix Hur.
Skis are prissy, but they make better pictures.

Ben Watt-Meyer

254
255

Arbutus Bark.
Canoe and lce.

VOC Archives

5
15
15
16
16
148
148

On Mt. Victoria
Di Bayle near the summit of Despoilus.
Ascent of Mt. Victoria.
"Canadian Mt. Logan Expedition,, team.

29

"ln trueVOC style." - submitted by Alice

Gili Rosenberg

Richard So

\nonymous

116
153

Kloof's Corner

Sandra Cladwell...Caribaldi.
1959 trip to The Lions.
North side of Mt. James Turner.

Leppitt

Brewtally Cold Nudes. - submitted by Afton
Halloran
The route as Jeff M. & Scott W climbed it. -

submitted by Jeff Mottershead
M. racks up. - submitted by leff

160

Jeff

176

Mottershead
l, Rope in all my glory. - submitted by

199

ArdArvin
Maya and Gili in the new boat. - submitted by

Cili

Rosenberg
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Alpine Rock & lce

Bugaboo Portrait - Tyler Linn
Nevado Shaqsha - Juan Covarrubias
Athabasca Alien - Duncan McPhedran
Stefan LeadingWaterfall - Nick Elson
Belaying on Lesser Wedge - Tyler Linn
Clissading - Richard So

Hiking & Scrambling

So Exposed on Ossa - Mike Fuller
Tundra Lake Camp - Evan Morris
Resting.lordan - Richard So

Skiing

Snow Kitchen - Richard So
Skiiers on Mt. Matier - Holger Feser
Ski Portrait - Markus Rebholz

Climbing

Chain Reaction - Mike Fuller
Northern Bouldering - Boris Khramstov
Deidre Bum Shot - Kaja Sadowski

Travel

Nepali Water Wheel - Craig Alfredson
Self-Portrait - Llama (or perhaps Mike Fuller)
Cooking in Laos - Maya Coldstein

Club tife & Reflections

Cirl with a Squirrel - Oker Chen
Black Tusk Self-Portrait - Chris Michalak
Rich, Creen Landscape - Boris Khramstov
VOC on Caribaldi Lake l. - Richard So
Pretty Flower -Tim Blair
VOC on Carbaldi Lake ll. - Richard So
Sebastian: Naked Man Running -Tim Blair
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Front Cover

Climber on Mt. Athabasca - Duncan McPhedran

Back Cover

Cross in Tombstone

- Boris Khramstov (Photo Contest Overall
Winner)
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